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SUMMARY

The overall argument this thesis makes is that topological object structures cap-

tured within hierarchical image descriptions are invariant to depictive styles and

offer a level of abstraction found in many modern abstract artworks.

To show how object structures can be extracted from images, two hierarchical

image descriptions are proposed. The first of these is inspired by perceptual or-

ganisation; whereas, the second is based on agglomerative clustering of image

primitives. This thesis argues the benefits and drawbacks of each image descrip-

tion and empirically show why the second is more suitable in capturing object

strucutures. The value of graph theory is demonstrated in extracting object

structures, especially from the second type of image description. User interac-

tion during the structure extraction process is also made possible via an image

hierarchy editor.

Two applications of object structures are studied in depth. On the computer

vision side, the problem of object classification is investigated. In particular,

this thesis shows that it is possible to classify objects regardless of their depic-

tive styles. This classification problem is approached using a graph theoretic

paradigm; by encoding object structures as feature vectors of fixed lengths, ob-

ject classification can then be treated as a clustering problem in structural feature

space and that actual clustering can be done using conventional machine learning

techniques.

The benefits of object structures in computer graphics are demonstrated from a

Non-Photorealistic Rendering (NPR) point of view. In particular, it is shown that

topological object structures deliver an appropriate degree of abstraction that

often appears in well-known abstract artworks. Moreover, the value of shape

simplification is demonstrated in the process of making abstract art. By inte-

grating object structures and simple geometric shapes, it is shown that artworks

produced in child-like paintings and from artists such as Wassily Kandinsky, Joan

Mirö and Henri Matisse can be synthesised and by doing so, the current gamut

of NPR styles is extended. The whole process of making abstract art is built into

a single piece of software with intuitive GUI.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Objectives

The ultimate goal of this work is to study the profound relationship amongst

photographs, paintings and drawings, so that we can easily travel across the

semantic boundaries in-between. In particular, the aim of this thesis is three-fold:

(i) identify the invariant property among objects depicted in such different styles;

(ii) propose ways of automatically extracting this property from images; (iii) and

finally use it in novel applications of object classification across depictions and

synthesising abstract artworks from photographs. In this thesis, it is proposed

that topological object structure captured within hierarchical image descriptions

is a key property that is shared amongst objects of different depictive styles.

On one side, success in classifying objects regardless of depiction would greatly

benefit computer vision, where photographs have been the dominant research

subject; on the other side, the Non-Photorealistic Rendering (NPR) literature

will also benefit from the high-level abstraction that object structures carry, so

that arts of an abstract nature can be synthesised from photographs.

1.2 Motivations

In ancient times, people used to express themselves by drawing on the surface

of caves. An example of such cave painting is exhibited in Figure 1-1. With
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Figure 1-1: An example cave drawing: “Hunting”

their limited tools, such type of drawings often lack in their visual richness: they

are usually in only one colour and objects are often lack of details. Despite

all that, they still carry a rich amount of visual information. Even now, after

thousands of years, we are still able to tell the same story that was intended in

such cave paintings; we are still able to appreciate the bravery of ancient hunters

expressed in Figure 1-1 and imagine the kind of life style they were living by.

Why? Because such paintings contain an appropriate amount of abstraction that

is still perceivable to us nowadays.

Master artists are extremely good in delivering abstraction in their works as well.

Figure 1-2 shows how Picasso depicts a bull and how Joan Mirö paints a human

figure. The artwork themselves are highly abstract, however, objects in them

can still be correctly perceived. Why? Again, the amount of abstraction they

introduced in their paintings is sufficient for us to perceive and will certainly

remain so for thousands of years to come.

In fact, non-artists, like the author himself and many others, tend to abstract

well too. A typical task would be to draw a stickman. Figure 1-3 offers two of

them: one drawn by the author using GIMP and the other by a 3-year-old girl

using a red-ink pen.

However, unlike cave paintings, abstract artworks and the author’s stickman,

photographs offer no abstraction at all, but an highly detailed representation of

a particular visual scene. Probably the easiest thing to do nowadays would be to

take a digital photograph, which often only involves pressing down the shutter

button. The author made use of a digital camera and it took him less than 1

minutes from taking the photo in Figure 1-4 to displaying it on a PC. With the
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Figure 1-2: Left: Picasso’s version of a bull; right: an example of how Joan Mirö
paints a human figure.

Figure 1-3: Two stickman figures draw by the author and a 3-year-old girl

vastly increasing availability of digital photographic equipments such as digital

cameras and camcorders, digital photographs have become ever so popular.

Nevertheless, we as humans are extremely powerful when it comes to interpreting

visual information. Indeed, no matter how a human figure might be depicted,

whether it is in an ancient cave drawing (Figure 1-1), an abstract painting (Fig-

ure 1-2), a few stickmen (Figure 1-3) or a photograph (Figure 1-4), we are still

able to perceive them correctly. This automatically leads to this question “what

is the invariant property that is captured?” We vaguely observed that abstraction

could be the key in this context. However, the key question now comes to “how

do we abstract appropriately, so that objects still have their semantic meaning

intact?”
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Figure 1-4: A photograph of the author

As a start, we shall seek an answer to the above questions by analysing how

master artists such as Joan Mirö introduce abstraction. The following quote [36]

is from Joan Mirö himself on how he approaches creating abstract artworks:

“When I paint, I try to determine a relationship between the

strokes and the colours, a balance that gives life and that lives in

terms of that relationship. ... All the things in the painting are or-

ganised to meet the demand for balance, and every part is linked in a

precise relationship. ... I like to speak in lines - strokes - and colours.

A line, a colour - a woman; a line, a colour - a bird. It is the drawing

and the painting that, by means of a symbol, suggest the idea of the

woman and the idea of the bird.”

In the above quote, the master artist talked about how he balances strokes to

create meaning; and more importantly, how he uses symbols to represent objects.

In addition to those, there is a lot more to his works, some of which we are only in

the position to appreciate, rather than to understand or to mimic. Nevertheless,

Mirö mentioned at many places the importance of “balance”, “relationship” of

parts and how he produces his abstract paintings by organising simple elements,

such as lines, shapes, strokes, in a structured fashion to create life. In fact, from

observing many symbolic abstract paintings from Mirö, we see that no matter how

abstract his objects get, they will almost always follow the toplogical structures of

objects. Therefore, it seems to be that “balance” and “relationship” of parts that

the master is referring to partially derives from the actual topological structure
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Figure 1-5: Two examples of Mirö’s paintings. Left: “Personnage Et Oiseaux”; right:
“Senza Titolo”

of objects. In other words, Mirö finds such topological structures an excellent

tool in delivering a level of abstraction when depicting objects. A bird would

normally have a body and two wings and a human figure would have a head, a

body, arms, legs and so on; similarly a boat would have a bottom, a front side

and a back side. Evidence of such can be found in paintings such as “Personnage

Et Oiseaux” and “Senza Titolo”, both exhibited in Figures 1-5.

We can also consider a thought experiment using four images. Three images show

faces, one little more than a scribble by a young child, one the face of a clown

with crosses for eyes, the other a photograph. The fourth image is a photograph

of a car. Which is the odd one out? We have run this experiment in practice, and

were not at all surprised to find the car was always selected as the odd one out.

Yet the variance between the faces is profound. Eyes can be any shape, so can

the mouth. The drawn face may or may not have an outline, and if it does exist

can be any shape. Children tend to draw the eyes at the top of the head when

in fact they are in the middle. Given so much variation in shape, in position,

in colour, it is difficult to see any invariant except the structural arrangement of

facial parts.

So we as human beings are excellent at interpreting abstract visual information,

we are able to categorise objects in Figures 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, 1-4 as human figures,

but how well can the computers do in this case? It will be very interesting if

there is a computer program that is able to categorise beyond object depiction
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styles, so that a face is always a face no matter depicted in a drawing or painting

or photograph. Given a photograph, it would also be interesting if we can auto-

matically synthesise a drawing or painting from it, especially those of an abstract

nature. This thesis makes an attempt to answer these two questions, which are

essentially two sides of the same coin. Successfully addressing the first question

will partially make way for other applications such as extending the capability of

contemporary content-based image retrieval systems, which are largely limited to

photographs; while answering the second question will extend the current gamuts

of non-photorealistic rendering styles, towards the direction of producing more

abstract art. We believe that topological object structures is the key in linking

objects that were depicted differently.

1.3 Challenges

There are several challenges which need to be addressed in all three areas, viz,

automatically extracting object structures, object classification across different

depictive styles and synthesising abstract artworks:

• Objects can be depicted rather differently; as shown in Figures 1-1, 1-2, 1-3,

1-4, a human can exist in various depictions.

• It is widely known that the problem of segmenting objects from photographs

alone still remains challenging and unresolved. In order to bridge the gap

between photographs and paintings or drawings, the proposed algorithm

would have to work relatively well on objects of various depictive styles,

not only photographs.

• Object parts might be occluded in any depictive mode, sometimes even

deliberately in the spirit of making abstract art. This results in the incom-

pleteness of topological structures, which causes potential problems when

we want to classify for example.

• The object structure extraction process needs to be as automatic as possible

and should not require a lot of parameter tuning.

• Even a decent automatic object structure extraction algorithm would entail

failure modes, which create ambiguities when the automatically created

7



structures are consequently used.

• Making art, especially making abstract art, is a challenging task on it own

right. We need an easy and intuitive way to facilitate this process.

In this thesis, we address some of these difficulties, but not all. A summary of

our contributions are provided next.

1.4 Contributions

The contributions of this thesis can be divided into three main categories, which

are summarised below. A more detailed version is available in Section 8.1 towards

the end of this thesis.

Extraction of object structures: To solve the problem of automatically ex-

tracting object structures, we proposed two hierarchical image descriptions

in turn. The first of which is based on the psychological theory of percep-

tual organisation, whereas the second image description is obtained using

agglomerative clustering. Both image descriptions are quantitatively eval-

uated using a novel experimental setup that uses human disagreement as

a unit measure. The benefits and drawbacks of both techniques are then

discussed in depth, which leads to a default choice that is used in later ap-

plications. We also offer an editing framework to accommodate any errors

in the automatically extracted structures.

Categorising objects of different depictive styles: In object classification,

we treat each automatically extracted object structure as a graph of nodes

and arcs. We then proposed a graph theoretic technique that encodes each

such graph into a vector of fixed length. Those feature vectors can then

be clustered in feature space to form classes of objects. By doing so, we

are able to accommodate partial differences in the automatically generated

structures. We also offer some initial evidence on how representing ob-

jects as a collection of simple geometric shapes is able to aid in matching

photographs to paintings and drawings.

Synthesising abstract artworks from images: We demonstrate that topo-

logical object structures are able to deliver a level of abstraction that is
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often found in child drawings and abstract artworks from master artists

such as Mirö, Picasso and Matisse. We build abstract representations of

objects that combine object structures and simple geometric shapes. We

then show that by rendering such representations appropriately, different

styles of abstract artworks can be synthesised. A single piece of software

with an intuitive GUI is implemented to facilitate the art creation process.

1.5 Structure of the Thesis

The thesis is divided into four main parts. In Part I, a general introduction of

the thesis is given (Chapter 1), plus an in-depth literature review of the relevant

research fields (Chapter 2). Part II (Chapter 3, 4, 5) of the thesis concentrates

on introducing two hierarchical image descriptions which form the basis of ex-

tracting object structures and shows how manual interaction can be introduced

to assist the extraction process. In Part III, two novel applications of the second

hierarchical image description (Chapter 4) are investigated. The first of which

uses object structures extracted from the image hierarchies to cluster objects de-

picted in different styles; the second application brings out the aesthetics side of

object structures by synthesising arts of an abstract nature from photographs.

The thesis is then concluded in Part IV, whereby insights on future work are

offered as well.

We now provide an outline of the thesis chapter by chapter, summarising the

main contributions in each and how they contribute to the overall argument that

this thesis makes, which is “object structures captured within hierarchical image

descriptions are invariant to depictive styles and offer a level of abstraction found

in many modern abstract artworks”.

Part I — Introduction

Chapter 1 — Introduction

In which we state the overall contribution of the thesis, that is we demonstrate

that object structures are invariant to depictive styles and useful in generating

synthetic abstract artworks. The motivation behind our contribution is discussed

and a detailed organisation of the thesis is found at the end of the chapter.
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Chapter 2 — Literature Review

We offer a detailed review of the field of research. Observations are made ac-

cordingly, so to identify gaps in the literature. The literature review will be split

into two parts: from a computer vision perspective, it is argued that state-of-the-

art image descriptions fall short when representing images of different depictive

styles; from a computer graphics perspective, we will show how the gamut of

artistic styles are limited in the current NPR literature, especially on approach-

ing abstract artworks.

Part II — Hierarchical Image Descriptions and Object Structures

Chapter 3 — Stable Image Descriptions using Gestalt Principles

In which we introduce our first hierarchical image description, which is based on

grouping image primitives. Its principal contribution is a general framework by

which salient groups can be identified. Our approach begins not with pixels but

with line segments and image regions of coherent colour. The grouping process

is influenced by Gestalt principle, making use of proximity, common region and

Prägnanz which was mathematically defined for the first time. We introduce the

notion of “grouping scale” within a grouping hierarchy, and provide a measure

for the salience of a group within that hierarchy. The salient groups selected

by our method require just a single user parameter — which is the number of

groups to be output. We empirically compare our approach with another based

on normalised cuts which requires exactly the same user information, and also

to human groupings. We demonstrate our groupings are closer to those from

humans.

Chapter 4 — Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering

We describe the second hierarchical image description this thesis offers. This

particular image description is based on pair-wise merging of image primitives.

Each step in the merging process offers a rough segmentation of visual objects.

Additionally, we demonstrate the value of using a de-correlated feature vector

when merging. Meaningful partitions can be found using a single parameter in

a manner similar to that used in the first image description, i.e., the number of
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partitions. In particular, we explain a graph theoretic approach that can be used

to automatically stop the merging process, hence produce an image segmentation.

This particular image description is also tested using the same novel experimental

setup previously used in Chapter 3 and is shown to exceed the performance of

the previous approach.

Chapter 5 — Interactive Editing

In which we propose ways of editing the automatically generated hierarchical

image descriptions, especially of the type proposed in Chapter 4. Benefiting

from the rich underlying image descriptions, the editing process is often easy and

intuitive. A desired topological object structure can be obtained using a few

mouse clicks.

Part III — Classification and Painting using Hierarchical Image De-

scriptions

Chapter 6 — Image Description for Object Classification: Structure is

Invariant to Depictive Style

We show the value of hierarchical image descriptions in terms of the traditional

computer vision task of object classification. Specifically, we demonstrate how

structures extracted from hierarchical image descriptions enable us to cluster

objects that are depicted in different styles. We depend on spectral graph analysis

of an automatically extracted structure to construct a feature vector of fixed

dimension, which can be classified using standard methods. Furthermore, we

also demonstrate the value of representing objects and their parts by means of

fitting simple geometric shapes and show that using such representation objects

of different depictive styles can be successfully matched.

Chapter 7 — Image Description for Image Synthesis: Generating Ab-

stract Artworks

In which we move on to demonstrate the value of topological object structures

from a computer graphics perspective. Specifically we show how object structures

are used to generate arts of an abstract nature. In addition, we will show the
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value of optimal shape fitting in delivering abstraction to synthesised artworks.

We then introduce a novel image representation that combines topological ob-

ject structures and shape fitting. This abstract representation is used as a key

component in our art generation framework. The type of art we produce are

largely motivated by child drawing, cave paintings and these from artists such as

Kandinsky, Mirö and late Matisse, all of whom organise simple elements such as

shapes in a structured way to create life.

Part IV — Conclusions

Chapter 8 — Conclusions

In which we summarise the contributions that this thesis makes and offer a broad

view on how algorithms proposed in this thesis justify our proposed contributions.

Finally, we offer insights to where possible future works may lay and briefly discuss

potential ways forward.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

This chapter reviews existing literature related to our research. The review is

split into two main parts. The first part (Section 2.1) reviews the Computer

Vision task of visual object recognition. Specifically, we first review the two

independent yet related sub-problems of object instance recognition and object

category recognition (or object classification). Special attention is paid to recent

developments that act across depiction styles, i.e., techniques that are not limited

to work on solely photographs. In the second part (Section 2.2), we review the

current state of Non-Photorealistic Rendering (NPR) research. Particularly, we

will highlight the recent trend towards producing abstract artworks and how

high-level image processing techniques have been used to facilitate the production

process.

2.1 Computer Vision: Visual Object Recogni-

tion

The earliest attempts to visually recognise objects can be traced back to the early

1960’s. A famous example is the “Blocks world” [123] work of Roberts, where

strong simplifications on both the object and scene were introduced. Figure 2-1

provides an example of such simple experiment setting. Over the last 50 years

or so, the literature has grown from recognition of simple 3D objects to those

depicted in natural image environments; and from finding specific instances of

objects to category level recognition.
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Figure 2-1: An example scene used by Roberts (1965) [123].

The traditional goal of visual object recognition is to find object instances or

categories within a collection of images. This is a non-trivial problem, due to

variances in object pose, lighting conditions, partial occlusion, to name a few.

Consequently, the literature has progressed from being able to successfully ad-

dress one of these problems to a combination.

Rather simple objects on an uniform background were studied by Roberts [123]

in the 1960’s. In the 1970’s, research was mainly concentrated on range data,

where 3D information can be directly used. The field then moved on to address

object recognition on 2D natural images in the 1980’s. However, work from this

period could only recognise single object instances from a limited number of view-

points. Category level recognition was also initiated during this period with the

recognition of simple object categories such as digits and faces, again, with rather

constrained environments. From the early 1990’s, research has moved on to tackle

recognition on a much wider range of objects and in much more complicated en-

vironments. However, to-date, work on visual object recognition has been mainly

concentrated on photographs of objects and with some rare exceptions, typical

algorithms tend not to generalise well to work on non-photorealistic depictions

of objects, such as painting and drawings.

Despite the vast variety of object recognition systems proposed over the last 50

years, there is a strong commonality that is shared by all. A recognition technique

normally relies on finding an invariant description of objects. It is eventually the

robustness of such descriptions that determine that overall performance of the
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Figure 2-2: Left: 3D model of the probe object; right: successful matches superim-
posed upon the original image.

system. For example, if the description is invariant to illumination change, so

will be the recognition system.

In the rest of this section, we will first offer a brief review of some representa-

tive approaches in object instance recognition in Section 2.1.1. Object category

recognition is then reviewed in the following section (Section 2.1.2). Towards the

end of this section, in Section 2.1.3, we will address recent development in the

field of visual object recognition that acts across depiction styles. It is the latter

body of work that this thesis contributes.

2.1.1 Object Instance Recognition

In this section, we will review the field of object instance recognition, i.e., finding

specific instances of objects within images. Although not directly related to the

core topic of this thesis, i.e., object classification, many traditional techniques de-

veloped to detect object instances are either directly used in object classification

systems or have influenced their development.

Geometry-based Methods

As previously mentioned, almost all visual object recognition techniques focus on

finding a suitable object representation, which can then be matched. Early object

instance recognition started by representing objects in terms of their geometric

invariants. This was largely motivated by the availability of 3D object models.

The most representative techniques that utilise geometric invariant are that of
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Lowe [88] and Ullman and Huttenlocher [66]. Figure 2-2 illustrates an example

of Lowe’s [88] system. They both find instances of 3D objects by aligning 3D

models with line segments found within 2D images; and because of the avail-

ability of full 3D information, such techniques could deal with significant change

of object pose and partial occlusion. The problem of finding correspondences

between the model and the target was however deemed as a particularly difficult

one. On resolving this correspondence problem, Lowe [88] used the idea of per-

ceptual grouping to form groups of line segments. The idea is that rather than

searching for correspondences of individual line segments, which is computation-

ally demanding; we can form groups of such and match on the basis on finding

set correspondences, so that the correspondence search can be constrained. The

idea of perceptual grouping also greatly influenced our first image description

(Chapter 3); a detailed review of which can be found in Section 3.1.

Geometric hashing [78, 180, 126, 127] also received significant interest as an object

recognition technique. These approaches maps geometric invariants of object

models to an existing indexing table, which is pre-computed on a set of training

images. Upon recognition, geometric invariant are first extracted from the probe

images, which are hashed into the existing indexing structure; recognition is

then achieved on a nearest-neighbour basis. There are several main advantages

associated with the set of techniques related to geometric hashing: (i) rather than

using image appearances as features, these techniques use geometric features as

basis for recognition (ii) they are often invariant to a class of transformations,

such as affine [78] and projective [126, 127] (iii) benefiting from the indexing

structure, these techniques are often computationally efficient and scales sub-

linearly with the number of objects in the database, which is a crucial requirement

for a practical object recognition system.

However, techniques that are based on geometric invariants face a few major

drawbacks. The most significant of all would be that they all assume object

contours can be readily extracted from images. However, in practice, extracting

edges from natural images is often hard, due to different illumination, background

and partial occlusion. Consequently, techniques that utilise geometric invariants

of objects often assume objects pictured from uniform backgrounds, and are thus

difficult to apply to images from more natural settings.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2-3: Left: a subset of images captured to represent the object; right: the six
largest eigen vectors that model the object.

Global Appearance Methods

Other than recognising objects based on their geometric invariants, researchers

have also attempted storing “all” possible appearances of an object. In this

fashion, recognition is reduced to asking the simple question of “Is the current

probe object seen before?” This class of techniques towards object recognition are

often referred as global appearance models. As the name suggests, this category of

techniques model objects in terms of their global appearances; so that each object

is represented as a large database of images captured under different conditions

(varying viewpoints, different illuminations and so on). The work of Murase and

Nayar [104] is a typical example. They densely sampled the viewing sphere of the

object and stored images in terms of eigen vectors. Figure 2-3(a) demonstrates

the type of images used in their experiment and Figure 2-3(b) shows the six

largest dimensions in the corresponding eigenspaces. Another example is that

of Schiele and Crowley [134]. Instead of using eigenspaces to represent images,

the authors used histograms of local texture descriptors. Supervised learning

techniques, such as Support Vector Machines (SVM), were also used to classify

pairs of objects by Pontil and Verri [116]. In their paper, the authors mapped

object images into a high-dimension feature space, prior to applying SVM.

Global appearance methods are often simple in nature. However, it is often diffi-

cult to sample an object under “all” varying conditions and even that is feasible,

efficient storage and indexing of all possible instances of the object is inefficient.

In addition, techniques based on global appearances of object also suffer from

background clutter and occlusion, largely because of the global representations
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used. Techniques that model objects in terms of their local features have been

proven to deal better with such problems, as we will see in the following section.

Local Appearance Methods

In the previous sections, we briefly reviewed how objects can be represented

in terms of their geometric invariants and how recognition can be achieved by

representing images globally. In this section, we review another category of visual

object recognition techniques that uses a collection of local object patches as basis

for recognition.

This category of technique has proven to be successful in the last decade or so,

largely due to the following advantages over other methods:

• Partial occlusions are naturally handled, resulting from the sparse nature

of the object model, i.e., a collection of local object patches rather than the

whole object.

• Background clutter can be better discriminated from the foreground object,

when careful decisions are made on which local patches are selected for use

in models.

• Invariance towards illumination and viewpoint changes can also be achieved

using specific ways to describe the local patches.

In general, a local appearance model is built in the following two stages:

1. Feature detection: where local patches are identified on an input image.

This stage is crucial for achieving robustness towards partial occlusion and

background clutter. In order to obtain a robust object mode, we need many

good patches on the foreground object as its representation.

2. Feature description: where the previously extracted local object patches are

mapped into a feature space of some kind. This feature space often consists

of dimensions corresponding to the photometric and geometric invariants

found within the local patches. Collections of there descriptors together

form the appearance model of objects.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2-4: Example case of object recognition from the work of Lowe [89]. Left: three
probe objects; right: probes detected in an image, where outlines of the object models
are also shown.

Later on in this section, we will review feature detection and description tech-

niques separately in more detail, as they are often used in object classification.

By representing objects in terms of their local features, the problem of visual

object recognition is reduced to finding appropriate ways of extracting and de-

scribing local image regions. Upon recognition, a new object model consisting

of many local object patches is extracted from an novel image, which is then

matched into a database of existing models. However, in order to achieve robust-

ness in recognition, several aspects of both the feature detection and description

need to be carefully addressed. First, repeatability of the local features should

be ensured across images of objects, pictured under many different imaging con-

ditions. This is crucial to the overall recognition performance, as such feature

patches eventually form the representations of objects. Second, region descriptors

should be highly discriminative, i.e., patches that are visually different should ap-

pear further away in the feature space, whereas, similar patches should cluster

tightly. Moreover, descriptors should be designed in a way that is invariant to

changes in viewpoint, illuminations and so on. In practice, such feature spaces

can often be designed for specific tasks. Lastly, there has to be sufficient number

of feature patches on one object, so that not only the object can be more robustly

modelled, partial occlusion can also be addressed.

To the best of our knownledge, the first to introduce the notion of local appear-

ance models were Schmid and Mohr [135], who used which in the application of

image retrieval. Their object models were also built by first detecting represen-
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tative features on objects; which are then described in some invariant fashion.

There is no novelty in their feature detection scheme; Harris interest point detec-

tor [60] were used to detect representative features on images. Circular patches

around each Harris point are sampled, forming the basis for appearance model.

Invariances of the object model towards rotation and scale were achieved through

careful design of the feature descriptor. Rotational invariance was obtained by

describing feature patch in terms of a set of gray-scale differential invariants; for

scale invariance, they stored several circular patches around each Harris point at

different scales.

Another well-know example that uses local appearance models of objects is the

work of Lowe [89]. In that paper, the author proposed an object recognition

system that is able to tackle not only scale, illumination and viewpoint changes;

significant occlusion and background clutter can also be rather robustly handled.

Instead of using Harris corner detectors [60], Lowe used extremas of Difference of

Gaussian (DoG) operators to detect feature points on an image. As in Schmid and

Mohr [135], Lowe uses circular patches centred around each DoG feature as local

object patches to create the appearance model. However, the most important

contribution in Lowe’s paper is the proposal of “SIFT” descriptors, computable

from these patches. For a local patch, “SIFT” descriptors samples image gra-

dients within on a coarse spatial grid. Rotational invariance is made possible

through computing descriptors relative to a dominant gradient orientation. A

detailed review of the SIFT descriptors can be found later in this section, where

it is reviewed along with other patch-based descriptors in the literature. Once

the object model is built, recognition is performed in a nearest neighbour fashion,

where the newly extracted model is matched into a database of already observed

models. Lowe successfully evaluated his system on a decent sized database of

objects of different poses, scales from rather cluttered backgrounds. Figure 2-4

offers an object recognition example of Lowe’s work.

Both Schmid and Mohr [135] and Lowe [89] have successfully applied local appear-

ance models of objects to the problem of image retrieval and object recognition,

respectively. Their works have been proven invariant towards scale, rotation and

changes in illumination. Despite their successes, both of their works can only

handle changes in viewpoint due to similarity transformations, i.e., translation

rotation and scaling. This is largely because of the circular local regions used

to describe detected features. Figure 2-5 demonstrates the limitations of circular
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Figure 2-5: Figure demonstrating the limitation of circular support regions. (a)-(b):
circular regions around the same feature point arose two different viewpoints. (c)
ellipsal support region on the second viewpoint (b), that covers about the same area
on the book as the circular region on (a). (d)-(e) closeups of (a)-(c).

support regions towards object viewpoint changes. Affine covariant regions were

later introduced to solve this problem, which will be reviewed in detail in the

following section.

Affine Covariant Regions

Affine covariant regions were introduced to tackle the limitations in early meth-

ods, which can only deal with viewpoint changes due to similarity transforma-

tions. They are called “affine covariant” because both their size and shape trans-

forms in a covariant fashion with respect to 2D affine transformations. Although

they are limited compared to perspective transformations, affine transformations

do offer good local approximations to viewpoint changes, hence can be used as a

good basis for local descriptor design. The consequence of affine covariant regions

is that previous used circular regions now becomes elliptical; and corresponding

elliptical regions across two viewpoints should cover the same area on the 3D ob-

ject surface. Figure 2-5(d)-(e) also demonstrates the differences between circular

region support and ellipsal region support.

An excellent review of affine covariant region detectors was conducted by Mikola-

jzcyk et al. [101]. In that paper, the authors conducted experiments using various
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affine covariant region detectors to compare their performances against changes

in viewpoint, scale, illumination, defocus and image compression. Overall, the

range of affine covariant regions detectors can be categorised as follows:

1. Techniques that work iteratively to adapt to the actual shape of regions

around feature points such as Harris corners, examples of such works in-

clude [4, 98, 133].

2. Techniques that find stable regions from threshold image intensities [93].

3. Techniques that fit shapes such as parallelograms and ellipses from interest

points [166, 69].

There is no need for us to repeat the comparisons here; however, the work of

Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) by Matas et al. [93] offers great

influence to the first image description proposed in this thesis, hence is reviewed

in more detail below.

MSER was proposed by Matas et al. [93] as a novel tool to tackle the wide baseline

stereo correspondence problem. MSER works through thresholding the intensity

image with all possible thresholds, t ∈ S, where S = {0...255}; regions that are

stable across a sequence of thresholds are called stable and used as salient feature

on an image. MSER produces a hierarchy of nested contiguous regions Q1, ..., Qi,

where Qi ⊂ Qi+1. A region Qi is said to be extremal if its average intensity is

sufficiently different from that of its boundary pixels; and Qi is called maximally

stable if the following condition is met:

qi =
|Qi+∆ \ Qi−∆|

|Qi|

has a local minimum at i∗, where ∆ is a tunable parameter, \ stands for set

difference, and |.| denotes size of the region, i.e., the number of pixels within. It

is worth to mention that MSER produces regions of arbitrary shapes, i.e., regions

that correspond to image patches that are of extremal intensity. Figure 2-6

demonstrates successful MSER correspondences across a stereo image pair, where

large viewpoint and scale changes are present. To compare it with other affine

covariant region detectors, Mikolajzcyk et al. [101] used ellipses with the same

second order moments to represent MSER regions. Their idea of stability is used
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Figure 2-6: Top row: a stereo image pair with detected MSER regions and estimated
epipolar lines overlaid; bottom row: closeups of MSER regions; the affine covarianceness
is noticed by observing that corresponding regions cover the same area on the actual
building.

in our first hierarchical image description explained in Chapter 3, where stable

groupings are seeked in a perceptual grouping process.

Local Region Descriptors

As previously mentioned, there are two major components to a local appearance

mode: feature region detection and description. Affine covariant regions offer

reliable feature patches; the next question is how to appropriately describe such

regions. Mikolajzcyk and Schmid [99] offered a thorough review of local region

descriptors and conducted experiments to evaluate their performances. The de-

sign of region descriptions are essential to the performance of object recognition

and classification, because they together form the abstract representation of the

underlying object. A descriptor too exact would limit the degree of invariances

towards illumination variations, scale changes and so on; on the other hand, a

coarser descriptor would introduce many false positives in an object recognition

system, for example. We will only summarise the set of commonly used descrip-

tors below.

Probably the simplest way to represent an image region is to store its raw intensity
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Figure 2-7: An illumination of Lowe’s SIFT descriptor [46]. Image gradients are locally
sampled and organised into a 4x4 grid.

values. The biggest problem with such descriptor lies with the fact that it does not

offer any invariance to the description, hence strongly limits overall performance.

Storage of such descriptors is also inefficient. Another way to describe regions is

through the use of filter banks, such as steerable filters [46]. By doing this, instead

of storing raw pixel values, only a set of filter responses is necessary. Rotation

invariance can also be achieved by steering the filters relative to the dominant

gradient direction within the patch [97]. Apart from using filter responses to

describe regions, gray or colour histograms were also used [153].

Nonetheless, the most popular and commonly used region descriptor to-date is

probably that of SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform), proposed by Lowe [89].

SIFT is essentially a image gradient orientation histogram. Similar to previous

methods [97], rotation invariance is made possible by computing gradient direc-

tion relative to a dominant region direction. Each descriptor typically uses a

total of 16 histograms, which is aligned in a 4x4 grid. Gradients within each

such histogram is categorised into 8 orientation bins. Overall, each descriptors

is mapped into a 128-dimensional (128 = 4 × 4 × 8) feature vector. Figure 2-7

illustrates the image gradient histogram proposed by Lowe [89].

2.1.2 Category Level Object Recognition

In the previous section, we reviewed the traditional problem of object instance

recognition. We have observed how researchers tackled problems brought by

variances in viewpoints, illuminations, partial occlusion and so on, that often
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appear on different instances of objects. Almost without exception, all the object

recognition techniques reviewed so far work by first building an object model,

which is then treated as the basis for the actual recognition stage. The one

major difference among those techniques lies with the design of object models,

e.g. whether it is based on geometric invariants of object or uses local object

patches in a collective fashion. It is through the careful design of object models

that we enable visual object recognition systems to perform in a invariant fashion

towards change in viewpoint, illumination and so on.

Object instances recognition has come a long way, from working with objects

depicted from rather plain background to achieving invariance towards changes

in viewpoints, illumination, partial occlusion and background clutter. Despite

such successes, the problem of object instances recognition is itself quite limited,

in that the term “object” is often used in a semantic fashion. For example,

in its most general definition, “chairs” means something that we can sit on.

However, problem arises because there are thousands of chairs of rather different

appearances, resulting from different styles, colours, materials and so on. The

question then comes down to “how do we recognise a category/class of object

called chairs?” Object category recognition is deemed as a harder problem than

that of object instance recognition, exactly because of such intra-class appearance

variations.

We as humans can easily recognise approximately 10,000 categories of objects

using more or less equal efforts [6]. The early category recognition systems,

however, started with recognising rather limited object classes, which are often

relatively simple, i.e., relatively low intra-class variations. Examples of the early

researched object classes include digits, faces, humans and cars, which we will

review next. Afterwards, more recent techniques that tackle more general object

classes are reviewed.

Categorising Simple Object Classes: Digits and Faces

Early research on recognising object classes started from the work on hand-

written digit recognition. These techniques were motivated by industrial needs,

such as automatic cheque processing and automatic US ZIP code reading. Hand-

written digit recognition is regarded as an object category recognition problem

rather than that of object instance recognition, because of the intra-class vari-
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Figure 2-8: The parts and structure face model of Fischler and Elschlager [44].

ations in the appearances of each digit; as a result, each digit is treated as a

visual class on its own. LeCun et al. [79] successfully proposed a supervised

learning approach towards digits recognition. Their system is based on a trained

convolutional neural network, which takes the segmented digit pixels as input

and outputs a class label. Recognition is achieved in real time; however, like

all supervised trained classifiers, it suffers from the significant training time re-

quired. Later, Weber et al. [173] successfully extended digit classification to that

of Optical Character Recognition (OCR) using the concept of a constellation

model, which we review separately. They did so without having to explicitly

segment the characters from the background, an assumption previous methods

often make [79].

Again, largely because of its practical value, face detection has been an active

research field. It is important to differentiate face recognition and face detec-

tion; the former answers the question “whose face is this?”, while the later says

“where is the face”. The famous “parts and structure model” was first intro-

duced to detect faces, by Fischler and Elschlager [44]. As the name suggests, in

this case, objects are represented as a collection of its parts and the geometric

relationships in-between. Figure 2-8 shows the face model proposed by Fischler

and Elschlager [44]. Although the overall performance of their system was quite

limited, it is the concept of the parts and structure model that is important. We

will see later in this section how this key idea has been used by other researchers.
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One of the first successful attempts at practical-level face detection were due to

Kirby and Sirovich [72], where the authors used Principal Component Analysis

(PCA) to transform information extracted from face images to a low-dimensional

space. Faces represented in this fashion are widely referred to as “eigenfaces”.

Other researchers also used the idea of dimension reduction to detect faces, ei-

ther using PCA [165, 104] or techniques such as Linear Discriminant Analysis

(LDA) [5]. However, one major downside of all above PCA-based algorithms is

that they all assume the availability of face images pre-segmented from images,

which is a difficult problem on its own. Moreover, because of their global nature,

i.e., image-wide, they suffer all three major problems that the previously reviewed

global object appearance models suffer, viz, sensitivity to illumination changes,

background clutter and partial occlusion. Other machine learning techniques

were also employed by researchers to tackle of problem of face detection, exam-

ples of which include the work of Rowley and Kanade using neural networks [128]

and that of Viola and Jones using Adaboost [168].

Other than digit and face detection, researchers have also tackled more diffi-

cult object categories such as humans and cars, for example. Schneiderman and

Kanade [136] perform wavelet transforms and use the resulting wavelet coeffi-

cients as models to be categorised. They demostated their system on both faces

and side-views of cars. Human body detection was also tackled by researchers

such as Papageorgiou et al. [112] and more recently, Dahl and Triggs [28] and

Mikolajczyk et al. [100].

Simultaneous Recognition of More General Object Categories

Despite the successes in OCR, face detection and etc, with rare exceptions [136],

all the above reviewed algorithms adhere to recognising specific objects of single

categories. As a result, research on object categorisation have naturally shifted

to designing system that are able to tackle many general objects at the same

time. A category of techniques built on the concept of the “parts and structure”

concept [44] prevailed here. Such recognition techniques include those based on

“bag of words” model of objects and ones that use the so-called object constel-

lation model. We will now review some representative papers in both algorithm

categories.

The “bag of words” model were first used to represent objects in an object recog-
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Figure 2-9: An example set of visual words — A wheel of an airplane. Figure repro-
duced from [150].

nition system by Csurka et al. [26]. In its most general definition, a “bag of words”

model means a collection of “visual words”, which collectively describe object cat-

egories. The term “visual word” stands for quantised local image patches around

some feature points detected over a set of images. Figure 2-9 illustrates an exam-

ple set of visual words. This is rather like the local object patches used in local

appearance models for object instance recognition, reviewed in Section 2.1.1; the

major differences lays with that “bag of words” models categories of objects,

rather than their specific instances. The same set of techniques, such as Har-

ris [60], DoG [89], etc, that were used to detect salient object features are also

used here to detect features.

In the paper from Csurka et al. [26], the authors first extracted a large number of

local image patches from a training set of images. This set of image patches then

becomes the superset of “visual words”, which are consequently clustered into a

“visual vocabulary”. This “visual vocabulary” is then used as the basis for image

descriptions. Specifically, each image is described as a feature vector, containing

occurrence counts in each cluster within the “visual vocabulary”. A trained SVM

from labelled feature vectors then becomes the classifier. Other authors have also

used the “bag of words” model to enable object categorisation [108, 26, 150, 151,

149]; the major differences of these techniques lays with how classifiers were

built. For examples, Opelt et al. [108] trained a set of weak classifiers and used

AdaBoost to obtain robust ones, one for every object category. Having observed

the need for heavy supervised training in many of the above techniques, Sivic et

al. [150, 149] tackled object classification in a un-supervised fashion. Recently,

Zhang et al. [185] published a comprehensive review on the subject of using local
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features to classify objects, which includes an in-depth study on the “bag of

words” model.

One major downside of the “bag of words” model is that it is unable to locate

objects within images. This is largely due to the fact that the spatial locations of

object features and the relationships among such are not modeled, which makes

“bag of words” an “appearance only” model. Nonetheless, it is the lack of spatial

information that made the object classification systems flexible in adding in more

features, robust towards occlusion and etc. The key problem in introducing

spatial relations to object models is how to incorporate such information without

degrading system performances, while keeping the computational complexity low.

Such spatial relationships that act to link up object parts were also an important

aspect of the original “parts and structure” model proposed by Fischler and

Elschlager [44].

Burl et al. [12, 13] and Leung et al. [82, 83] jointly introduced the notion of a

constellation model of objects to detect faces. Different from that of the “bag

of words” model, relative locations of objects parts are also modelled. This

addition makes it a specific instance of the “parts and structure” model [44].

In their works, spatial arrangements of identified object parts are modeled in

a probabilistic fashion; and face models were manually trained by clicking on

pre-defined facial features across a training set of images. Because of the en-

capsulated spatial information, constellation models are able to infer occluded

parts and better discriminate background clutter with the foreground features.

Weber et al. [173, 171, 172] extended the work of Burl et al. and Leung et al., by

making the previously manual training process automatic and making the model

applicable to more general object classes such as cars. Fergus et al. [40] further

extended the work of Weber et al., by offering a more rigorous approach that is

entirely probabilistic. They modelled both the appearances of parts and their

relationships as Gaussian distributions. As a result, their system is able to yield

a probability for each match. In order to demonstrate the superiority of their

technique, as oppose to that of Weber et al., they evaluated their object detection

system on a much wider range of object categories, ranging from faces to motor

bikes. Figure 2-10 illustrates a constellation model of a motor bike used in their

experiment, together with its spatial shape model and quantised local features.

Others have since extended the use of constellation models to specific problems
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Figure 2-10: Top left: the learnt constellation model of a motor bike; top right: some
example visual words; bottom rows: fitting results of the constellation model to a few
testing images. Figure reproduced from [40].

such as human detection and pose estimation, independently by Felzenszwalb

and Huttenlocher [39] and Ramanan et al. [121]. An important contribution of

Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher [39] lays with its low computational complexity,

achieved using an efficient tree structure to model the spatial relationships among

parts. Crandall et al. [25] explicitly studied the relationship between complex-

ity of the parts model with the computational cost of the recognition system
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and published results in favour of rather simple parts models. Fei-Fei et al. [37]

successfully shown through the use of constellation models, that it is possible

to train object categories using very few sample images, typically less then five.

They obtained such results by introducing a novel hierarchical Bayesian version

of the constellation model. Leibe and Scheile [81] successfully proposed an ob-

ject categorisation system that is capable of recognising a large set of objects;

Torralba et al. [162] then further extended the range of recognisable object cat-

egories by demonstrating decent performance on 21 object categories, however,

they argue that the proposed “joint boosting” technique is able to tackle hun-

dreds of categories. Researchers have since proposed many object categorisation

systems [51, 105] based on the idea of using “parts and structure” models to

describe objects; the essence of these techniques are quite similar, it is often the

details on model building and classifier training that are different.

All the above methods use local image patches as basis for object parts, re-

searchers have also used contour fragments to model objects, examples of which

include [76, 145, 109, 41, 146]. Similar to object instance recognition techniques

that rely on geometric invariants, such methods often share a common downside

that extraction of true edgels are often hard in natural settings.

In summary, the problem of learning objects classes covers a considerable body of

literature, which the above review only partially covered. We have observed that

much of the successful work is based on constellations of local features. These

features often come in the form of image patches, but lines and curves are used

as features too. There is a common idea underlying all of these approaches.

It is to use features construct a vocabulary of visual words, and then combine

these words to make objects. To construct a vocabulary putative words are

isolated using a feature detector which is robust to translation, scale and affine

variation. The centres of these feature patches can be identified using interest

points [60] or as extrema in a difference of Gaussian filter [89, 99]. Patches

can be described in several ways, with SIFT [89] being the most common. The

end product is the same in any case, which is a set of patches over an image,

each patch being described by fixed-length feature vector. Patches like this allow

image pairs to be matched via a similarity function of some kind. Given such a

similarity measure, classifiers can be constructed using some standard approach,

support vector machines and N-nearest neighbour classifiers are in common use.

Given a set of images known to belong to one class, the features shared by class
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elements can be identified, and these become the words upon which a vocabulary

is based. Semi-supervised training, in which images are somehow labelled with

class identity is often used.

2.1.3 Cross Depictive Styles Object Recognition

In the previous sections, we have reviewed the traditional problems of object

instance recognition and object category recognition. We have observed that

both fields are rather interleaving than independent of each other. Many tech-

niques developed for object instance recognition have been successfully applied

in object classification and vice verse; techniques aimed at solving the problem of

classification can also be used in the former case of object instance recognition.

Particularly, we have seen how the notion of the “parts and structure” models

of object have been successfully applied in object classification — notably in

constellation models.

However, in this thesis, we are interested in classifying objects no matter how

they are depicted; so we want a classifier that works equally well on not only

photographs of objects, but also paintings and drawing of such. The previously

reviewed methods based on “bag of words” models that have found lots of suc-

cesses in categorising hundreds of objects would fail in this case. We argue that

the use of literal words is both the strength and the weakness of these approaches:

a strength in that it allows a great many problems to be solved and so supports a

great many applications; a weakness in that it restricts words to encompass just

one depictive style. This is because the words in such a vocabulary are literal

in the sense that they represent the appearance of some part of an object. This

is true no matter whether patches or contours are used. Patches capture local

colour distribution whereas contour fragments capture local shape. The limiting

assumption is that the visual words exhibit low variation, and since the words

are of a literal nature this places an in-principle restriction upon the gamut of

images any such vocabulary can describe. Since photographs are almost invari-

ably used, this gamut tend to be restricted to photorealistic images. Indeed,

some deliberately filter non-photographs from their database used to build mod-

els of appearance [137]. Thus objects depicted in a style other than photographic

cannot be recognised.
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Figure 2-11: A wine bottle detection result of Ferrari et al. [41]. Note the successful
detections on both photographs and paintings.

Relatively little research energy has been expended on classifying objects inde-

pendently of depiction type. Classifiers using geometric invariants [88, 66] and

curves [76, 41, 146] as the basis of class identification are typically motivated for

robustness to variations in lighting, colour texture, and clutter. It is true that

such systems may admit a wider class of depictive styles than patch based sys-

tems. Indeed, Ferrari et al. [41] use hand made line drawings to detect objects in

the presence of clutter. Despite being able to detect regardless of depiction, their

system was evaluated on a rather limited database of five objects over 255 im-

ages. Figure 2-11 demonstrates successful detection of wine bottles within both

photographs and paintings, using the work of Ferrari et al. [41].

Other have also addressed the problem of matching line drawings or colour

sketches to photographs, especially in the field of Content-Based Image Retrieval

(CBIR) [29]. Jacobs [68] employed wavelet transforms to map images into their

signatures, which are essentially vectors of the few largest wavelet coefficients.

Given a colour sketch, a new signature was calculated in the same way and

matched into the existing database of image signatures. A recent innovation

along the lines of querying using sketch-based examples is that of Chalechale et

al. [15]. The authors used binary line drawings to query into a database of colour

images. Upon retrieval, a similarity score was computed between a full colour

image and a simple black and white sketched query; a measure that is based on

strong edges extracted from the colour image and the morphologically thinned

outline of the query image. Overall, such approaches often emphasis on first ex-

tracting a set of main characteristics buried within the line drawings or colour

sketches, which are then treated as features that are searched for within images.

This is rather different from a classifier which is based on some abstract class
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Figure 2-12: A collection of rather different depictions of a heart, which can be suc-
cessfully classified using Schectman and Irani [141]. Figure reproduced from Schectman
and Irani [141].

properties and is operational across depictive styles, a literature gap we seek to

fill.

Fidler and Leonardis [42] are also able to match across depictive styles. They use

Gabor filter responses at different scales as words. These responses are combined

in hierarchical fashion, into ever more specific objects until the highest layers

are category-specific. The upper layers of the hierarchy require user supervision.

The system is then able to detect across depictive styles because it is premised

on simple filter responses rather than patches.

The problem of matching images in different depictive styles is directly addressed

by Schectman and Irani [141]. They use the spatial relation between different

patterns, which they call local self-similarities. Their insight is that matching a

pair of objects requires only consistency between matched parts. So, for example,

if in one image flowers represent eyes they can be matched to the photographic

eyes in another picture, or the drawn eyes in yet another picture. Since this

provides a similarity measure, it may be possible to use such a matcher as the

basis for a classifier that crosses depictive boundaries. Such a classifier would

operate by matching a given image to class exemplars, at least one would be

required. Figure 2-12 shows successful matches of different depictions of a heart.

Such an approach is adopted by Frome et al. [47], who use what they call focal

images and a single deformation to specify a visual class.

The work in this thesis is closer in form to that of Ahuja and Todorovic [160] than

any other mentioned so far. They match on the basis of an objects parts, taking

in account geometric, photometric and topological properties. They match via

tree isomorphisms. Graph matching has received a great deal of attention, and

Ahuja and Todorovic [160] provide an excellent review we need not repeat here.
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We too match in a graph theoretic fashion, as will become clear in Chapter 6

of this thesis, where we attempt the problem of classifying objects regardless of

their depictive style.

In summary, standard approaches using patches are premised on visual words

of low variance across images. This assumption is violated when the image set

includes a variety of depictive styles. Many recent works advocate the use of

contours, and these can detect given exemplars in images of different kinds. But

this restricts one to contours, also general line drawings correspond only weakly

to the derivatives of photographs [58]. In this thesis, we show that matching

between images in different depictive styles is possible without using contours,

but using objects’ structural information.

2.2 Computer Graphics: The Trend Towards

Abstraction

This section offers an up-to-date review of the field of Non-Photorealistic Ren-

dering. In particular, we will highlight the trend towards producing increasingly

more abstract art that has developed over the last 20 years or so. However,

at first, we need to differentiate the field of Non-photorealistic rendering from

photographs (NPRP) from non-photorealistic rendering from three dimensional

models, which also received considerable attention over the past couple of years.

Our contribution is to the former — so we cite none of the latter, but only to

better focus the review and highlight the contributions of this thesis.

NPRP research was pioneered in the early 1990s with interests in brush mod-

eling [115, 118] and media emulation, such as watercolour [152] and pencil [18].

Shortly afterwards, the desire to built fully automatic painterly rendering systems

became an active research area. Such trend started with several semi-automated

paint systems [55, 130] and ended up with works that are able to automatically

render images into impressionist paintings [84] and oil paintings [61], for exam-

ple. Researchers then realised the need to abstract, something art itself finds its

essence in. Abstraction in NPRP was first introduced as ways to paint salient

objects in more detail [19, 21]. The trend towards abstraction was then continued

in many ways [3, 7, 111], with the needs of increasingly higher-level information
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Figure 2-13: Brush strokes produced using Whitted’s “stamping” technique [176].
Figure reproduced from [176].

from images, often extracted using techniques in the Computer Vision literature.

In accordance with trend in the chronology of NPRP, the review will be divided

into three sections. In Section 2.2.1, we will review the early attempts in NPRP

that builds brush models and simulate various types of artistic medias. The

push towards fully automatic painterly rendering systems is then reviewed in

Section 2.2.2. Finally, in Section 2.2.3, we will highlight the later trend towards

abstraction from the field of NPRP, which this thesis too follows.

2.2.1 A History of Brush Modelling and Media Emulation

The early NPRP literature has been populated with attempts to model a brush.

Whitted [176] first introduced the notion of a brush stroke. In his work, a brush

was simply represented as a 2D pattern. In order to create a stroke, the brush is

“stamped” across the image following a pre-defined path. Because of the nature

of his approach, i.e., a repeation of “stamps”, brush strokes often look rigid. For

instance, strokes have constant width and identical appearance along the path.

Figure 2-13 illustrates the kind of brush strokes Whitted was able to produce.

Strassmann [157] was among the first to model brushes in terms of their physical

properties. Each brush is modelled as a 1D array of bristles, which is then

swept along a 2D spline to create a stroke. The rigidness seen in Whitted’s [176]

strokes were tackled in two ways: (i) each bristle was assigned a value indicating

how much paint is left, hence creating variances in the appearance of the stroke

along the path; (ii) pressure could be incorporated to stroke paths, which enables
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Figure 2-14: An example sumi-e rendering of [157].

strokes to have varying widths. Using his “hairy brushes”, Strassmann was able

to produce quite convincing sumi-e style renderings, Figure 2-14 offers an example

of such. A later attempt on producing sumi-e rendering also belongs to that of

Pham [115], whose approach is similar to that of Strassmann [157], but strokes

are scan-converted in a single pass.

Pudet [118] studied how can brush strokes can be rendered in real-time, so to

enable interactive painting. He made use of a cordless stylus device as a brush.

Similar to Strassmann’s [157] “hairy brushes”, stroke appearances are dependent

on their positions and pressures. In addition, he also used the angle of the stylus

to change the width of strokes.

Lee [80] offered an in-depth study on modelling the physical brush, after ob-

serving the lack of rigorous research on physical brush modelling from previous

attempts [157, 115]. As a result, he proposed a 3D brush model that incorpo-

rates both the friction and inertia of brush bristles. Xu et al. [184, 183] went

even further in the direction of physical brush modelling, by proposing a volume

based brush design. In addition, the interaction between brush bristles and the

substrate was also fully simulated. The authors presented some impressive results

producible using their system, especially on Chinese calligraphy; an example of

which can be seen in Figure 2-15.

All the above reviewed methods were inspired by building a physical model of

painting brushes. However, strokes produced this way are either un-realistic [157,

118], or demands lots of computing power [184, 183]. Instead of modelling phys-

ical brushes, there are other techniques that aim to mimic the appearances of

artistic strokes, to the extend that they are realistic and aesthetically pleasing
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Figure 2-15: Chinese calligraphy produced by Xu et al. [184, 183]. Left: real artwork;
right: imitation. Figure reproduced from [184].

Figure 2-16: An oil painting rendering from the work of Hertzmann [63].

to look at. Such category of technique mainly rely on being able to texture map

the appearance of an example brush, i.e., a texture template sampled from real

strokes, onto a stroke trajectory. In this way, many types of artistic media, such

as crayon and paint, can be emulated.

The first work that brought the concept of using texture mapping into making

artistic stroke renderings was from Hsu et al. [65]. In their paper, the authors

presented “skeletal strokes”, which use arbitrary pictures as brushes, as oppose

to “stamps” or bristles. Hertzmann [63] also proposed a simple yet powerful

way to render strokes using texture mapping together with bump mapping. In

addition to the normal stroke rendering stage, a bump map is also created by

rendering brush strokes textured with the height maps, which is then used to
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Figure 2-17: Watercolour effects produced using the work from Curtis et al. [27].

relight the original rendering. Figure 2-16 illustrates an oil painting rendering

using Hertzmann’s [63] method, together with the corresponding bump map.

Other advantages of our measure over Hertzmann’s work include its flexibility

towards rendering styles and its computational efficiency.

Despite the successes in creating rather aesthetically pleasing brush strokes, all

the previously reviewed methods share a common downside, that is brush strokes

tend to be of single scale, which poses the problem of pixelisation once large-scale

magnification is introduced. Perlin and Velho [114] proposed a multi-resolution

painting system that stores strokes either as procedural textures or band-pass

pyramids. Upon display, brush stroke textures are pre-computed, so that pixeli-

sation effect is effectively avoided.

In order to create more visually pleasing rendering effects and extend the gamut of

NPRP styles, authors have also studied the interactions between artistic media

and substrate. An early example is from Small [152], where he modelled the

effect of applying watercolour brushes on paper. The flow of watercolour on

the substrate is modelled in terms of a 2D array of automatas, each of which

corresponds to one pixel. Absorbency of paper was achieved by introducing a

novel paper model, made up from intertwined paper fibres.

Curtis et al. [27] also tackled the problem of simulating watercolour effects. The

authors proposed a complex multi-layered model of the substrate, using which

they are able to better simulate the pigment-substrate diffusion and to produce

wet-on-wet effects through a bi-directional transfer process. Figure 2-17 illus-

trates the kind of watercolour effects Curtis et al. [27] were able to produce.

Another well-known painterly rendering system that is able to emulate a wide

range of artistic effects is due to Cockshott et al. [18]. Their system is able to

model both wet and sticky media on canvas. The design of the system is rather
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complex, however, its major contribution lays with the use of height field which

is bump mapped to create a visual effect of build-up paint.

Other than creating painterly artistic effects, researchers have also worked on em-

ulating other medias, such as the graphite pencil work by Sousa and Buchanan [154,

155, 156]. In their line of works, the authors introduced a physical model of a

pencil based on its hardness and the shape of the top. Relatively realistic 2D line

drawings were presented to demonstrate the quality of their pencil emulation.

Takagi et al. [159] extended the look of pencils by incorporating colour informa-

tion. Recently, Meraj et al. [95] proposed a simple system to create human-like

pencil drawings. The authors proposed a novel pencil texture model based on

co-occurrence matrice of intensities values from sampled pencil lines. Special

attention was paid to model the line trajectory that conforms to human arm

movements.

O’Donovan and Mould [106] recognised the lack of media simulation other than

the traditional oil and watercolour. They presented an interesting system that

is able to render images as if they were produced by a felting process. The

felted style is achieved by computationally modelling each stage in an actual

felting process. Recently, Brooks [9] studies how mixed-media artwork, which

incorporates two or more traditional artistic media, can be rendered from images.

The proposed system is based on the concept of seamless mixing of a set of

traditional NPR filters. It works by first building an image hierarchy of region

segments, each level of which had a specific NPR filter assigned. Finally, separate

renderings of different levels are then merged by solving Poisson equations. Other

authors have explored the various novel means to paint, such as the very recent

“Real-time gradient-domain painting” work by McCann and Pollard [94]. In their

work, a novel gradient-domain brush strokes was proposed and benefiting from a

fast integrator and a simple multigrid algorithm implemented in GPU, rendering

can be achieved in real-time. The system was demonstrated in two applications,

image editing and synthesising art, as Figure 2-18 illustrates. Due to the nature

of their gradient brushes, artworks produced are often of abstract style. It is

however important to note that all artworks presented were created by artists,

instead of automatically synthesised from photographs.
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Figure 2-18: Two novel applications using the gradient-domain brushes by McCann
and Pollard [94]. Left: image editing, note the new window; right: an example painting
created by an artist using gradient brushes in around 30 mins.

2.2.2 Towards Fully Automatic NPRP Systems

The search towards fully automatic NPRP systems started with several systems

that required some degree of human interaction. Later, increasingly complicated

Computer Vision algorithms were used to facilitate the automation process.

The landmark paper, “Paint by Numbers” [55] by Haeberli, acts as the first

attempt in the search for automatic NPRP systems. In that paper, Haeberli

proposed a semi-automatic painting system, using which users can create impres-

sionist style renderings. The system works by a user repeatedly clicking on a

reference colour image and each click draws a stroke on an empty canvas. Upon

each click, the location, orientation and colour of the corresponding stroke is

sampled from the reference image. The width and length of the strokes can be

adjusted by the user to reflect the salience of parts on the reference image. De-

spite involving a certain amount of user interaction, the system is very easy to use

and can often be used without prior training. Figure 2-19 shows some paintings

produced using Haeberli’s “Paint by Numbers” [55] system. Another important

contribution from Haeberli [55] is the notion of treating a painterly rendering as

an ordered list of strokes. This concept was used in many following papers that

aim to produce stroke renderings [27, 63].

Instead of interactively making impressionist paintings, Salisbury et al. [130, 129,
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Figure 2-19: Some example renderings using Haeberli’s “Paint by Number” [55] sys-
tem. Figure reproduced from [55].

131] have studied the problem of creating digital pen-and-ink illustrations. Their

system is backed by a bank of textures which can be selectively mapped to strokes.

At the same time, they also used low-level image information such as edges to clip

textures. Interactive stippling systems were also an interest of various authors [31,

11]. The idea of a stippling system lays with representing images in terms of

stipples, which are rather like how strokes are used as rendering primitives.

All the artistic rendering techniques reviewed so far in this section requires some

amount of human interaction. Although human input can lead to pleasant looking

artworks, the process is often labour intensive and time consuming. The research

in NPRP has naturally moved to concentrate on making full automatic systems

that are able to automatically render images into different artistic styles. In

particular, the concept of representing a rendering as an ordered list of strokes,

first proposed by Haeberli [55], have been intensively used here. Importantly,

strokes can have different forms to create renderings of various artistic styles.

Based on such concept, when designing an automatic NPRP system, two main

questions should be answered: where to put a stroke and what the stroke should

look like. In some cases, the ordering of the strokes is of some importance as well.

An early example in such direction was that of Haggerty [56], who extended Hae-

berli’s “Paint by Number” [55] system to be automatic. However, the rendering

results using their automated system are often quite poor, due to the random

processes introduced to set parameters in Haeberli’s system.

The first automatic, image-dependent painting system was due to Litwinow-
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Figure 2-20: Figure demonstrating two rendering results using Litwinowicz’s [84] sys-
tem. Left: original colour image; middle-right: rendering results with two different
settings for stroke widths.

icz [84]. The automation process is supported by an underlying image gradient

field, extracted using Sobel filters. The placement of strokes is constrained by

this gradient field; for example, strokes are orientated to the tangents of local

gradient fields and any stroke that goes across a thresholded edge map is clipped.

However, one major drawback of Litwinowicz’s [84] is that strokes are rendered in

a random order, which makes the rendering look rather noisy. Moreover, due to

the fixed length strokes used, the background and foreground objects appear in

the same level of details. Figure 2-20 demonstrated such problems in Litwinow-

icz’s [84] renderings. Treavett and Chen [164] and Shiraishi and Yamaguchi [143]

also tackled automatic paint systems that employed statistical measures to place

strokes. For example, Treavett and Chen [164] aligned randomly placed strokes

with their principal axes, obtained using eigen analysis on pixel intensities.

Hertzmann [61] importantly realised that artists do not paint in the same degree

of scale, but use finer strokes to highlight salient entities in the scene and coarser

ones to paint the background; a problem observable from Litwinowicz’s [84] ren-

derings. Hertzmann proposed a simple multi-scale and multi-layer rendering al-

gorithm to tackle this problem. Each layer is painted in different degree of details,

according to its corresponding scale. Specifically, coarser strokes were applied on

layers of a large scale and rendered before finer ones found on lower scale layers.

Moreover, finer strokes are only rendered if its appearance is sufficiently different

than the coarser stroke underneath. Hertzmann also proposed ways to create

long and curved strokes based on β-splines in the same work, which dramatically

increased the aesthetic quality of the paintings produced. Figure 2-21 illustrates

Hertzmann’s [61] work in separate stages. Gooch et al. [50] also proposed a

painting system that utilising curved strokes. Instead of using β-splines to model

stroke trajectories [84], the authors fitted strokes to medial axis computed from
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Figure 2-21: Separate stages of Hertzmann’s [61] work. Top left: original colour image;
top right and bottom left: two layers of paintings, from coarse to fine; bottom right:
the final rendering. Figure reproduced from [61].

regions of homogeneous intensities.

Collomosse and Hall [19, 21, 22] continued the trend in producing paintings that

reflect the salience of different entities in an image. Instead of using local and

low-level image information such as edge maps [84, 61], they analysed images

in a global fashion using higher-level computer vision techniques and machine

learning algorithms. The use of global image information in NPRP systems acts

as a major contribution from these authors. For example, in [22], the authors

trained a classifier on a few training images, which was then used to classify

pixels, hence produce a salience map. The whole rendering process is guided by

a relaxation process based on a novel genetic algorithm. This relaxation process

results in a fine to coarse separation between salient and non-salient regions. An

example rendering is shown in Figure 2-22; it can be seen that salient image

details are covered by finer strokes than the background, such as the head of

the dragon. Apart from computing salience maps from images, DeCarlo and

Santella [30] also cleverly used eye-tracking data to induce salience maps and

create a manually driven process with a low cognitive load on the user.
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Figure 2-22: An examples rendering using the genetic painting system of Collomosse
and Hall [22]. Figure reproduced from [22].

Other authors also used relaxation as means to produce computer-generated art-

works, Hertzmann’s [62] being the foremost runner. In his work, an objective

function was used to seek a “best” painting, i.e., one that minimises the objec-

tive function. The system works in an iterative fashion. Upon each iteration, a

score was computed from the current state of the painting using the objective

function; and the iterative process terminates when a “good” score is found. The

objective function is crucial to the quality of the final rendering and in the case of

Hertzmann [62], it is designed to perserve high frequency information within an

image. A similar objective function design concept was also taken by Sziranyi and

Tath [158], where the authors also proposed a relaxation based NPRP system.

Instead of controlling the specifics of a painterly rendering system using a pre-

defined set of parameters, Hertzmann’s [64] presented an creative way of control-

ling the artistic styles of painterly rendering systems, called “Image Analogies”.

In his work, Hertzmann used real paintings to control the artistic styles of the

renderings. More specifically, given an image A and a painting of it A′, the aim

is then to copy the style captured in the painting A′ to create a painting B′ of a

new image B. Hertzmann proposed a rather simple yet effective way to do just

that; for every point on B′, its value is copied from A′, where a best match exists

between A and B.

Shugrina et al. [147] presented an automatic NPRP system that utilises human
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emotion states to control the look of the final renderings. Their system is able to

map facial expressions of human into a pre-defined set of rendering parameters,

such as stroke colours, width, length, the jaggedness of its path and so on. This

set of parameters are then fed into a rendering engine to produce the final output.

For example, a painting would have brighter colours and smoother strokes when

a happy face was presented; and vice verse when the system saw a sad face.

2.2.3 Moving Forward to Synthesising Artworks of Ab-

stract Styles

In Section 2.2.1, we have reviewed the history of brush modelling and media em-

ulation, when researchers seeked to answer the question of “what does a stroke

look like?”. The work is of great importance because stroke rendering is com-

monly used by NPRP systems, ranging from the automatic to interactive and all

in-between. Later in Section 2.2.2, we have observed that while designing fully

automatic NPRP systems, the question of “where to place strokes” was seen as

an open question. It became clear that low-level image processes such as edge-

maps [84] are not sufficient, because these act locally. Salience maps [21, 22]

allowed the location of each stroke to be decided on image-wide (global) infor-

mation.

However, it was not until only recently have the means to extend the gamut of

NPRP to abstract styles been recognised. For example, Mould [102], and later

Setlur et al. [139] synthesise stained glass renderings. Collomosse and Hall [20]

cut out, re-arranged and distorted segmented image regions to create Cubist-like

renderings from photographs. The same authors have recently shown how to

introduce non-linear (artistic) perspective into photographs [57]. Others reflect

the intuition that art making depends on inferring perceptual structure from

images so as to facilitate their rendering [111, 77]. In the rest of this section, we

will review this recent trend towards introducing abstraction into NPRP in more

detail.

The first push towards synthesising abstract art was motivated by the use of

image segments, often obtained using image segmentation techniques found in

the Computer Vision literature. This trend seems natural as image regions are of

much higher level primitives than strokes, hence act as a better basis for abstract
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Figure 2-23: Two renderings of different artistic styles from Bangham et al. [3]. Left:
a watercolour rendering; right: rendering in the style of cross-hatching. Figure repro-
duced from [3].

renderings. An early example of using image segments as rendering primitives

was the work of Bangham et al. [3]. Using image sieves, for a given image, the

authors were able to construct a hierarchy of image segments, where each level

of the hierarchy corresponds to segments at a given scale. This hierarchy was

then analysed to yield a covering set of salient regions of different scales. Finally,

traditional NPRP filters were applied to produce artistic renderings, as Figure 2-

23 shows.

Despite the use of image segments, renderings produced by Bangham et al. [3]

can still look quite photographic, i.e., the abstractness in their renderings are

quite limited. Probably the first work that really extended the gamut of NPRP

styles in the direction towards abstraction, was from that of Collomosse and

Hall [20]. These authors presented automatic means of rendering images into

Cubist-like paintings. They used regions cutouts from images taken from different

perspectives of the same scene; feature regions were then selected based on a novel

salience measure. Finally, these salient regions were composited to make Cubist-

style paintings. Figure 2-24 illustrates a couple of such paintings.

Mould [102], Setlur et al. [139] and Brooks [8] all studied the problem of gener-

ating stain-glass renderings from images. All these techniques rely on the ability
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Figure 2-24: Two Cubist-style renderings produced using the system of Collomosse
and Hall [20]. Figure reproduced from [20].

to segment images into large and coarse regions. For examples, Setlur et al. [139]

replaced segmented regions with translucent texture patches. Manual interaction

are often needed to correct segmentation errors and merge smaller regions into

large ones. Once a desired segmentation is obtained, the content of each seg-

ment determines the appearance of glass shards by visually querying a texture

database.

Wen et al. [174] also used means of image segmentation to produce visually pleas-

ing colour sketches. In their work, an image was first segmented; and just like

previous works in stain glasses [139, 8], the segmentation map was manually

edited by putting down scribbles to obtain large regions that correspond to se-

mantic entities in the scene. These regions were then shrunk via morphological

erosion and coloured to produce colour sketches. Figure 2-25 illustrates some

example colour sketches produced by Wen et al. [174]. A global colour shift was

also performed to make renderings more visually appealing.

Instead of painterly rendering the segmented regions, researchers also used binary

regions to make art. Xu et al. [182], thresholded images to produce Chinese-

style papercuts. Later, the same authors completely emitted colour information

and studied how intelligent thresholding could lead to stylised black and white

images [181], a problem also tackled by Mould et al. [103].

Orchard et al. [110] presented a system that renders images as mosaics of small
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Figure 2-25: Two example colour sketches made using the system of Wen et al. [174].

region cutouts, obtained from a set of training images. Instead of using tiles

of regular shapes, such as rectangles, their system is able to tackle cut-outs of

arbitrary shapes, hence producing higher quality mosaics. Like others, Orchard

et al. [110] also depended on being able to match between source and target tiles.

In order to gain computational speed, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was used in

both matching and colour adjustment.

Chen et al. [16] proposed an interactive system that is able to render human

portraits into manga-style line drawings. Their system is examples-based, i.e., a

new rendering is made from previously seem examples of the same class. More

specially, a database containing pairs of image parts and their corresponding line

drawings were trained in advance, by artists. When a new image of a face is

presented, the database is searched to yield the best match for each part of the

face which are then composited to produce a final rendering. The authors also

proposed a separate hair system to increase the aesthetics of the drawings. Qu et

al. [119] was able to colourise manga line drawings using an interactive system,

where the users only got to put colour scribbles on top.

Bousseau et al. [7] realised that real watercolour paintings are often abstract in

nature, so that local stroke rendering techniques might not be a good option.

They too relied on obtaining a good segmentation first. Each segment was then

abstracted in terms of its shape, colour and illumination. In this way, an abstract

representation of the original image was obtained, which can be rendered into

watercolour effects.

In the search for making abstract arts, all of the above artistic rendering systems

use image segments as basic primitives. There are also other works that create
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abstract art using artistic projections [10, 57]. For instance, Hall et al. [57]

developed the concept of Rational Tensor Camera, “RTCams”, which lifted the

traditional constraint of single perspective found on previous NPRP systems and

so contribute to NPRP by enabling multi-perspective projection. “RTCams” can

be used alone, or compounded to produce more complicated visual effects.

There were also works that uses local image structures to abstract, typical exam-

ples include the work of Orzan et al. [111] and Kyprianidis and Dollner [77]. For

example, Orzan et al. [111] developed a method to identify salient image struc-

tures, which use gradient edges as the basic structural element. It is important

to note here that structures in their case meant “non-accidental” features within

images and such features were extracted using means of the traditional Gaus-

sian scale space theory. Given the scale space, structures meant meaningful and

salient edges according to their importance in the scale space. The intermediate

outputs of their system are edge representations of images, each containing a set

of salient edges; such representation can then be used as the basis for further

NPRP processing. The work of Kyprianidis and Dollner [77] works in a similar

fashion to that of Orzan et al. [111], in that they also aimed to find salient edge

maps that conforms to local image structures, but using means of bilateral filters.

Evidences on the trend towards abstraction can also be found in the field of NPR

from videos [170, 23, 177]. Wang et al. [170] and Collomosse and Hall [23] each

independently presented an interactive system to render videos into cartoon-like

movies. Just like image-based NPR, both of their works use image segments

as basis to support abstract styles. Later, Winnemoller et al. [177] used bilat-

eral filters to enable real-time abstraction of videos. Recently, Fiore et al. [43]

presented an interactive painterly rendering system that can be used to create

highly stylised animations. The authors introduced the notion of a hierarchical

display model (HDM), which is essentially a layered set of 2D brush strokes;

HDMs can also be collectively used to enable in-betweening within animations.

A comprehensive set of rendering styles were incorporated into their system, such

as airbrush, watercolour, ink-wash and etc, all of which made the highly stylised

effects possible.

In summary, we have observed how the field of NPRP has moved from modelling

brushes and simulating artistic media, to fully automatic rendering system and

in the direction of making abstract art. Increasingly higher-level information was
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needed to facilitate such evolution. Early works found local image features such

as edge maps to be useful, for example when placing strokes; yet, the limitations

of low-level image information soon became clear when researchers were trying

to extend the gamut of NPRP styles, especially towards the trend in abstraction.

Image segments were intensively used to create more abstract art, but manual

interaction were often needed to rectify errors and accommodate personal pref-

erences.

There is clear scope for introducing more abstract NPRP styles to the literature,

especially styles that are found in the spirit of Kandinsky, Mattise and Mirö.

These master artists often use simple geometric shapes and toplogical object

structures in their artworks. In order to synthesise such type of art, we would

need to bring a much higher level of abstraction to images, such as representing

objects as their structural parts and abstracting image segments as pure geometric

shapes. It is clear that previously reviewed NPRP systems fall short in such

situations; a gap that we seek to fill in this thesis.
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Part II

Hierarchical Image Descriptions

and Object Structures
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Chapter 3

Stable Image Descriptions Using

Gestalt Principles

This chapter offers a detailed explanation of the first of the two hierarchical image

descriptions proposed in this thesis. This particular image description is based

on perceptual organisation and emphasises stable and simple groupings of image

primitives, which is commonly referred as “Pragnanz” in Gestalt terms. Here,

an image primitive means low-level image features such as pixels and edges; a

grouping process then collects such primitives into larger and more meaningful

groups. It is commonly argued in the perceptual organisation literature that

such groupings often correspond to objects and their structural parts [73, 74], a

concept also used by researchers to recognise objects [86, 87]. We allow for more

than one such groupings, each of which forms a level of the hierarchical image

description. Each level of the image hierarchy conforms to “Prägnanz”, which

is defined mathematically for the first time. A salience measure is introduced

in turn to filter branches in the hierarchy, leaving only the most salient ones.

Finally, a novel experiment was conducted to evaluate the image description,

both qualitatively and quantitatively.

3.1 Perceptual Grouping: A Review

In the early 1920s, psychologists proposed that Gestalt principles play an impor-

tant role in human perceptual organisation. Initially these consisted of proximity,
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Figure 3-1: Gestalt laws of grouping

continuity, similarity, closure, and symmetry; later common-region and connect-

edness were added [73, 74, 175]. Figure 3-1 illustrates the set of seven proposed

Gestalt laws. We call these “simple” principles because they act on a few prim-

itives at any one time. Many of these principles have been used in the compu-

tational literature. Lowe [87] uses proximity; Carreira et al. use parallelism [14].

Others have sought to use more than one principle at once. Dolan and Weiss [32]

use proximity and continuity, a pairing also used by Parent and Zucker [113], and

Feldman [38]. Elder and James [34] aimed for contour completion by studying

the mutual relationships amongst proximity, continuity and similarity in the task

of contour grouping, and concluded that proximity is the most important among

those studies. Despite this work, a full computational account of how Gestalt

principles interact is yet to be given.

The single idea underlying all of these Gestalt principles is that ordered patterns

are unlikely to occur by chance alone. The notion of non-randomness influenced

Marr [91], and was explicitly proposed as “common cause” (amongst other names)

independently by Witkin and Tenenbaum [178], and Lowe [87]. Lowe argued that
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it is highly unlikely for organised image structures to occur by chance; hence they

are salient. Yet, common cause can be used without reference to any principle of

global organisation, for example a local curve may be the common cause of a set

of points, but is not a global constraint.

Common cause is an attractive idea, but is not sufficient. Consider a simple

example in which two people face one another. We might be tempted to group

them, describing them as a single entity (as we have above). If now we “zoom

out” to reveal that each person is at the front of a queue, each facing the other

we may decide to separate them, grouping them instead with the queue to which

they belong. More generally, context — by which we mean the presence (or

absence) of structures in an image — affects the outcome of grouping. Therefore,

we argue, some notion of global organisation must be included in any account

that seeks to form groupings, and such an account should be integral to the

way in which Gestalt principles are combined. Some of the above work operates

hierarchically [87, 32, 38] and can deal with more than one primitive at a time.

Yet it remains true that very few of them make use of any principle of global

organisation.

Prägnanz is the Gestalt principle that seeks to organise primitives in a “global”

sense. Introduced by Wertheimer [175], Prägnanz was developed by Koffka [73]

who advocated that “of several geometrically possible organisations that one

will actually occur which possesses the best, simplest and most stable shape.”

Kanizsa [71] too suggested Prägnanz implies an orderly, rule-based , non-random

and stable organisation of primitives.

Computational techniques that aim to find best groupings in a global sense do

exist. Guy and Medioni [54] combine proximity and continuation to find contours,

which differs from those schemes previously cited in that a global voting scheme

was introduced, where each pixel gets votes from all other ones. Sarkar and

Soundararajan [132] used a modified version of normalised cut, and applied it

to the adjacency graphs obtained using a small set of Bayesian Networks, each

of which corresponds to a certain Gestalt principle and is trained by a set of

mutually competing automatas.

Despite these successes, they do not provide an explicit definition of Prägnanz.

Of the literature we read, only Ommer and Buhmann [107] explicitly define

Prägnanz, in their case as the minimum of an entropy function based on the
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probability that pairs of primitives should be grouped. By minimising entropy,

these authors ensure simple groupings, as do the other global methods. But Sim-

plicity is just one half of Koffka’s requirement that global organisation should be

simple, but there is no guarantee that the organisation is stable.

3.2 Overview

Our under-pinning strategy is analogous to building a jig-saw by assembling small

pieces of a puzzle into ever larger pieces that are more efficient to work with. Each

stage of aggregation changes the way the jig-saw pieces are characterised, moving

from pixels through to a stable, hierarchical description of the image. Since

each stage operates with primitives of different characters it is natural that each

stage employs its own measure to control its aggregation process. Nonetheless

each measure has been subject to the common constraints that (i) it produces

a plausible grouping and (ii) is easy to compute. Our approach is empirically

justifiable; results in Section 3.8 compare favourably to groupings that humans

make.

Our approach has three main stages. The first stage aggregates pixels into line

elements and region elements using methods available in the general literature

(Section 3.3). The second step uses proximity and common region to identify

stable groupings of image primitives, which in our case are lines, see Section 3.4.

The third and final stage arranges these groupings into a lattice, which is then

examined to determine salient groups, as explained in Section 3.5. We call such

groups maximally stable salient groups (MSSG). Here, maximally stable means

minimal change with respect to a vector of control variables; salient means the

most significant of all the maximally stable groups. The lattice also provides us

with the notion of “grouping scale”. A diagram illustrating the whole system is

shown in Figure 3-2.

In the reminder of this chapter, we describe how the hierarchical image descrip-

tion is constructed, including our definition of Prägnanz in Section 3.4 and the

introduction of the lattice structure and its usage in Section 3.5. In Section 3.8,

we first provide a detailed description of the experiment that was conducted, fol-

lowed by the experiment results. Finally, a conclusion and discussion on future

work is offered in Section 3.9.
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Figure 3-2: A picture is processed into edges and areas. Lines are fitted to edges which
reference back to areas. Our Gestalt grouper optimally connects lines into groups. In
this and all Figures in this chapter, groups are colour coded; singleton groups are in
grey. Please refer to the electronic version of the thesis for best viewing results.

3.3 Deciding Grouping Primitives

The input to our grouping algorithm is a single image made of pixels. Pixels

are grouped during the first stage into straight lines and homogeneous regions.

Straight line primitives are fitted to an edge map obtained by thresholding an

Elder-Zucker edge detector [35], which requires monochrome images. Region

primitives are connected pixel sets, determined by a colour-image segmentation

from Sinclair [148]. Both of these algorithms claim some grounding in percep-

tion, as will be explained below. However, it should be noted that our proposed

grouper is expected to work with other edge detectors such as Canny and image

segmentation techniques such as Mean Shift. For reasons that will become clear

later in this section, we only require a degree of overlap between gray-scale edges

and colour segments.

The Elder-Zucker edge detector has been specifically designed to match human

low-level visual processing [35]. This choice is justified by the fact that a local

scale control was used, hence they claim that the results of this particular al-

gorithm correspond more closely to the edge map that human beings perceive.

Furthermore, as previously mentioned, Elder [33] demonstrated in an immedi-

ately following paper that it is possible to reconstruct grey-scale images from
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Elder-Zucker edge maps given blur and scale of individual edges, by solving a

Laplacian globally. This image reconstruction technique has been fully imple-

mented. However, it was found that it performed badly with textured images.

Nevertheless, Elder showed us that an image reconstruction algorithm from edge

maps are possible, which could be an extension to this study.

The image segmentation technique used is developed by Sinclair [148] from AT&T

labs, Cambridge. The important aspects of this particular technique are that at

first, it is originally developed for semantic image retrieval systems hence fits well

with the semantics of perceptual grouping. Secondly, it employs a colour edge de-

tector which emphasis more on the colour than intensity changes, hence, it ensures

that the grey-scale edges are independent of the area map. Sinclair’s segmenta-

tion algorithm emphasises on the photometric properties of images, and is also

claimed to match better to that of human visual systems than other segmenta-

tion techniques. Moreover, it also has been successfully applied in content-based

image retrieval tasks [163].

Since it is easier to merge rather than split groups, we have tuned both the line

fitter and region segmenter to over-fit the data: fitting produces many straight

lines and the image is typically over segmented. Nonetheless, pixels are aggre-

gated into useful primitives: lines and regions. A bipartite graph G = {L∪R,A}

is constructed from the lines L and regions R; A ⊂ (L × R). A line is connected

to those regions that it covers. Conversely, each region is connected to those lines

that cover it. This graph is conveniently mid-level in the sense that its primitives

are super-pixels, but is nonetheless a weak description.

Figure 3-2 illustrates the proposed scheme with the image called “desktop”, which

will be used as a running example throughout the chapter. It shows with primi-

tives output by the standard edge detector and region segmenter. The next step

is to group line primitives using Gestalt principles.

3.4 Forming Stable and Simple Groupings

The next stage of our approach uses the bipartite graph as input. Here it is im-

portant to distinguish between a group, which is a collection of image primitives,

and a grouping which is a collection of distinct groups covering an image.
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We form groupings from line segments using the simple Gestalt principles of prox-

imity and common region. We use a vector of variables to control the grouping

process, and produce many groupings by varying element values in the control

vector. The quality of any grouping is measured by its stability and simplic-

ity; this is Prägnanz as required by Koffka. We select the groupings that are

both stable and simple. Our more detailed account opens with an explanation

of the elementary grouping process. We then define Prägnanz, using our defini-

tion to bring the elementary process under control and so produce stable, simple

groupings.

We first explain how we combine simple Gestalt principles via logical statements

to make groupings, then how we order that process using Prägnanz.

3.4.1 Incorporating Gestalt Laws into the Grouper

We group line primitives by combining two simple Gestalt principles: proximity

and common-region. We adopt a simple approach that is strongly influenced by

the work of Feldman [38], who advocates combining simple Gestalt principles via

logical propositions.

Accordingly, we define the proximal distance d(.) between any pair of line prim-

itives (i, j), to be the smallest Euclidean distance between their end points. For

line segments we define, giving a “proximity proposition” that depends on a

threshold x1:

p(i, j|x1) =

{

1 if d(i, j) < x1

0 otherwise
(3.1)

Similarly, we define a “common-region proposition”:

c(i, j|x2) =

{

1 if r(i, j) > x2

0 otherwise
(3.2)

in which r(i, j) counts the number of regions the line primitives have in common

and x2 is another threshold. The number of common regions is readily determined

by simply intersecting the list of region identifiers associated with line segment.
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A simple “or” combination was found to be an effective way to combine them

a(i, j|[x1, x2]) = p(i, j|x1) ∨ c(i, j|x2) (3.3)

If a(i, j|[x1, x2]) = 1, then the line primitives are connected; they are discon-

nected otherwise. The value of threshold vector x = [x1, x2] therefore determines

an adjacency matrix. Other means of combining Gestalt principles via logical

operations were tested as well, a(i, j|[x1, x2]) = p(i, j|x1) ∧ c(i, j|x2) being one

of them. This is telling the grouper to group a pair of line primitives, if they

are both proximal and cover a few common regions. We found such combination

yields too few groupings, mainly due to the restrictiveness of the the ∧ operation.

The lack of potential groupings then made the later analysis that explores the

space of all groupings badly conditioned. We have also experimented with adding

in more Gestalt principles, such as continuity and parallelism, with various logical

combinations; but found the space of groupings produced either too restrictive,

or noisy. It is worth mentioning that the problem of how Gestalt principles work

in a collective fashion still remains unknown in the field of psychology [34].

Because connectedness is a transitive relation, an adjacency matrix will partition

its nodes into groups, which are connected sets. The collection of all groups in a

given adjacency matrix defines a grouping that partitions the image primitives.

If (i, j) ∈ g and (i, k) ∈ g, then (j, k) ∈ g. Such groups can be identified with

any other of their elements and so can be written as an equivalence class g[i|x]:

g[i|x] = {j : ∃jk : (j, j1) ∈ g . . . (jn, i) ∈ g} (3.4)

Q(x) = ∪ig[i|x] (3.5)

The groupings we obtain clearly depend on the values of control vector. The

choice on the set of values remains unknown, and such choice in general depends

on the context. The role of Prägnanz is to select values of the control vector that

gives a stable, simple partition of Q; which we write as Q(x) so as to emphasise

the control that the threshold vector has.
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3.4.2 Pragnanz: Locating Stable and Simple Groupings

The stability of a description is a very important idea in Computer Vision and is

one we use here. Stability is excellently exploited by Maximally Stable Extremal

Regions [93]. MSER changes a scalar threshold over a grey level image, looking for

binary regions of stable area. We act similarly but: (1) use a vector of thresholds,

not a scalar; and (2) we look for groups with a stable entropy-like function.

Our definition of Prägnanz does not depend on the details of the way in which

a partition (adjacency matrix) is formed. Potentially, it could be used as a

controlling principle for any grouping algorithm whose output depends upon a

set of control variables, not just our own grouper.

Let P be a set of image primitives, straight line segments in our case. Let

Q(x) be a partition of P that depends on a vector of control variables [x1, x2],

x ∈ ℜn. In our case this is the vector of threshold values used in the “proxim-

ity” and “common-region” propositions of Equations(3.1) and (3.2). We suppose

that f(Q(x)) is a scalar valued function that measures some property of a given

partition such as information content.

We define a partition to be (consistent with Koffka’s) Prägnanz, if it is stable and

can be justified by appeal to simple Gestalt principles. We define the stability of

a partition as the magnitude of the gradient of f(.) with respect to the control

vector:

s(Q(x)) =

(

k
∑

i=1

(

∂f(Q(x))

∂xi

)2
)1/2

(3.6)

We define a partition to be stable if s(Q(x)) = 0. In practice, the discrete nature

of the control variables means zeros are rarely observed. Instead we seek local

minima at the bottom of watershed regions.

As mentioned, we wish f(.) to measure the information content of a given par-

tition. Here we assume only the adjacency matrix A for a given control vector;

this is acceptable since an adjacency matrix can be partitioned into connected

sets, each set being a group. We define f(.) as

f(Q(x)) = −G(x) log
A(x)

G(x)
(3.7)
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Figure 3-3: Left: a surface plot of the function s(Q(x)); right: local minimas found at
the bottom of watershed regions of s(Q(x)), which correspond to stable groupings.

In which G(x) = Ng/Mg is the normalised number of groups, and A(x) = Na/Ma

is the normalised number of arcs; Ng and Na be the number of groups and arcs

in a particular partition, respectively, whereas Mg is the maximum number of

groups in any partition, and Ma is the maximum number of arcs in any partition.

Our definition of f(.) is related to the number of binary digits required to encode

the grouping, when compared with the most complex alternative. A(.)/G(.) is

the average number of arcs in each group, so Glog(A/G) is a crude measure

of information content. We appreciate this function is somewhat ad-hoc, and

no doubt there is ample room to investigate alternatives. But our measure has

several features in its favour: (i) it depends only on the adjacency matrix, so it

can be used with any grouping process; (ii) it is quick and easy to compute; (iii) it

turned out to be most reliable measure from amongst all those we tested. A plot

of the differentiated surface of our f(.), i.e., s(Q(x)), is shown in Figure 3-3(a);

Figure 3-3(b) offers a flat view of the same surface, with points corresponding to

stable groupings highlighted.

There is usually more than one stable value of the control vectors, hence more

than one Prägnanz partition of an image. Figure 3-4 shows four stable groupings

of our example image, “desktop”, ordered by simplicity — that is, the value of

f(.). We make several important observations: (i) We have managed to “pull”

objects (or the majority of their parts) from the image. (ii) Identifiable objects

appear in different images, that is with different values of f(.); the ball and book

are separated in one image but not others, for example. (iii) There is a sense of
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(I) Stable Grouping 1 (II) Stable Grouping 2

(III) Stable Grouping 3 (IV) Stable Grouping 4

Figure 3-4: Four stable groupings ordered in terms of their simplicity. In this and all
Figures in this chapter, groups are colour coded; singleton groups are in grey. Please
refer to the electronic version for best viewing results.

“scale”, as f rises so groups get larger in terms of the number of primitives they

contain, and their total number falls. We call this the grouping scale. (iv) Some

objects appear to persist over scales.

A qualitative description can now be given. At the “finest” scale, objects such

as the ball, mug and tea-box tend to be rather over-segmented, for example.

However, the group that corresponds to the book stays unique and groups from

the mug have a clear top, middle and bottom arrangement. Grouping II is of

“middle” scale, at which there is a clear separation of the four objects, viz, book,

ball, tea-box and mug. The ball and the partially occluded book were merged

into a single object in Grouping III. Grouping IV is at the “coarse” scale which

tends to discriminate yet larger objects, in this case, the book, ball and mug were

grouped into one, while the tea-box persist as a single group. If we made the

scale large enough, then all primitives would be grouping into one.

The purpose of the final stage of our approach is to locate the most salient

groupings from amongst the universe of groups, which is generated by the union

of all Prägnanz partitions. The salient groups are the final output of our method.
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3.5 Locating Salient Groupings

Having identified a set of stable groups using our definition of Prägnanz, we set

out to filter out a subset of salient ones, so to complete the definition of maximally

stable salient groups. From Figure 3-4 we observe that salient groups appear in

many stable groupings, rather like salient edges persist over scale [179]. In our

case we exploit the hierarchical (set-subset) relationship between groups to define

levels, each comprising of disconnected groups.

The universe of all stable, simple groups naturally forms a lattice structure via

the subset relation. The output of the Prägnanz grouper is a level in the lattice.

The lowest level of all is the set of all line primitives; the highest level is their

union. Levels lower down the lattice contain many small groups, those higher up

contain fewer, larger groups. Hence, the levels of the lattice can be informally

thought of as a kind of “grouping scale”.

We want to pick salient groups out of the lattice. Following Witkin’s spacial

filtering over edges [179], we define the longevity of a group to be the number of

levels that it persists, with the hope that groups with large longevity are salient.

However, the problems of doing just that are two-folds. At first, groups coming

from image noise tend to stay over scale, hence having large longevity. Secondly,

under one of the main assumptions of our system, there is no single grouping

that is favourable, hence the salience measure should be dependent upon user

preference. In order to tackle both problems, a single parameter N indicating

how many groups that an user wants is introduced, i.e., the scale to which an user

interprets the image. N can also be viewed as prior information for an image.

In order to tackle the short-comings of longevity, we introduced two other prop-

erties to filer out salient groups. Therefore, our measure for the salience of a

group has three heuristic components:

• Just as salient edges persist over scale [179], so do salient groups. The

longevity, λ, of a group is the number of lattice levels on which that group

appears. If H is the height of the lattice, then λ/H is the normalised

longevity.

• Salient groups will tend to be of middling scale, groups that are too small

tend to be the result of over fitting, groups that are too large tend to result
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from under-fitting. The size, σ of a group is the number of line primitives in

the group. If we expect N groups to be in the final output, and there are L

line primitives, then σ0 = L/N is the expected size of a group. Hence σ0/σ

is the expected size relative to the group size, and |1 − σ0/σ| is departure

of the group’s relative size, which we use as the “size salience”.

• The visual area of a group is another factor in determining salience. We

define the area, α, of a group to be the number of primitive regions as-

sociated with the group (recall the fact that every line primitive “points

to” the regions it covers). As with size, we prefer groups of middling area

relative to the expected area α0 = |R|/N , in which |R| is the number of

region primitives, hence we use |1 − α0/α| as the “area salience”

We note we have defined size and area in such a way as to be independent of

physical scale (measured in pixels, say).

We define the salience of a group as

ρ(N) = −
H

λ

∣

∣

∣

∣

1 −
σ0(N)

σ

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

1 −
α0(N)

α

∣

∣

∣

∣

(3.8)

in which we have explicitly highlighted the dependency of this measure on a free

variable, which is the number of groups N . The value of N can be fixed by a

user. Once N is fixed, a salience score is computed for each group in the lattice

of groupings and the N most salient groups are picked. As previously mentioned,

our saliency measure favours medium-sized groups in terms of number of line

segments and associated areas and grows negatively when longevity, λ, increases.

This process picks only a subset of line primitives — those that belong to the N

groups. If a full partition is desired by iteration, the remaining primitives can be

distributed amongst those picked by associating the un-picked group closest to

any picked group, thereby reducing the set of un-picked primitives and growing

one of the salient groups; the iteration ceases when no primitives remain to be

associated.

Following the “desktop” example, Figure 3-5 and 3-6 provides two set of results.

Each corresponds to a different N parameter, which specifies the number of salient

groups wanted. In Figure 3-5, 3 salient groups were pulled out from the lattice

(left), based on which a final overall grouping was produced (right). As can be
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(II) Final Overall Grouping From (I)(I) Three Most Salient Groups From The Lattice

Figure 3-5: Left: three salient groups pulled from the lattice; right: overall grouping
based on salient groups shown on the left

(I) Four Most Salient Groups From The Lattice (II) Final Overall Grouping From (I)

Figure 3-6: Left: four salient groups pulled from the lattice; right: overall grouping
based on salient groups shown on the left

seen, the salient groups chosen are of coarse grouping scale, in that groups tend to

correspond to larger entities. In this particular example, the ball and book were

pulled out as one. Figure 3-6 follows the same pattern as Figure 3-5, but with

N = 4. Objects of a relatively finer scale were pulled out, which is reflected by the

fact that the occluded ball became separated from the book behind. Meanwhile,

we note that both the tea-box and mug change little in each image, suggesting

they are highly salient.

The salient groups are determined cross different levels of the lattice, and so there

is no fixed value of the control vector that will yield such a result. It is as if the

control vector were locally adapting to different parts of an image, but doing so

with reference to all other parts of the same image. The salient groups are stable

and simple. We have conducted experiments to assess their semantic value, which

we describe in Section 3.8.
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3.6 Relating Edge Primitives to Areas

Having identified maximally stable salient groups (MSSGs) all steps of our algo-

rithms are described. Here we provide the useful addendum of relating regions to

lines in MSSGs. Each MSSG partitions the set of line primitives, depending only

on the number of groups (equivalence classes) required. We want to partition

region primitives correspondingly. However, ambiguity makes it is difficult: each

line can point to many regions, and there is no guarantee that any given region

points to lines in a single MSSG.

Our solution begins with regions that are identified with a single group. Next

the general background is identified as the most shared region; this assumed

salient objects are more-or-less evenly distributed over the image rather then

nesting, one inside the other. Finally, each remaining region is associated with

the group of most similar colour. This technique works well on images of rather

plain backgrounds, but becomes unreliable when the background is more textured

which results in over-segmentation. We resolve this by constraining the size of

the corresponding region of a group by its convex hull. Figure 3-7 shows a result,

Section 3.7 provides other examples.

Figure 3-7: Left: four salient groups from the hierarchy, non-salient groups in grey;
right: after regions are related to lines (subsection 3.6), tinting shows salient regions,
background in grey;

3.7 Qualitative Examples

Before describing our quantitative experiment, a few qualitative examples of

MSSGs are presented in this section. For better visualisation, we tint regions

we get from Section 3.6.
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Figure 3-8: Top left: original image; top right, bottom left and bottom right shows
MSSGs picked when N is increased from 2 to 4

Figure 3-9: Left: original image; middle and right: MSSGs picked when N = 2 and
N = 4, respectively

Figure 3-10: Left: original image; middle and right: MSSGs picked when N = 3 and
N = 5, respectively

As can be seen from Figure 3-8, when N = 2, the two MSSGs picked correspond

to the two most salient objects in the scene, viz, the building as background and

the flowers as foreground. As the number of groups increases, the foreground

stays unchanged, but the background separates; at N = 4 we see left blossom,

right blossom, building and flowers.
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A similar trend continues with results shown in Figure 3-9. In Figure 3-9, there

is a background and foreground separation when N = 2, whereas, setting N = 4

breaks the foreground into meaningful parts, viz, the boat, the beach, and stairs.

Figure 3-10, shows that new objects can be included when all objects are of about

the same visual scale. Here, as N rises, more salient objects are added in.

The trend shown in these examples is clear: as the number of groups rises, the

different parts of each picture become resolved as the more weakly connected

groups begin to split. On occasion, when objects are of about equal scale, new

groups appear, such as the right blossom in Figure 3-8 and the grapes and cork

in Figure 3-10.

3.8 A Quantitative Experiment

In this section we describe an experiment: its method, its results and our conclu-

sions. The experiment sets out to determine the extent to which our groupings

are semantically meaningful to humans. We used human based segmentations as

a control, and normalised graph-cuts [142] as an alternative popular automatic

grouper.

The basic idea of our experiment is akin to the Turing test: to show people group-

ings, and ask if they agree or not with the statement “this grouping was produced

by a human”. We define the “semantic inefficacy” of any grouping process to be

the number of disagreements. This basic idea needs a little modification as we

expect degrees of disagreement rather than a binary decision: people may agree

a grouping is “about right”, or “acceptable in parts”, for example. We therefore

instructed our experimental volunteers to edit the grouping in a picture until it

is in a state they believe is plausibly produced by a human — that is, passes the

Turing test for them. The number of edits is a measure of the disagreement, and

becomes the basis for our measure of semantic inefficacy.

We prefer this approach to the alternative of comparing our groupings with a

fixed set of groupings produced by humans for several reasons.

• Firstly, an obvious but important observation is that humans disagree with

one another as to the particular grouping for any given picture. In response,

our measure is based just on the number of edits to some target grouping
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that a user may never fully make public. This contrasts with using a fixed

set of target groupings produced by humans.

• Secondly, and more subtly, a fixed set of groupings may represent only a

subset of what humans agree with which may inadvertently introduce a

bias. Our experiment mitigates against this because it widens the number

of humans taking part, and those that segment the images are not the same

people as those that judge the results.

• Thirdly, the human produced groupings are subject to the same test as

automatic groupings, rather than being given a privileged position. This

is, of course, necessary for our “Turing test” to be valid.

• Finally, our experiment can measure the disagreement between humans,

which can be used as a basis for comparing automated processes.

We measured the semantic inefficacy of two automatic processes: our own de-

scribed in this chapter, Shi and Malik’s normalised cut [142]. Both of these auto-

matic processes require a single input parameter, which is the number of groups

required in the final output. Thus both our method and the automatic alternative

depend on a single number input by the user. The control set of human-made

groupings were produced independently of us, they come from Berkeley segmen-

tation database [92]. We proceeded as follows.

3.8.1 Experimental Method

Both Berkeley segmentation database and Normalised cut deliver area based

groupings. To accommodate with the line segments groupings we produce, the

same set of line segments are overlaid on top of segmentations returned by Berke-

ley and Normalised Cut, and those lie in the same region form a group. In this

way the user was presented with data consistent with our grouper. The alter-

native of producing area segmentations from our grouper requires an additional

step that ascribes “foreground” and “background” to each group. Such a step is

necessarily heuristic (as many optical illusions show).

First we decided on a set of six photographs to be used in our experiment, see

Figure 3-11. The only constraint was that the photographs must be present in
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"Eagles" "Sea""Musician"

"Church" "Barn" "Flowers"

Figure 3-11: Six images from Berkeley Segmentation Database used in the experiment.
Top: (left) “Eagles”, (middle) “Musician”, (right) “Sea”; bottom: (left) “Church”,
(middle) “Barn”, (right) “Flowers”

Table 3.1: Experiment data description
Image Name Number of Groupings Number of Groups

“Eagles” 2 2 and 3
“Musician” 2 9 and 14

“Sea” 1 12
“Church” 1 6
“Barn” 1 9

“Flowers” 1 5

Berkeley’s database, so that more than one human grouping was available for

each photograph. Each photograph was grouped by each automatic process,

configured to produce more than one grouping result. Specifically, the automatic

grouper was configured to produce the same number of groups as present in the

control set from Berkeley. For example, suppose a photograph has two entries in

the control set, one with 3 groups another with 4; then the automatic processes

were configured to produce one solution with 3 groups and another with 4. We

acknowledge there may be acceptable solutions outside this range, but we choose

to restrict ourselves to the number of groups present in the existing control set.

The number of salient groupings chosen for each image and how many groups

each contains can be found in Table 3.1.

Thus we generated a collection of photographs, each grouped by humans and

machine, each grouping process produced more than one solution. We continued
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by showing an original photograph and one of its groupings to a human, who

then edits the grouping to their satisfaction. The subject is never told there is

more than one grouper that produced the results they see, and in particular never

told that some have been produced by other people. The edits a subject makes

are recorded by software that controls the experiment, including allowing simple

editing: “split this group” and “merge these groups” being the fundamental

editing operation.

We used 10 human subjects. The photographs were presented to each subject in

a random order known neither to the subject nor the experimenter but chosen by

software. Randomising the order of photographs has several benefits. Subjects

may tire of editing, and perhaps become less particular as time progresses - ran-

domising normalises over this effect. Also subjects may “learn” that a particular

photograph has a particular groupings; randomising normalises over this variable

too.

3.8.2 Experimental Results

This section presents results obtained from the three grouping methods we used:

the human control, Shi and Malik’s normalised cut, and our hierarchical, Prägnanz

approach. Normalised cut is, of course, an excellent general purpose algorithm

with uses beyond Gestalt grouping. Nonetheless it remains a popular approach

and the basis of several grouping algorithms with aims similar to our own. Ad-

ditionally, it requires just one input parameter. It therefore makes a good choice

of algorithm against which to compare our own, special-purpose approach.

For each of the three grouping techniques (human, normalised-cut, our method),

there are five representative groupings used in the experiment. Table 3.1 shows

the number of groupings selected for each image, together with their sizes. All

24 groupings used in the experiment are in-turn provided in Figure 3-12, where

each column corresponds to a particular grouping technique and each row has a

common number of groups.

It was the colour-code grouping images in Figure 3-12 that our experimental

subjects were allowed to edit. The distance between the subject’s edit and the

original grouped image was used as a measure of “semantic inefficacy”: a greater

distance is taken to mean a less efficacious grouping method. To compare the
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Figure 3-12: All 15 groupings used in the experiment. Columns left to right are:
original image, human Control, Normalised Cut, our method. Each row is an unique
way of forming groups in an image.
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results we used two different graph similarity measures, so as to guard against

possible bias in any one of them. One of the measures uses Laplacian eigenval-

ues [17], the other is a graph edit distance [122]; we briefly explain both graph

theoretic measures below, however, the details of which can be found in the orig-

inal papers.

The first method is based on the spectral graph theory [17]. For two graphs A1

and A2, where Ai is the adjacency matrix for the graph Gi. We first compute the

Laplacian matrix for the two graphs, L = D − A, where D is the degree matrix,

whose elements are given by D(u, u) =
∑

v∈V A(v, v). From the Laplacian matrix

we perform eigen decomposition, L = ΦΛΦT , where Λ = diag(λ1, λ2, ..., λ|V |) is

the diagonal matrix with the ordered eigenvalues as elements. Since the two

graphs to be compared contain the same number of nodes in our experiments, we

may extract the eigenvalues from matrix Λ for each graph to construct a same

length feature vector, BT = (λ1, λ2, ..., λ|V |), where |V | is the node number for

two graphs. We can then use the Euclidean distance between two feature vectors

D(B1, B2) as the similarity value between two graphs G1 and G2.

The second method to measure similarity between two graphs is based on graph

edit distance [122]. We first sort the nodes of a graph into a string. The edit

distance between two graphs is found by finding the sequence of string edit op-

erations which minimises the cost of the path traversing the edit lattice, which

is determined by the components of the leading eigenvectors of the adjacency

matrix.

In Tables 3.2 and 3.3 we show the mean similarity values for the three different

grouping processes, computed using Laplacian eigenvalue and graph edit distance

respectively. The numbers in brackets are standard deviations. Each table has

three columns, one per grouping process. Each table has 8 rows, each representing

a fixed number of groups, so these tables correspond 1-1 with the images in

Figure 3-12. The first two rows represent two distinct interpretations of the eagles

photograph seen in Figure 3-11: one is a single group comprising a pair of eagles,

the other is two groups of one eagle each. The third and fourth rows corresponds

to two unique groupings of the “musician” image; and the rest rows contains

three mean similarity measure from a “sea” grouping, a “church” grouping, a

“barn” grouping and a “flowers” grouping, respectively.

In Figure 3-13 and 3-14, we show the same data presented in graphical form. Plots
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Table 3.2: Similarity measurement for different methods by using Laplacian eigenvalue

Human Control Normalised Cuts Our Result

Eagles I 0 (0) 0.086 (0.046) 0 (0)
Eagles II 0.0205 (0.065) 0.063 (0.022) 0.041 (0.086)
Musician I 0.17 (0.19) 1.12 (0.12) 0.17 (0.22)
Musician II 0.049 (0.053) 1.48 (0.099) 0.22 (0.38)
Sea 0.12 (0.23) 0.61 (0.18) 0.36 (0.40)
Church 0 (0) 0.256 (0.21) 0.085 (0.085)
Barn 0.030 (0.064) 0.14 (0.038) 0.064 (0.077)
Flowers 0 (0.0013) 0.068 (0.014) 0.014 (0.0092)

Table 3.3: Similarity measurement for different methods by using spectra edit distance

Human Control Normalised Cuts Our Result

Eagles I 0 (0) 20.9 (19.50) 0 (0)
Eagles II 7.41 (23.43) 59.4 (20.87) 14.8 (31.24)
Musician I 308.4 (219) 756.9 (83.90) 333.5 (145.62)
Musician II 251.1 (220.44) 757.1 (119.55) 229.7 (163.48)
Sea 111.9 (202.13) 507.1 (165.02) 404.5 (220.65)
Church 0 (0) 222.14 (85.58) 52.43 (30.02)
Barn 285.06 (335.97) 499.48 (124.30) 212.49 (170.78)
Flowers 142.63 (451.06) 1024.70 (282.48) 321.57 (344.01)

in Figure 3-13 show the similarity results computed using Laplacian eigenvalue

method, while those in Figure 3-14 show the results by using the graph edit

distance. Student T-tests are used to quantify differences between each and

every pair of distributions shown in these figures.

Table 3.4 shows the student T-test results on Gaussians derived from Laplacian

graph similarities, whereas results corresponding to Graph Edit Distance similar-

ities are provided in Table 3.5. A low absolute value of the T-test implies a closer

distance between the distributions. The sign of the T-test locates the mean of the

test distribution with respect to the reference distribution (the human control in

this case). We note our results are consistently closer to zero than normalised

cut.
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EAGLES I EAGLES II

MUSICIAN I

BARN

MUSICIAN II

SEA CHURCH

FLOWERS

Figure 3-13: Gaussian distributions fitted to Laplacian graph similarities.

3.8.3 Experimental Conclusions

The result confirm that humans agree with one another more than they agree

with automated groupers, which justifies our decision to use dissimilarity as a
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EAGLES I EAGLES II

MUSICIAN I

BARN

MUSICIAN II

SEA CHURCH

FLOWERS

Figure 3-14: Gaussian distributions fitted to edit distance graph similarities.

base comparator. This can be seen in Tables 3.2 and 3.3, where human control

results have the lowest similarity value and quite tight normal distributions.

In most cases our results are close to the human control, whereas results by
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Table 3.4: Student T-test values for Laplacian graph similarities

Human Control Human Control Our Method
vs. Normalised Cut vs. Our Method vs. Normalised Cut

“Eagles” I -5.97 0 5.97
“Eagle” II -1.98 -0.60 0.80
“Musician” I -13.12 0.019 11.89
“Musician” II -40.27 -1.44 10.23
“Sea” -5.28 -1.60 1.80
“Church” -3.10 -2.10 4.70
“Barn” -3.90 -0.60 2.70
“Flowers” -7.90 -1.90 5.70

Table 3.5: Student T-test values for edit distance similarities

Human Control Human Control Our Method
vs. Normalised Cut vs. Our Method vs. Normalised Cut

“Eagles” I -3.39 0 5.97
“Eagle” II -5.24 -0.60 3.75
“Musician” I -6.05 0.30 7.97
“Musician” II -6.38 0.25 8.23
“Sea” -4.79 -3.10 3.4
“Church” -5.40 -1.00 3.90
“Barn” -2.30 -0.90 1.50
“Flowers” -2.80 -1.80 2.30

normalised cut are always worse, the T-test results proved numeric confirmation.

Overall, we interpret our results as meaning there is a wide range of groupings that

humans find agreeable, but that groupings outside this range are heavily edited

to fit within it. Depending on the image, humans disagree with our Prägnanz

grouper to about the same extent as they disagree with one-another, but no

matter how much they disagree with us they tend to disagree with normalised

cut groupings more.

Some circumspection is required — we have presented detailed experiments on

six images, but twenty-four different groupings in total. More experiments of this

kind are needed, but are very expensive to run and preliminary experiments (on

a different set of images) gave the same results. However, most people consis-
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tently agree that our groupings are preferred over normalised cut groupings; the

experiments confirm this.

3.9 Discussion and Conclusions

In this chapter, we offered a detailed explanation of the first of the two hierarchical

image descriptions proposed in this thesis. This particular image description is

based on perceptual grouping, specially, on finding stable and simple groupings

of image primitives, i.e., Prägnanz. We have explicitly defined Prägnanz, for

the first time, requiring groupings to be both stable and simple. Furthermore,

our definition can be used as a controlling mechanism for any potential grouping

algorithm, while not restricting to our own. A hierarchical image description is

formed by organising the set of Prägnanz groupings returned from the grouper,

where each layer of the hierarchy correspond to a particular “grouping scale”.

Finally, we showed that it is possible to pull out unique groupings over multiple

“grouping scales”.

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed grouping technique, an

experiment was designed and conducted. We approach this by comparing our

grouping results to those of humans and normalised cut. It was shown that

our method delivers groupings similar to those of humans and significantly out-

performed normalised cut. In the next chapter, this experimental setup is also

used to evaluate the performance of the second image description.

3.9.1 The Need for a Second Image Description

This first hierarchical image description has the advantages of (i) being able to

produce multiple groupings for a single input image; (ii) such grouping can be

organised into a lattice structure, so a hierarchical image description is formed;

(iii) groups that often correspond to actual objects can be found using a salience

measure.

Although proven via a quantitative experiment to perform well on a set of images,

it can be observed that salient groups produced are often of middle scale. In other

words, this particular grouper tend to find groups corresponding to whole objects
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in a given image, rather than offering decompositions of such. This limitation

is contradictory to our main goal of being able to extract object structures. It

is mainly caused by the fact that only two Gestalt principles were used in the

grouping process. Incorporating further Gestalt laws into the grouper will almost

certainly improve its performance on extracting object parts, hence its structure.

This is because those extra laws will introduce stronger ties to parts of the object,

so that corresponding groups will appear more stable in the hierarchical image

description.

In Section 3.4.1, we demonstrated that combining two Gestalt laws, proximity and

common region, via logical propositions yield promising results. However, in the

same section, we also demonstrated that combining Gestalt laws in an appropriate

fashion is a difficult task. We have experimented with other means of logical

propositions without any success. The main reason behind this challenge largely

resides with that fact that there is still a lack of psychological evidence on how one

Gestalt principle interacts with another. The study of relative importance among

Gestalt laws is still regarded as an active research area by Gestalt psychologists.

This difficulty of combining Gestalt laws can be treated as the bottleneck of

the whole system. The performance of it, especially on finding object parts,

will remain limited until the mutual interactions among Gestalt laws are better

understood. Despite the fact that a more appropriate use of Gestalt laws is

desired, one can still use our definition of Prägnanz to choose the best amongst

many alternatives — and the sense of stability over grouping scale is likely to

remain also.

It is this bottleneck on understanding the mutual relationship among Gestalt

laws that leads us to propose an alternative solution. The next chapter offers a

detailed description of the second hierarchical image description. It steers away

from perceptual grouping towards agglomerative clustering. In particular, it aims

to build up on the limitations of the first.

Another limitation of this first image description is that it does not operate

equally well on grey-scale or binary images, which is a desired property, for ex-

ample when we compare photos with line drawings. Also, it is unclear as to how

this image description could be used for classification and painting.
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Chapter 4

Hierarchical Agglomerative

Clustering

In this chapter, we offer a detailed description of the second of the two hierarchi-

cal image descriptions this thesis proposes. This particular image description is

not a built-up version of the previous one; but a completely new approach that

aims to address the limitations of the previous description. Steering away from

grouping image primitives using Gestalt laws, we build this second hierarchical

image description by following an agglomerative clustering approach.

We demonstrate that by minimising a pair-wise cost function while merging im-

age primitives, we are able to build a tree-like hierarchical image description. The

bottom of the image hierarchy consists of basic image primitives, whereas the top

node corresponds to the whole image. Each intermediate node in this hierarchy

corresponds to a part of the image. This hierarchy is then parsed to yield seman-

tic objects and their parts, either manually by specifying a single parameter or

automatically using a novel graph theoretic measure.

We evaluate the performance of this second image description using the same

experimental setup conducted on the first image description.
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Figure 4-1: A diagram of our image description, in one-dimension. A scanline is
broken into patches of different scale. These are merged into a binary tree. Each node
of the tree specifies a particular section of the image. The tree is broken into nodes
corresponding to objects, and objects can be broken up into their constituent parts.

4.1 Overview

This particular hierarchical image description is based on agglomerative clustering

of image primitives. We start by choosing a set of image primitives, which form

the bottom level of the image hierarchy. In this image description, we take

image regions to be image primitives, so that image partitions are automatically

formed once groups are decided. Those image region primitives are merged in

a hierarchical fashion to form larger patches, until there is only one patch left,

one that corresponds to the whole image. At each agglomeration step, a pair of

regions are merged. The decision on which pair of regions to merge is decided by

a cost function measuring the error of such merge. An image hierarchy containing

all region primitives and the merged regions is formed in this way. Because of

the binary nature of the merging process, the resulting image hierarchy can be

treated as a binary tree, leaves of which correspond to the set of image primitives

and intermediate nodes correspond to the newly formed regions. Figure 4-1 offers

a 1-D visualisation of the type of image hierarchies generated in this fashion.

Having such an image hierarchy, the idea is then that objects and their parts will

be nodes, each of which is a collection of image primitives. However, there are

two major difficulties with this assumption. First of all, the question of whether

objects and their parts exist in the hierarchy has to lot to do with the quality of

the grouper. Secondly, we also need a way to identify such objects/parts from a

relatively large number of nodes in the hierarchy. We offer solutions to both in

our merging technique.
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On the subject of choosing image primitives, initially, relatively simple region

primitives such as regions defined by the watersheds of an image were used.

Later, we will show by experiment that an alternative type of image primitives

called, Difference of Gaussian (DoG) regions, offer a better foundation to the

image description. DoG regions are circular image patches centred on a pixel,

whose radius is determined by the first extremum of a DoG filter. Despite the

fact that more appropriate image primitives can improve the overall quality of

image descriptions, because of the way each primitive is described (explained

later in this section), our hierarchical agglomerative clustering technique works

regardless of primitive types.

Each image primitive is modelled as the distribution of feature vectors describ-

ing the region. A merging tree is formed by merging the most similar pair of

neighbouring primitives at each agglomeration step. However, dimensions of the

feature vectors are often correlated, which largely affect the performance of the

similarity measure. We tackle this problem by decorrelation using Independent

Component Analysis (ICA). A feature decorrelation matrix K, which is learnt

under supervision, is introduced to bring each dimension of the feature vectors

into their statistically independent directions.

Once a hierarchy is formed, the user is able to specify the number of desired parts

by setting a single parameter in the system. This works because at each agglom-

eration step, two regions are merged, hence producing a different segmentation

of N − 1 segments, N being the number of primitives. For example, at agglom-

eration step 3, the image will be segmented into exactly N − 3 parts. Hence,

by specifying a parameter, the user can select the corresponding segmentation

at a corresponding agglomeration step. Automatic means of parsing the image

hierarchy is also possible, based a novel technique based on graph theory. This

automatic parser acts to find the agglomeration step that is the most stable;

hence outputs a segmentation of the image.

In the following sections, we will explain the merging algorithm in detail. Specif-

ically, in Section 4.2, we test two possible ways of building image primitives

for merging and experimentally show one is better than the other. The actual

merging process is then explained in Section 4.3, followed by an quantitative

experiment in Section 4.4. Finally, the chapter is concluded in Section 4.5.
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4.2 Choosing Image Primitives: Watershed Re-

gions vs. DoG Regions

As we previously mentioned, this second image description is formed hierarchi-

cally by merging image primitives using a bottom-up approach. Therefore, the

very first task is choosing an appropriate set of primitives.

Normally, image primitives should conform to two general conditions: they should

collectively form a covering set of the image, otherwise the final image description

would be incomplete; they should be homogeneous regarding to some common

image properties, so that merging makes sense. However, an extra condition

is crucial in our case. That is, our image primitives should perform equally

well on images of different depictions, i.e, photographs, paintings and drawings.

Importantly, this invariance captured by image primitives will be carried into the

final image descriptions.

However, many of the commonly used features, such as MSER [93], do not operate

effectively over images exhibiting a wide range of depictive styles. An explanation

is that the detectors were designed for and tested on continuous grey level or full

colour photographs [101]. But drawings can be represented by binary images,

and simple painting styles may use large areas of flat colour.

It is clear that feature detection across all depictions is not as straight forward as

re-using existing literature. We considered two alternatives: watershed regions

and DoG regions.

4.2.1 Watershed Regions

A watershed region is defined as an image patch covered by one and only one wa-

tershed generated using an appropriate watershed transform. They are attractive

because they comply with all three desired properties set above: they cover the

entire image; they are homogeneous in that each watershed has one and only one

local minima to it; more importantly, they act equally well on images of all kinds.

Moreover, we observed that they tend to isolate features of interest thought to be

important for image description: dots, T-junctions, line ends, corners, contrast

edges and so on. Watershed regions also tend to be of an appropriate scale.
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Figure 4-2: A comparison between watershed regions and DoG regions on the same
images. Left: original image; middle: result of performing watershed transformation on
the corresponding intensity image; right: DoG regions overlaid on the original image.

Please note that unlike work aimed to segment images, see [59, 48] for exam-

ple, our watersheds are computed directly from the intensity image, not from its

derivative magnitude. There are many watershed transformation algorithms in

the literature, we chose to use the “Fast Watershed Transform” by Vincent and

Soille [167]. We chose this particular algorithm largely because of its computa-

tional efficiency and the fact that it is readily available in Matlab. Vincent and

Soille’s watershed algorithm works by mimicking an immersion process, where

water flooding are modelled by a queue of pixels. The speed of the whole process

is extensively improved by sorting pixels in terms of their intensity values, prior

to the actual flooding step. In the middle of Figure 4-2, we illustrate the result

of applying “Fast Watershed Transform” to the colour image on the left.

4.2.2 DoG Regions

DoG filter is particularly attractive for our needs. It lie behind SIFT descrip-

tors [89], and therefore by transitivity lie behind much of the visual object learning

literature. One motivating force for this is that DoG filters have been experi-

mentally determined as providing excellent estimates of local scale [101]. They

operate as follows. Let g(x|σ) be an origin centred Gaussian filter of width σ,

and let d(x|σ1, σ2) = g(x|σ1)−g(x|σ2) be a DoG. Typically these scale values are
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Figure 4-3: Four hand-drawn images used in the experiment

related in some way such as σ1 = σ2
2, so that we may write d(x|σ) for a DoG.

Let h(x|σ) = f(x) ∗ d(x|σ) be a filtered image. The function h(x|σ) as σ varies is

the response signal at a pixel. The extrema of this signal occur at scales values

ρ; they indicate the existence of a local feature centred at the point x of scale ρ.

The value |h(x|ρ)| is the strength of the response.

Because DoG filters give a set of scale values at every pixel, they can also be

regarded as producing a set of scaled circular patches at every pixel. These

patches enclose the local feature centred on the pixel. We used the smallest

scale, ρ, at every pixel, which gave us a scale map. We filter this scale map to

produce a final set of image primitives. First, any regions that extend over the

limits of the picture are discarded. Second we use a greedy algorithm to choose

a subset of salient patches. We add the most salient remaining region to the

kept list (initially empty) and discard all regions with a centre lying inside this

region. We follow Collomosse and Hall [20] to determine salience. Then repeat

the above steps, until all regions are kept or discarded. The result is a set of

circular regions, each scaled to the locally smallest visual feature. These overlap

to form a dense covering over the image, and every region is wholly contained

within the image.

An example of DoG regions with comparison to watershed regions is given in

Figure 4-2, where the right image demonstrates the set of DoG regions found on

the corresponding colour images on the left.

Like watershed regions, DoG regions also satisfy all three requirements of merging

primitives set towards the beginning of Section 4.2.
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4.2.3 Choosing Between Watershed and DoG Regions

Having two types of primitive, DoG regions and watershed regions, we must

choose between them. The basis of the choice was the consistency of our region

descriptor, for it is important that regions containing the same feature are con-

sistently described. Given a region of any shape, we describe it by the statistical

distribution of measures taken at every pixels it contains. We could use any

measure, but confined ourselves to colour and image gradient magnitude. Fur-

thermore, we assumed the measures to be Gaussian distributed in feature space.

This feature space should not be confused with the structural features which are

our ultimate objectives and which occupy a different feature space.

We conducted an experiment to measure the variance of region descriptions.

We prepared four simple images: black dots on a white background (shown in

Figure 4-3). Thus each feature is an identical dot and so should be identically

described. In this experiment, our descriptor reduced to grey level mean and

variance. The test images were processed to obtain DoG regions and watershed

regions. We then computed the variance of the descriptors, which ideally should

be zero given each visual feature was identical. In practice, the content of sur-

rounding image has an influence on the size (and for watershed, the shape) of

the regions, so the variance of description is not zero. It is worth noting that

more images could be used in this experiment, such as these consisting of more

identical features in different spatial layouts. However, we feel four is sufficient

in our case as we can measuring the variances in the feature descriptions, so that

more features would not necessarily affect the outcome.

The detector with the most consistent descriptions turned out to be the DoG

algorithm with the greedy filter approach; it offered an order of magnitude im-

provement over watershed regions.

Having experimentally justified the use of DoG regions, in the rest of this chapter,

we will use DoG regions as the default choice of merging primitives. As an early

evidence, Figure 4-4 offers two side-by-side examples of merging results from the

same grouper using watershed regions and DoG regions, respectively. It can be

seen that between the two, DoG region merging offers better segmention. In the

following section, we will continue to explain the merging method that was used

to produce such results.
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Figure 4-4: From left to right: merging results using watersheds and DoG regions,
respectively.

4.3 Merging Method

Having defined our image primitives, we can continue to merge them in a hierar-

chical fashion in order to form an image description. In this section, we explain

the agglomerative clustering algorithm that we use to merge image primitives.

As previously mentioned, our grouper is independent of the type of primitives.

The reason for this will become clear later in the section.

In general, we generate this hierarchical image description by agglomerative clus-

tering of neighbouring primitives. We define a pair of primitives to be neighbours

if they overlap. A pair of neighbouring regions are merged to create a new re-

gion, which in turn may be merged to its neighbours and so on. Eventually only

one region remains. Each merging event creates a node in the binary tree; the

node contains the newly formed region and the branches of which point to the

components. A one-dimensional visualisation is shown in Figure 4-1.
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Our merging method is based on the work of Haris et al. [59] and Malpica et

al. [90]. Haris et al. defined the cost eij of merging a pair of regions i and j as

eij =
NiNj

Ni + Nj

(µi − µj)
2I(i, j) (4.1)

where µi and µj are mean intensity values in each region of sizes Ni and Nj,

respectively; and

I(i, j) =







1, if regions i and j are adjacent

+∞, otherwise

At each merging step, adjacent regions with the smallest eij are merged, creating a

new region from the union of the regions and their boundary (a greedy algorithm).

This process continues until the cost exceeds a pre-computed threshold which is

based on the overall noise distribution of the image. However, we note that this

threshold is image dependent and that noise is difficult to estimate and often

unreliable when dealing with more complex images than those synthetic and

medical ones used in their paper.

Malpica et al. [90] extended Haris et al.’s algorithm by allowing a multi-variate

description for each watershed region, other than using region mean intensity

alone. Their extension uses the mean of feature vectors in a region, so µ is now

a vector too. They redefined the cost as being proportional to the sum the root

of absolute differences of individual elements between means:
∑

k |µik − µjk|
1/2,

the scale factor NiNj/(Ni + Nj) is the same.

We differ from Malpica et al. [90] in two important ways:

• We model image primitives as distributions of feature vectors, rather than

its mean

• We demonstrate the value of decorrelating the feature vectors

Each pixel x in region, Ri, supports a vector of measures v(x), perhaps via

filtering. We simplify the distribution of features vectors in a region with a
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Gaussian: Ni – the number of pixels, µi – the mean, and Ci – the covariance:

Ni = |{x ∈ Ri}| (4.2)

µi =
1

Ni

∑

x∈Ri

v(x) (4.3)

Ci =
1

Ni

∑

x∈Ri

(v(x) − µi)(v(x) − µi)
T (4.4)

Together these terms make up an eigenmodel to represent the region. The en-

coding error in this approximation is

H(Ri) =
∑

x∈Ri

(v(x) − µi)
T (v(x) − µi)

The encoding error for the whole picture is the sum of errors in each primitive

region.

W(P) =
∑

Ri∈P

H(Ri)

where P = R1,R2, ...,Rk is a k partition for the image.

The optimal partition minimises the encoding error. Using a greedy approach,

we merge the pair of regions that gives minimal cost. The cost of merging a pair

of regions is

eij =
NiNj

Ni + Nj

(µi − µj)
T (µi − µj) (4.5)

when two regions are merged we can efficiently compute a new Gaussian to ap-

proximate the distribution of the features in their union:

Cnew =
Ni

Ni + Nj

Ci +
Nj

Ni + Nj

Cj +
NiNj

(Ni + Nj)2
(µi − µj)(µi − µj)

T (4.6)

The final term allows for the difference between means. It can be thought of

as measuring the volume of the symmetric difference of two classes. Its trace is

proportional to the error as we define it, and is also related to the errors defined

by Haris et al. [59] and Malpica et al. [90].

It appears that overlapping regions make a difficulty, because pixels are counted

more than once. But since it can be shown that using the above to merge two

regions with an identical distribution yields the same distribution, it is possible
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instead to simply adjust the number of points in the merged region to record its

true area.

One might argue that, as the regions merge the feasibility of the Gaussian as-

sumption will decline. This is acceptable because we are willing to accept broader

approximations of larger regions, which is in line with scale-space descriptions.

4.3.1 Decorrelating Feature Vectors

By now, the description of our merging method is complete. The method de-

scribed works reasonably well, but its performance is expected to improve by

taking out any correlations between elements in the feature vector. This is be-

cause the vector µi−µj, which is central to the merging error, assumes statistically

independent directions.

It may seem that the eigenmodel should already decorrelate feature vectors, as we

place no restriction on the covariance matrices. However, the eigenvectors arising

from eigen-analysis do not necessarily give statistically independent directions —

independent component analysis (ICA) [67] is needed for that.

ICA is a generative statistical model that assumes a linear dependency between

independent terms. The independent components are latent variables, which

cannot be directly observed. ICA sets off to find such statistically independent

terms from a collection of observed data. Assume we have observed n linear

mixtures x = x1, ..., xn of n independent components s = s1, ..., sn

xj = aj1s1 + aj2s2 + ... + ajnsn, for all j

which can be re-written as

x = As

using vector notation. Here, s is a vector of hidden variables, which cannot be

directly observed; the mixing matrix A is also unknown. All we observe is the

random vector x, and we must estimate both A and s using it. ICA is able to do

exactly this for us. After estimating the matrix A, we can obtain the independent

component simply by:

s = Wx
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where W is the inverse of A.

In our case, we too want a decorrelating linear transform, a square matrix K, so

that

x 7→ Kx (4.7)

and the new de-correlated feature vector Kx is to be used in the grouper instead.

Now the error in Equation 4.5 is proportional to

(µi − µj)
TKTK(µi − µj)

Since xTAx can be written as an inner product Aij(xxT )ij (using tensor notation)

we see that the error is just a linear combination of all the quadratic terms in the

difference between the means, and not just the diagonal.

We approach estimating the matrix K using a supervised learning paradigm.

The main idea is to collect a sufficiently large amount of observed data that

are correlated. Using such data we can then obtain the decorrelation matrix K

using ICA. This K matrix can later be used to decorrelate unseen data. A total

number of 10 testing images from the Berkeley segmentation database [92] were

used for the training purpose. We first compute primitives for each image. Users

were then asked to pick pairs of adjacent regions they wish to be merged using

a simple GUI. During training, a user may merge in a hierarchical fashion. We

recorded a total of 1500 such pairings and thereby obtain a training collection

of uij = (µi − µj) vectors as our observed data. Given the set of input training

vectors uij ∈ ℜn, we determine a n × n matrix K using ICA, such that the

components of the mapped vector Kx are mutually independent.

The feature de-correlation matrix K is computed using a fixed-point based variant

of ICA due to Hyvärinen [67] known as “Fast ICA”; which is computationally

very efficient yet statistically robust. The actual value of K is given below.

K =













−16.2199 20.4293 −9.9570 1.7411

2.4867 9.5783 −19.0278 0.4898

1.8215 13.3457 −7.5742 −3.2843

0.0602 −0.7559 −0.1765 9.6223
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Figure 4-5: From left to right: DoG region merging results without and with decorre-
lating feature vectors, respectively.

To recall, the role of K is to map any characterising vector into statistically

independent axes. The rationale for this is that decorrelating a data set along

statistically independent axes will lead to improved error measures. Region merg-

ing results in Figure 4-5 demonstrate the value of the decorrelation matrix, K.

For example, on the top row, the mountain on the right and the lake are better

segmented; on the bottom row, the car and the hut are more clearly delimited

using K.
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4.3.2 Manual and Automatic Selection of Nodes

Given an image, we can now build its image hierarchy in the above described

fashion. Within the binary tree like hierarchy, each leaf node is a single primitive,

i.e., a DoG region; whereas, each intermediate node corresponds to a particular

part of the image and the root node represents the image as a whole. Our task now

is determining ways of locating meaningful parts within such image hierarchies,

with the hope that the filtered parts will correspond to semantic entities in the

image.

We offer two ways of locating meaningful nodes from image hierarchies: man-

ually by specifying a single parameter indicating the number of nodes required

and automatically, by appeal to a novel graph theoretic measure. The latter ap-

proach can also be treated as means of determining the user-specifiable parameter

automatically.

A typical merging process works as follows. From an input image, we first deter-

mine a finite set of S DoG regions as merging primitives, this can also be treated

as a segmentation with |S| regions. Such primitives are then merged using the

grouper described in Section 4.3. At each agglomeration step, two regions are

merged, resulting in a new segmentation of |S|− 1 regions. This merging process

stops when there is only 1 region left, that is, the original image. In general, at

agglomeration step n, there will be |S| − n regions in the resulting segmention.

Moreover, because of the binary nature of the grouper, an image will take exactly

|S|−1 agglomeration steps from start to finish. For example, at the last merging

step n = (|S| − 1), we will be left with |S| − n = |S| − (|S| − 1) = 1 region(s),

which is the original image. Figure 4-6 illustrates a few segmentations along a

typical merging process.

Manually Selecting Nodes from the Hierarchy

Having observed the above characteristic of the grouper, it seems natural to use

n, the agglomeration step, as an user-specifiable parameter to pick parts from

the image hierarchy. However, n is related to the number of primitives which is

image dependent and is often large, hence not user-friendly. A more suitable and

intuitive parameter would be the number of segments that an user wants, i.e.,

|S| − n. We therefore set σ = |S| − n as the only parameter that an user can
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Step: N−5 Step: N−2Step: N−8Step: N−16

Figure 4-6: Segmentation results along the merging process. Left to right: segmenta-
tions at agglomeration step, N − 16, N − 8, N − 5 and N − 2, respectively.

choose, where σ corresponds to the extact number of parts that is output. Given

a value of σ, we can always map back to the corresponding agglomeration step

by n = |S| − σ, hence obtaining the required segmentation at n. It is not hard

to see that σ is just a more intuitive equivalent of n. Our parameter, σ, is much

more intuitive comparing with that of Haris et al. [59]. They used hard threshold

based on a global image noise estimation, which is image dependent and doesn’t

work so well on natural images.

Two sets of examples are provided in Figure 4-7 for qualitative inspection, where

the user chose to segment the images in different ways by setting σ accordingly. It

can be seen that the proposed grouper works quite well on both the photograph

of a face and that depicted in a line drawing.

Automatic Node Selection using Graph Energy

Similar to the manual method, an automatic algorithm should aim to identify

a n, specifying a particular agglomeration step. We propose such an algorithm

based on spectral graph theory [17]. In particular we modify the definition of

the Laplacian graph energy [53]. Before we explain what this means we should

remind ourselves briefly on how the image hierarchy was built, in terms of its

graph representation.

The hierarchy is a binary tree. Any node in the tree has a subtree beneath it.

The leaves of the subtree are primitives that cover some area of the image surface.
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Figure 4-7: Top left to top right: merging result of a photograph when σ = 2 and
σ = 3, respectively; bottom left to bottom right: merging result of a line drawing when
σ = 4 and σ = 8, respectively.

These primitives are connected into a graph using neighbourhood relations. So,

any node in the tree can simultaneously be considered as a subtree, an image

region, and a graph. More precisely, any node corresponds to a subgraph of the

graph from the root node, which contains every primitive. It is the subgraphs

made by considering neighbour relations between primitives that are of interest

in this section.

It is important to recognise that although the region covered by a set of primi-

tives has properties such as average colour, and so on, we make no use of them.

This is because we wish to assume as little about the image content as possible.

Instead we base our analysis entirely on graph properties, spectral graph energy

in particular.

Now, consider a subgraph which is fully connected. Such a subgraph is likely to

correspond to a coherent object. In our case we happen to know that coherence

over regions is built-in to the construction process because the regions are merged
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so as to minimise error over the property distribution; but this information is

not explicitly used in this section. In any case, coherent regions are regarded

as salient. The intuition is that intra-region region nodes “pull together” more

strongly than inter-region nodes. This intuition is one which is already exploited

by graph cuts [142]. Unlike graph cuts, our algorithm automatically chooses the

number of image segments.

Similarly, subgraphs that are cyclic (i.e. can be drawn down as a polygon) are

salient — they correspond to polygons, for example. Cyclic relations are also

salient to image understanding. Gestalt tells us such cycles produce “pop out”

visual feature [73]. We wish to parse the tree into subtrees that correspond to

subgraphs with properties of this kind, and can do so using graph spectral theory,

as explained next.

Laplacian graph energy has the following standard definition. Let G = (V,A) be

an undirected graph of with nodes N and arcs encoded by the adjacency matrix

of a graph. The degree of any node is the number of edges associated with it, and

D is a diagonal matrix holding the degree of each node. The Laplacian matrix

is then defined as L = D − A. Let w(i, j) be the some weight associated with

the arc (i, j). We set w(i, j) = 1 if there is an arc between nodes i and j, and

0 otherwise. It would be possible to use data gathered from the construction

process, such as the error term from Equation 4.5 and set w(i, j) = exp(αe2) for

some constant α. Either way, the Laplacian graph energy [53] has the following

standard definition

E(G) =

|V |
∑

i=1

∣

∣

∣

∣

λi −
m

|V |

∣

∣

∣

∣

(4.8)

in which the λi are eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix and m is the the sum of

the arc weights over the whole graph.

In practice, inevitably, there are merging steps when the description contains

disconnected components. We allow for this, as a result, we modify the Laplacian

energy to

ξ(G) =
n

N

N
∑

i=1

E(Gi)

|Vi|
(4.9)

as the graph energy of the tree at any stage in its construction. In this N is the

number of distinct connected components and |Vi| is the number of nodes in the
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ith component. The term E(G)/|V | is the average connection energy per node.

The factor n is the number of nodes in the whole graph — the number of image

primitives. It is used only to ensure our re-definition of graph energy returns to

the original Laplacian definition when there is a single connected component (at

which stage N = 1 and |V1| = n).

Figure 4-8 shows our graph energy plotted as a function of the number of steps the

merging algorithm has taken. The general rise in energy is explained by the rise in

the number of arcs. Local minima occur when disconnected components become

more fully connected, or move toward a cyclic graph. As construction of the

merging tree proceeds, the number of disconnected components falls. Therefore

we parse the whole tree by selecting the last merging step to exhibit a local

minimum in graph energy ξ. It is worth noting here that other local minimas

also correspond to specific segmentations of the image, however, the usefulness

of these are deemed as future work.

To summarise, during a merging process, each step yields a graph energy, i.e.,

the partition energy is a function of iteration number. We continue merging until

just one group remains, but back-track so as to halt at the local minimum of

ξ with the largest iteration count. As previously explained in Section 4.3.2, an

agglomeration step corresponds to a particular segmentation of the image and

can be manually selected using a single parameter σ. Graph energy also yields

an agglomeration step that it finds its last local miminum at, hence can be treated

as an automatic way to set σ.

Graph energy has already been used to produce some of the results presented in

this chapter, such as Figure 4-4, 4-5 and the right column of Figure 4-7. More

results are available in Chapter 6 of this thesis, where graph energy is used in a

recursive fashion to extract object structures.

4.4 Quantitative Evaluation

In this section, we conduct an quantitative experiment to evaluate the perfor-

mance of this second image description. The same experimental method used to

evaluate the Gestalt-based image description (Section 3.8) is employed for this

experiment. In particular, we compare the newly proposed merging technique
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Figure 4-8: An example of normalised graph energy as a function of tree height. We
identify an object using the local minimum with tallest tree.

with the Gestalt-based grouper proposed in the previous chapter and both image

descriptions with that of humans. Both of these two groupers require a single

input parameter, which is the number of groups required in the final output.

More specifically, we use exactly the same set of test images used in the previous

experiment (shown in Figure 3-11). Both human and Gestalt-based grouping

results are kept in this experiment (2nd and 3rd column of Figure 3-12). We

simply replaced all Normalised Cut groupings with those produced using the

newly proposed DoG region based merging technique. To be consistent, the

number of regions output by the DoG-based method is set manually using the

technique described in Section 4.3.2, in accordance with what was previously used

to produce Gestalt grouping results. To convert image regions output by the DoG

grouper to line groupings, we again overlay the same set of line segments on top

of regions returned by the new DoG-based method. All 24 groupings used in the

experiment are provided in-turn in Figure 4-9, where each column corresponds to

a particular grouping technique and each row has a common number of groups.

The right most column shows all 8 new groupings output by the new method.

After some quick observation, it is not hard to see that the new DoG grouper

tends to produce sensible groupings on all the testing images. It lives up to the

good performance of Gestalt grouper on the simple “eagles” image, and tends to

outperform on all other images, especially on “sea” and “flowers”.
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Figure 4-9: All 15 grouping used in the experiment. Columns left to right are: original
image, human Control, Gestalt grouper and DoG grouper. Each row is unique way of
forming groups in an image.
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Table 4.1: Similarity measurement for different methods by using graph edit distance

Human Control Gestalt Grouper DoG Grouper

Eagles I 0.00 (±0.00) 0.00 (±0.00) 0.00 (±0.00)
Eagles II 0.00 (±0.00) 0.00 (±0.00) 0.00 (±0.00)
Musician I 241.56 (±187.30) 356.90 (±183.90) 329.32 (±202.02)
Musician II 365.10 (±123.32) 473.39 (±179.04) 415.08 (±190.13)
Sea 187.45 (±188.38) 442.50 (±194.78) 235.12 (±103.59)
Church 19.81 (±32.45) 56.39 (±64.06) 32.25 (±40.02)
Barn 205.06 (±158.97) 434.48 (±234.30) 352.19 (±197.78)
Flowers 93.52 (±246.73) 424.70 (±282.48) 188.41 (±335.44)

Table 4.2: Student T-test values for edit distance similarities

Human Control Human Control DoG Grouper
vs. Gestalt Grouper vs. DoG Grouper vs. Gestalt Grouper

“Eagles” I 0.00 0.00 0.00
“Eagle” II 0.00 0.00 0.00
“Musician” I -2.15 -0.65 3.10
“Musician” II -2.80 -2.23 1.32
“Sea” -3.59 -1.41 7.45
“Church” -1.63 -1.27 1.24
“Barn” -2.47 -1.98 2.30
“Flowers” -3.78 -0.97 8.15

In practice, we used 8 human subjects and the groupings are again presented to

each subject in a random order known neither to the subject nor the experimenter

but chosen by the software. Graph edit distances [122] are used as a measure

of “semantic inefficacy”: a greater distance is taken to mean a less efficacious

grouping method. We didn’t use Laplacian eigenvalues [17] as a distance measure,

simply because both techniques were shown to provide identical results in the

previous experiment (Section 3.8).

In Table 4.1 we show the mean similarity values for the three different grouping

processes, computed using graph edit distance. Similar to that of Table 3.2

and 3.3, each table has three columns, one per grouping process. There are 8

rows to the table, each representing a fixed number of groups, so these tables

correspond 1-1 with the images in Figure 4-9. In Figure 4-10, we show the same
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Figure 4-10: Gaussian distributions fitted to edit distance graph similarities.

data presented in graphical form.

As can be seen, on average users performed fewer edits on all DoG groupings than

those output by the Gestalt grouper. In particular, it can be seen that there were

significantly less average edits on “sea” and “flower” groupings using the DoG-
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based method, than those using Gestalt grouper. Such observations can also be

confirmed in Table 4.2, where the student T-test results on Gaussians derived

from Graph Edit Distance similarities are provided. As mentioned before, a low

absolute value of the T-test implies a closer distance between the distributions

and the sign of the T-test locates the mean of the test distribution with respect

to the reference distribution (the human control in this case). In addition, from

these tables, we can confirm once more that humans tend to agree with others

more than they agree with computers.

4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we proposed a second image description that aims to tackle the

limitations of the first (Chapter 3). This particular image description is built

using agglomerative clustering, where image primitives are merged by comparing

the distribution of features vectors in adjacent pairs. The value of a trained

decorrelating matrix is shown. The merging process is halted either by setting

a user-defined parameter or by a picture independent criterion taken from graph

spectral theory. A similar experiment to that used to evaluate the performance

of the first image description was conducted and results of which confirmed the

superiority of this second image description. In the rest of this thesis, we will

use this new agglomerative clustering based image description regardless, unless

indicated otherwise. In particular, we will demonstrate how objects and their

topological structures can be extracted from this image description, which are

later used to classify objects and produce abstract artworks.
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Chapter 5

Interactive Editing

In this chapter, we describe how we make use of human interaction in the pro-

cess of extracting object structures. More specifically, we implement an image

hierarchy editor with intuitive graphical user interface (GUI) for users to interact

with the automatically generated hierarchical image descriptions, especially of

the type proposed in the previous chapter. The goal of the editor is that any

user can use it to alter automatically generated hierarchies to the extent that

the refined hierarchies correspond to the semantic topological decompositions of

objects.

5.1 The Need for an Editor

It is desired to have object structures automatically extracted from images. How-

ever, to date, no computer vision algorithms can deliver this without prior models.

Requiring prior models has two major drawbacks: (i) the user has to specify what

models to use; (ii) there are a limited number of models to choose from and ac-

quiring such models often needs lengthy supervised training. We, however, want

to be able to extract object structures in an unsupervised manner and from any

image the user supplies.

We proposed two hierarchical image descriptions for the purpose of extracting

objects structures. Using the same experimental setup, we were able to demon-

strate the superiority of the second image description (Chapter 4). In theory,

we would like to test it against all types of objects, pictured under all possible
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imaging conditions, a test which is practically impossible. In practice, we do not

expect it to work on all objects; instead, we follow a more pragmatic approach.

We let the users decide whether an automatically generated structure is appro-

priate and if otherwise, offer the option to change it accordingly. This is where

the image hierarchy editor serves its purpose.

Another reason to introduce user interaction lies with that of personal preference.

It is widely known that the problem of visual perception is self-dependent [71],

i.e., we interpret objects in rather different ways. Depending on who is looking, an

object might have more than one valid structure. Take a commercial drinks-bottle

as an example, one might break it into a cap and a main body; another might

be much more detailed and produce a cap, bottleneck, mid-body and lower-body

decomposition. This is particularly important when we seek to make artworks

from object structures later in the thesis, simply because art itself is a highly

subjective thing.

5.2 Difficulties Behind the Editor

We would like an editor that can be used to alter automatically generated struc-

tures in a simple and efficient way. As a result, rather than building an object

hierarchy from scratch, one can be obtained through a few mouse clicks.

Nevertheless, editing hierarchical image descriptions is a challenging task. Chal-

lenges mainly come from the degree of complexity that is intrinsic to the hierarchy

itself. Figure 5-1 and 5-2 provide two example image hierarchies generated us-

ing hierarchical agglomerative clustering (Chapter 4). On the left of each figure,

image primitives are shown; while the final hierarchy is provided on the right.

As can be seen, automatically generated image hierarchies are rather large and

complex. The “bison” image shown on the left of Figure 5-1 is relatively simple

in the sense that the background is plain and the “bison” as foreground is of a

rather different colour than the background. Even for such a relatively simple

image, the corresponding hierarchy can still be complex. This particular image

hierarchy has 311 leaf nodes (image primitives), 621 nodes in total and 18 levels.

In general, because of the binary-split nature of such type of image hierarchies,

we can expect 2N −1 number of nodes for each, where N is the number of image

primitives.
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Figure 5-1: Left: region primitives overlaid on the original image; right: the corre-
sponding image hierarchy.

Figure 5-2: Left: region primitives overlaid on the original image; right: the corre-
sponding image hierarchy.

In terms of image content and colour variance, “skater” of Figure 5-2 is not

too much more complicated, but the resulting hierarchy still has 711 leaf nodes,

double that of the “bison” hierarchy. We can make use an image of a natural

scene, such as the one shown on the left of Figure 5-3, as an example to demon-

strate how complicated automatically generated image hierarchies can get. The

resulting hierarchy of that image contains an astonishing 5126 leaf nodes, 10251

nodes in total which spread across 67 levels. It is so huge that any meaningful

visualisation is impractical.

Having just observed the degree of complexity associated with image hierarchies
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Figure 5-3: Left: region primitives overlaid on the original image; right: the corre-
sponding image hierarchy get too large to have any feasible visualisation.

generated by agglomerative clustering, it might seem that introducing user inter-

action is not feasible. In the next secion, we will describe how graph energy can

be used to ease the editing process.

5.3 Using Graph Energy to Assist the Editing

Process

As previously mentioned, we would like to integrate user interaction into the

process of making image hierarchies, so that: (i) false hierarchies can be amended;

(ii) user preference is kept, as people tend to interpret objects in different ways.

However, from the last section, one might gather that image hierarchies can be

too complex to interact with or even infeasible to display at times (Figure 5-3). In

this section, we will demonstrate how graph energy enables an easy and intuitive

editing process.

Graph energy was introduced in Section 4.3.2 as an automatic mechanism to

determine salient segmentations of images, where each segment is a node in the

corresponding image description. Alternatively, it can also be treated as means of

filtering the image hierarchies, so to identify salient nodes. In exactly the same

way, we use graph energy in the editing process to propose potential nodes of

interest, which are presented to the user as image segments. By doing this, we
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Figure 5-4: Left: automatically generated structure; right: graph representation of
the structure.

Figure 5-5: Left: automatically generated structure; right: graph representation of
the structure.

reduce the large image hierarchies to something that the user can easily interact

with. Moreover, these salient nodes are often quite close to the desired ones, so

that little editing effort is required.

To understand this concept better, results of applying graph energy to the image

hierarchies shown in Figure 5-1 and 5-2 are provided in Figure 5-4 and 5-5,

respectively. In both figures, image segments and their corresponding nodes in

the filtered hierarchies are colour-coded. It can be seen in the “bison” example
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Edit 1 Edit 2

Figure 5-6: Looking at the underlying structure below the node corresponding to the
“bison”. From left to right: the automatically segmented “bison”; breaking the “bison”
node into its children; following the children of the refined “bison”, which leads to the
true segmentation of it. Note: the user clicks on the actual image to edit the hierarchy,
rather than the hierarchy itself.

(Figure 5-4), graph energy managed to automatically break the image into three

parts, two of which are the background and the other corresponds to the “bison”

itself. The filtered image hierarchies are shown on the right of both figures. It

is important to note that the automatically generated hierarchy of 1421 nodes is

now reduced to a very simple graph consisting of 8 nodes. A similar trend can

also be observed in the “skater” example (Figure 5-5).

We should emphasise here that although large sections of the original hierarchy

are being filtered, the original hierarchy itself is kept. Each node in the filtered

hierarchy still has a rich underlying structure and can be brought to use when

needed. This underlying structure is important to the overall editing process,

as will become clear in the following section, where the design of the editor

is discussed. Yet, in order to have an early grip on the concept, let us have

a closer look at the structure underlying the node (node 619) corresponding

to the “bison” in Figure 5-4. One might observe that the “bison” is actually

not perfectly segmented out, in the sense that areas between its legs should

not count as parts of the “bison”. What happened in this particular case is
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Edit 1
Edit 2 Edit 3

Figure 5-7: Demonstrates how regions are merged by following the parent nodes in the
hierarchy. From left to right: the automatically segmented “skater”; merging the right
leg to the body; merging the leg arm to the refined body; one more merging operation
leads to the true segmentation of the “skater”. Note: the user clicks on the actual
image to edit the hierarchy, rather than the hierarchy itself.

that graph energy somehow finds the “bison” with those areas in-between its

legs more stable than the true “bison”. Such a decision is also to do with how

graph energy is used. As mentioned in Section 4.3.2, we are currently using the

last local minima among graph energy values calculated throughout the merging

process. This implies that the segmentation produced using graph energy tends

to be “conservative”, i.e., graph energy leaves broad image segments whenever

possible. So it would not be surprising to observe that the bison is slightly under-

segmented. However, as demonstrated in Figure 5-6, little effort is required to

obtain the true “bison”. In that figure, we show what happens when we follow

the parent-children relationship on the “bison” node; by following just two levels

down this node, the true “bison” can be obtained (node 617).

Different from the under-segmented “bison”, “skater” in Figure 5-5 is rather over-

segmented as a whole. However, its parts are still under-segmented; for example,

it might be desired for the “skater”’s head and right arm to be separated, and

the same goes for her body and left leg. If we choose to extract “skater”, instead

of splitting nodes, we travel up the image hierarchy. At each step, we merge

two children nodes into a single parent node, whose corresponding region is just

the union of the regions of the two children nodes. This process is illustrated

in Figure 5-7. We only had to perform three merging operations to get a nice
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“skater” and skating ground separation.

To summarise, automatically generated image descriptions are often too compli-

cated to be edited. However, using graph energy we are able to filter out more

meaningful hierarchies, which are often a few edits away from the desired ones.

Figure 5-6 and 5-7 provide two examples showing how well graph energy filters

automatically generated image descriptions. In both examples, we only had to

perform two/three edits in order to reach the desired outcome. Here, an edit

refers to the operation to split a parent node into its children nodes by going

down the hierarchy, or merging two children into a single parent node by going

up the hierarchy.

5.4 Designing the Editor

Previously, we analysed the degree of difficulty the editing task entails and demon-

strated how graph energy can be used to boost editing efficiency and effectiveness.

In this section, we will detail the design of the editor and demonstrate how the

editing process can be integrated into a single GUI.

The editing process can be broken down into two major steps:

First step — Object Identification: Users are asked to select an object in

the image that they want the structure of by clicking mouse buttons over

it.

Second step — Structure Extraction: Users will be able to apply graph en-

ergy to the selected object, in a recursive fashion, and refine the proposed

decomposition when needed.

During the first step, objects are selected by clicking on a segmented image auto-

matically produced using graph energy, such as the images on the left of Figure 5-4

and 5-5. We found that in most cases, graph energy is able to distinguish between

background and foreground regions. Therefore, identifying the foreground object

often involves only one mouse click. In addition, the user also has the option to

refine the proposed segmentation by merging and splitting regions. For instance,

the user needed to perform two splits in order to get the “bison” (see Figure 5-6).
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After the object selection step, we have a collection of image primitives corre-

sponding to the selected object, which is highlighted in red. The user is then

able to apply graph energy to break the object into parts and also refine the

decomposition by splitting and merging regions.

In a few special cases, the object that the user wants might not already exist in

the hierarchical description. In other words, there are no nodes in the hierar-

chy that correspond to the desired object. The editor should therefore offer the

ability to create new nodes by merging and splitting existing nodes, so that the

desired object can be found. For instance, the left shoe of the skater in Figure 5-7

is associated to the background, in order to include it with the skater the user

needs to perform a merging operation (illustrated in Figure 5-8). However, it is

important to note here that by creating new nodes and recursively applying graph

energy on them, new hierarchical descriptions will be generated. The resulting

new description will be completely independent of the original description com-

puted from the entire image. The newly formed descriptions will however share

a subset of image primitives used in the original descriptions.

Apart from assisting the process of finding object parts, another important func-

tion of the editor is establishing relationships between these parts. The topolog-

ical structures of objects exist amongst its parts, yet, such relationships are not

recorded during the editing process.

In summary, the hierarchy editor can be seen as consisting of two steps: an

object selection step where the user selects one or more objects he/she wants and

a structure generation and editing step where the user gets to edit the proposed

structure of an object. Both steps will be described in detail in the next section,

where we talk through a typical editing process.

5.4.1 Using the Editor: A Walk-through

In this section, we demonstrate the hierarchy editor by walking through the

editing process with the “skater” image shown on the left of Figure 5-2 as an

example. The controls of the editor are simple and intuitive, which will become

apparent in the following walk-through.

Figure 5-8 illustrates a typical editing process:
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Step 1 (Figure 5-8(1)): As a start, the user is presented with a segmented

image, obtained using graph energy; the corresponding filtered image hier-

archy is shown as well. Each partition of the image is colour-coded. Ideally,

the object that the user wants would have already been segmented out, i.e.,

the object resides in one and only one partition. In this case we can then

select it using a single mouse click. However, in some cases, the user would

still have to make a few edits to get the object exactly as he/she wants. In

the example shown, the user wants to select the “skater”, which is rather

over segmented.

Step 2 (Figure 5-8(2)): The user tries to merge the segmented parts of the

“skater” by going up the original image hierarchy, a process also demon-

strated in Figure 5-7. This process involved 3 left mouse clicks. The

merging result is shown.

Step 3 (Figure 5-8(3)): A skating shoe belongs to the background segment,

the user wants to include it with the “skater”. In order to do this, the user

has to break the background region. Again, the image hierarchy is proven

to be helpful here; the user only had to go two levels down the background

node to find the node corresponding to the skating shoe. This process took

2 right mouse clicks in total.

Step 4 (Figure 5-8(4)): In order to merge the old “skater” and the missing

shoe, the user needs to place markers on each by left clicking while pressing

down the “shift” button (Figure 5-8(3)); afterwards, one needs to press the

middle mouse button to group. The new “skater” is now complete and

is highlighted in red (Figure 5-8(4)). The user is able to select another

object by left clicking on it after pressing the “Select” button. This process

involved 5 mouse clicks in total.

Step 5 (Figure 5-8(5)): The result of breaking the selected object (highlighted

in red in Figure 5-8(4)) using graph energy. This is done by pressing the

“Break” button. This screenshot shows the result of applying graph energy

on the “skater”. Breaking an object only takes 1 mouse click on the

“Break” button.

Step 6 (Figure 5-8(6)): As shown in Figure 5-8(5)), graph energy managed to

break the “skater” into 4 different parts, viz, head, left leg, right leg and
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body with arms. The user can then refine the proposed parts by merg-

ing/splitting using left/right clicks, respectively. At this stage, the user has

the option to label each part of the object. This screenshot shows the user

split the node corresponding to body with arms, into body, left hand, right

hand, left arm and right arm; and labelled other nodes accordingly as well.

A graph visualisation is also shown to the right of the editing panel. Such

detail editing took a total of 17 mouse clicks, 8 out of which was spent

on naming parts.

Step 7 (Figure 5-8(7)): The user is able to break parts of the object further.

For example, here, he/she further split both legs of the “skater” to account

for skating shoes separately. The resulting hierarchy can be seen on the

right. This process took a total of 9 mouse clicks, 4 out of which was

spent on naming parts.

Step 8 (Figure 5-8(8)): To now, the editing process is finished. Yet, the user

has the option to visualise the toplogical object structure by overlaying it

on top of the decomposed object. This is done by menu selection.

Till now, the user has successfully extracted the structure of the skater through

only 37 mouse clicks. It is worth noting that despite the simple nature of the

structure, each part still has a rich underlying image description underneath

which becomes useful if any further editing is needed.

5.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have implemented a manual editor for users to interact with

the automatically generated image hierarchies. We have shown that the editing

process is often quite painless, which usually requires a few mouse clicks to reach

the desired outcome. Such efficiency is made possible because of the rich un-

derlying image descriptions and more importantly, because of a graph theoretic

measure to automatically break objects into its parts.

In the rest of this thesis, we will further demonstrate the value of the proposed

image hierarchy editor by utilising it in the application of synthesising abstract

artworks from photographs (Chapter 7).
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Figure 5-8: A typical editing process of the “skater”. The user interacts with the
hierarchy by clicking mouse buttons on the image.
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Part III

Classification and Painting Using

Hierarchical Image Descriptions
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Chapter 6

Image Description For Object

Classification: Structure is

Invariant to Depictive Style

In this chapter, we study the problem of automatic classification of objects of

different depictive styles such as photographs, paintings and drawings. By doing

so, we justify our claim that topological object structures are invariant across

depictive styles. Moreover, towards the end of this chapter, we will move on

to demonstrate how qualitative shape labels enable matching on a part-to-part

basis. Shape labels are obtained by optimally fitting simple geometric shapes to

object parts.

There are two main parts to this chapter, each occupying a section. In Section 6.1,

we explain how object classes can be automatically learnt from previously pro-

posed hierarchical descriptions. The significant novelty is the use of fixed length

feature vectors to encode structures. This enables us to form object classes using

images of different kinds: photographs, paintings, and drawings. Afterwards, in

Section 6.2, we move on to study how fitting simple geometric shapes to object

parts helps to extend the object classification framework to enable matching ob-

jects across different depictive styles. In the same section, a novel automatic

shape selector that is able to choose the “best” shape amongst a few is proposed.

The chapter is then concluded in Section 6.3.
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6.1 Classifying Objects of Different Depictive

Styles

In this section 1, we study the problem of classifying objects of different depictive

styles. In particular, we test our proposition that topological object structure is

an invariant property across depictions.

From an input image we can already build a hierarchical image description and

automatically extract objects and their parts. The previous part of the thesis

(Part II) includes detailed explanations of both hierarchical image descriptions

and the object extraction process. In this section, we will first briefly review

the automatic object structure extraction process (Section 6.1.1). Afterwards we

will move on to explain how graph representations of the automatically extracted

structures can be encoded into a feature vector of fixed length and how such

feature vectors can be used to classify (Section 6.1.2).

6.1.1 Object and Object Part Identification

The first step is to extract topological object structures from images. As pre-

viously demonstrated in Part II of this thesis, graph energy offers a promising

way to break an object into its parts. We also use graph energy here to identify

objects and their parts, in a recursive fashion.

Given an image, at its first application, graph energy breaks the image into

the fewest number of parts, which tend to be of large scale and correspond to

coherent regions such as “background” and “foreground”. There is no way, as

yet, to automatically differentiate foreground from background; we solve this by

the user clicking a mouse to indicate the object. This is the only user interaction

in the whole process. We might eliminate it using a heuristic (e.g. objects cover

the central region of the image) but the cost will be an assumption about image

content. We designate as “objects” the subtrees that have just been identified as

foreground. To extract its parts, we recursively apply graph energy to this object

(subtree). We are able to apply graph energy easily to any object and any part,

which breaks them into their constituent parts.

1This section contains joint work with Xiao Bai, Department of Computer Science, Univer-
sity of Bath.
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The structural relationship between an object and its parts is inherited from the

hierarchical relationship in the image description. The images in Figure 6-1 show

how our algorithm can break images into objects, and objects into parts. It does

so over a wide range of depictive styles and automatically (excepting a mouse

click to identify foreground from background). Notice that although the parts

vary over a visual object class, that inter-class variation seem to the eye to be

wider than intra-class variation. For example, faces have several internal parts

whereas flowers have one, while horses have many external parts. The struc-

tural relationship we obtain between an object and its parts reflects that in the

underlying objects. Horses do have legs, a body and a head; faces have eyes

and mouths; and flowers have petals and a centre. Thus we have automatically

constructed a description which is indicative of the structure of real world ob-

jects. This structure can be treated as a graph of nodes and arcs, where nodes

correspond to object parts and arcs are links inherited from the original image

description. In this next section, we will demonstrate how such graphs can be

clustered in feature space.

Figure 6-1: Examples objects and their parts, found using graph energy analysis, taken
from our experimental training and test sets. Facial parts are identified; four legged
animals have their head and legs separated from their body; flowers have their centres
extracted.
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6.1.2 Structure Vectors as Object Features, and Classifi-

cation

The graph of an object and its parts is a structural feature. Nodes are labelled

with the statistical distribution of measures that characterise a region, in this

case colour and gradient magnitude. We could use other characterising measures,

such as SIFT features for regions [89], relative location or indeed any other thing

we find convenient. However, we choose to progress instead by considering the

structure we have just constructed, and only that. This is (i) to see how useful

structure alone is as a classifier; (ii) to create equivalence classes sufficiently broad

to encompass many depictive styles. Once we begin using node labels it is easy

to unwittingly make tacit assumptions about content, assumptions we wish to

avoid.

We now assume we have a collection of unlabelled, undirected graphs Gi. Each

one corresponds to an object in an image, and is typically small because the

number of any object is usually composed from only a few parts. We use graph

spectral theory to compute a vector of fixed size for each one. This vector we call

a structural feature vector, because it encodes structure and is a feature of an

object. It can be treated just as any other feature vector. There any many ways to

create a structural feature vector from a graph. We follow Zhu and Wilson [186],

who advocate the use of eigenvalues from the signless Laplacian matrix because

of its stability to structural variance. If A is the adjacency matrix for a graph and

D is the degree matrix, the signless Laplacian is D + A. The eigendecompsition

of the signless Laplacian is UCUT = (D + A), and the feature vectors we use are

the first eight eigenvalues of F = diag(C); if F has fewer than eight elements we

pack with zeros. This is equivalent to adding isolated nodes to the graph.

Structural feature vectors have the distinct advantage that they can be clustered

— it was this property that motivated their use. We built a classifier using the

training examples in Figure 6-2. It contains thirteen different classes, each a

column in the figure. Each class has seven exemplars; this is far fewer is typically

used to build visual object, for example classifiers [81, 51, 96], and compares very

well with the “one shot” learning of Fei-Fei et al. [37]. Notice that each class

contains examples in several depictive styles.

We used a semi-supervised approach when building a classifier, as is common.
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Figure 6-2: The set of training images. Each column is a class (but horses and cows
are both four legged animals). Many depictive styles are included in each class.

This method was chosen because examining a scatter plot of the largest eigen-

vectors suggested some categories are too close to separate automatically. We

manually labelled images showing objects of a single visual class. Each class

has a single Gaussian distribution fitted to the structural feature vectors. The

Gaussians were then assembled into a single mixture model, which is seen in

Figure 6-3. All sets (Gaussian components) contains drawings and paintings as

well as photographs, yet form discernible clusters. The spread of the cluster is

explained by noise (missing or additional nodes and arcs) that can arise from

slightly different segmentations.

One can observe twelve distinct clusters in Figure 6-3, yet as stated we used

thirteen visual classes. The explanation is that cows and horses have fallen into

the same equivalence class. This is not a confusion but instead is a consequence

of the broad categories that form when structure is used. Cows and horses share

a common structure and the classifier reflects this. This grouping could be useful

— after all, a user of some content based retrieval system might want “four legged

animals”. The implication is that horses and cows must be separated by some

feature other than structure.

To verify our classifier we used a set of test images, with 50 images from each

class, some of which are seen in Figure 6-4. Test images were highly varied in

their depictive style. For a given test object we constructed a feature vector,
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Figure 6-3: Classes as components in a Gaussian Mixture Model. Note: only the first
two dimensions of the feature vector is shown.

Figure 6-4: A subset of testing images. Each column is a class (but horses and cows
are both four legged animals). Many depictive styles are included in each class.

which was then input to our GMM which estimated the posterior probability of

the test object belonging to each training class. The test object was assigned the

class for which the posterior probability was largest. We constructed a confusion

matrix of how the test set distributes over the training classes, which can be seen

in Table 6.1.2. It is clear that most objects can be correctly classified with high

probability, suggesting our GMM is a reasonable discriminative model.

Despite classifying many images correctly, we of course meet with some failures.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 0.94 0.03 0.03
2 0.94 0.06 0.03 0.03
3 0.86 0.14
4 0.06 0.91 0.03
5 0.86 0.14
6 0.06 0.89 0.05
7 1.00
8 0.06 0.94
9 0.97 0.03
10 0.06 0.94
11 0.09 0.03 0.88
12 0.03 0.97

Table 6.1: A confusion matrix; each row shows the probability a test class is classified
as a given training class. The classes are: (1) Four legged animals; (2) Faces; (3)
Flowers; (4) Birds; (5) Plane; (6) Cup; (7) Dumbbells; (8) Star fish; (9) Pliers; (10)
Razors; (11) Guitars; (12) Turtles.

In Figure 6-5 we see some faces that have been incorrectly classified. We notice

that the incorrectly classified faces fell into categories which are neighboring to

the face class (see Figure 6-3). We have yet to observe incorrectly classified faces

falling further afield.

Figure 6-5: Examples of incorrectly classified faces. Left to right the faces were
classified as starfish, horse, and bird.

To summarise, this section tests our proposition that structure can be used to

classify, just as other features like texture, shape are used. The characteristic that

structure brings into classification is that of broad classes — sufficiently broad to

cover objects depicted in a wide range of styles: photographs, drawings, and so

on, yet sufficiently discriminative to be meaningful.

We have provided experimental evidence in support of this claim. By using

feature vectors to encode structure in a vector of fixed length, we have been able
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to build a classifier that successfully recognises novel inputs. The broadness of

the classes we generate are illustrated not just by the inclusion of many depictive

styles, but also by the fact cows and horses classify as one. As mentioned already,

there will be applications and contexts when this is desirable, otherwise intra-class

discrimination will have to be on the basis of some other property.

6.2 Extending to Matching: Shape Fitting and

Automatic Shape Selection

Previously in this chapter, we demonstrated how topological object structures

form meaningful clusters in a structural feature space. Topological object struc-

tures offer middle-to-high level descriptions of objects. It is essentially such ab-

straction that enabled classification of objects from a wide range of depictive

styles.

Object structures capture the relationships among parts of objects. However,

during the classification process we didn’t employ information carried within

object parts at all. We filtered out such information on purpose - they are often

dependent on particular depictions. Nonetheless, information of object parts

should be considered say, when we want to match two objects. Using the previous

classification framework, we are able to tell that two objects are of the same

class. In theory, incorporating part information would also boost the classification

performance. However, as previously mentioned, the form of such information

is crucial. Standard photometric measures such as gradient intensity, colour

histograms and so on, are not invariant to changes in depictive styles. We shall

again seek middle-to-high level representations for each part of the object.

Following the above argument, in this section 2, we briefly study the possibly

of using qualitative shape labels to augment object structures. The rationale

for using shape labels is that it provides a quick and easy way to match, and is

naturally invariant to many geometric transforms, to clutter, and noise: matching

photographs to artwork makes all of these demands. Specifically, we assign a

qualitative shape label to each node corresponding to every part of the object,

with the hope that such augmented information will: (i) introduce part-to-part

2The shape fitter and selector are joint work with Dr. Paul Rosin from University of Cardiff;
the quantitative shape selector experiment was conducted by Anupriya Bilaka.
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matches; (ii) deliver a level of abstraction useful for other applications, such as

NPR. In the rest of this section, we will first describe how shapes are optimally

fitted to each object part (Section 6.2.1); a novel classifier is later proposed to

select the best shape among a few for a given part, as discussed in Section 6.2.2.

6.2.1 Fitting Simple Shapes to Regions

In this section, we explain our approach of optimally fitting simple geometric

shapes to objects and their parts. Specifically, we fit five shapes: circles, rectan-

gles, triangles, superellipses and a “robust” version of the convex hull. It is worth

noting that the proposed shape fitting techniques work on any image segment,

represented as its corresponding boundary curve. A few examples of inputs to

our shape fitter are shown in Figure 6-6.

Figure 6-6: Example input segments to the proposed shape fitter. From left to right:
body, head and front leg of a bison.

Voss and Süße described a powerful method for fitting a variety of geometric

primitives by the method of moments [169]. The data is first normalised by ap-

plying an appropriate transformation to put it into a canonical frame. The fitted

geometric primitive is then simply obtained by taking the geometric primitive in

the canonical frame and applying the inverse transformation to it. For instance,

for an ellipse they take the unit circle as the canonical form, and apply an affine

transformation consisting of a translation to set the moments m10 = m01 = 0 and

an anisotropic scaling such that m20 = m02 = 1. We have applied this approach

to fit ellipses, rectangles and triangles.

To fit superellipses a closed form solution is not available using the above ap-

proach, and so we use the least squares method described in [125]. The ideal

distance measure to minimise would be the shortest Euclidean distances between

each point and the superellipse, but this is expensive to compute. Instead the

ray from the centre of the superellipse to each data point is intersected with the

superellipse, and the summed distances along these rays is minimised using Pow-
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Figure 6-7: From left to right (column-wise): Examples of fitting rectangles, superel-
lipses and triangles, respectively.

ell’s method for non-linear optimisation [117]. The optimisation is initialised by

fitting an ellipse.

The convex hull is an attractive symbolic representation of a shape on two counts.

It is generally more compact (using only a subset of the original polygonal ver-

tices), and also perceptually simpler since all indentations have been removed.

However it has two limitations: it is insensitive to the size and shape of all in-

dentations, and is also too sensitive to protrusions. To overcome these problems

Rosin and Mumford [124] suggested a “robust” version of the convex hull, which

is the convex polygon that maximises the area overlap with the input polygon.

To compute the robust convex hull they used a genetic algorithm; alternatively

a dynamic programming solution has been described [75].

Results of fitting various user defined shapes to the input segments shown in

Figure 6-6 are given in Figure 6-7.

6.2.2 Automatic Shape Type Selection

We are now able to optimally fit a collection of simple shapes to a given region.

The problem now is how to choose amongst them. Interaction is one approach,

but not only is this tedious for the user but, we argue, is less interesting than
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considering automatic choice.

Others have approached automatic selection through an information theoretic

measure of some kind; Gheissari and Bab-Hadiashar [49] provide a review and

an empirical comparison of these. One of the earliest being Akaike’s information

criterion (AIC) [1]. However, due to the different assumptions made by the

various criteria regarding the distribution of the data, the different measures

can give quite different results. For instance, Schwarz’s Bayesian information

criterion (BIC) [138], which is similar to the Minimum Description Length (MDL)

criterion, penalises free parameters more strongly than AIC. Another criterion,

the “geometric information criterion”, was introduced by Torr [161] and later

the “geometric AIC” was suggested Kanatani [70]; both of these were specifically

designed for computer vision applications. It is clear there is no single agreed

way to fit some shape from more than one family. Issues of concern in the

mathematical and computer vision literature are the robustness of the fit with

respect to outlying data points, and the invariance of the fit under transformations

of the data. The most common types of fitting in computer vision minimise

some function (e.g. sum of squares) of the residuals. We note that measures are

usually chosen for their mathematical tractability and computational convenience

and complexity, rather than how well they correspond to perceptual or aesthetic

judgements. Yet if we are to match photographs to human-made artwork, and

later to process a photograph into a synthetic artwork these value judgements are

crucial. We have therefore opted to use a classifier which is trained under human

supervision, in the hope to retain some degree of subjectivity. We now explain

our classifier and the training regime.

Automatically selecting appropriate shape models is done using a supervised clas-

sification paradigm; specifically, a C4.5 decision tree [120] is learnt from a training

set of regions which is then applied to new unseen data. C4.5 decision tree bene-

fits from being able to deliver a relatively decent classifier with minimal training

data. Other machine learning techniques such as support vector machines and

neural networks can be used here, however, we found C4.5 trees sufficient for the

purpose of this work. The basis of a decision tree is that each feature can be used

to make a decision that splits the data into smaller subsets, partitioning feature

space into equivalence classes using axis-parallel hyperplanes. C4.5 builds deci-

sion trees by selecting the most informative feature (that is not yet considered in

the path from the root) to split each subset. An entropy measure — Normalised
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Information Gain — determines the effectiveness of each feature. The regions

are described by a feature vector and are manually labelled into shape categories.

These features are the basis for making the decision regarding which is the most

appropriate model. The feature vector consists of the errors between the region

and each of the fitted shape models. To compute the errors at each data point the

shortest distance to the fitted shape is determined using the distance transform.

However, the summed error is not a sufficient descriptor – it is easy to construct

examples for which the best shape model (according to aesthetics and perceptual

criteria) does not have a lower summed error. Instead, the distribution of point

errors, which is more informative, is considered, and summarised by the following

lower order statistics: mean, standard deviation, skew, and kurtosis. Thus, for

five shape models and four statistical terms, each region is described by a total

of twenty features.

Following this approach, we can easily train an automatic shape selector. How-

ever, an obvious question would be when should the training stop, i.e., how much

training data is really needed to obtain to decent shape selector? We will go on

to answer this question in the next section.

Figure 6-8: Two images used to train the automatic shape selector

In practice we selected two training images other than the ones used for testing

purposes, both illustrated in Figure 6-8. Indeed, we can select any set of images,

provided that we can get a relatively sufficient amount of training shapes. To

obtain input shapes to the classifier, we simply segmented each training image

using a popular segmentation technique [24]. We also deliberately segmented
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each image into different granularities to get more regions with a larger variety of

shapes. Amongst over 500 segmented regions we extracted their feature vectors

and manually labelled 81 of them as our training data. A C4.5 decision tree is

then built using those 81 pieces of training data. The learnt decision tree is used

to generate all results in the rest of this thesis. We understand that the amount

of training data is relatively few, but the trained classifier seems appropriate on

the few images used in this work. In the next section, we conduct an experiment

to study the affect of increasing training data to the performance of the final

classifier.

6.2.3 Quantitative Evaluation of Automatic Shape Selec-

tor

In this section we will first provide a simple quantitative experiment to judge the

performance of the proposed shape selector; followed by answering the question

set out at the end of last section, that is, how much training data is really

sufficient. For simplicity, we restricted ourselves to training with the simple

shapes, “Superellipse”, “Rectangle”, “Triangle”, and (robust) “Convex hull”. In

order to obtain both training and testing regions, we used an off-the-self image

segmentor by Cour et al. [24]. A total number of 140 shapes were used to train,

35 instances from each shape type. The confusion matrix is provided in Table 6.2.

superellipse rectangle triangle convex hull
superellipse 32 1 1 1
rectangle 4 29 1 1
triangle 3 1 30 1
convex hull 1 1 1 32

Table 6.2: The confusion Matrix, scaled by the number of instances per known class.
Each row (capital letters) shows the result of classifying a ground truth set of a known
shape. The fraction of times a ground truth shape class is classified as some nominated
shape class is given. Each ground truth class contained N instances.

Having just evaluated the performance of the automatic shape selection tech-

nique, we continue to answer the question “when can training cease?”. Related

to this is “how much confidence can one have in the confusion matrix?”. There is

a common answer to these: cease training when the confidence matrix converges

to a stable solution, so that one can have confidence it is “correct”. Figure 6-9
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Figure 6-9: The maximum absolute change in any normalised confusion matrix element
as a function of the number of training data in each shape class.

shows how the maximum absolute change in any confusion matrix element (nor-

malised by the total number of samples at each step) depends on the number of

training data. It shows we can cease training after 35 or so training data per

shape class.

Until now, we can automatically assign a given image region with a shape label.

Such labels can eventually be treated as abstract representations of their corre-

sponding regions. In the next section, we will study how such shape labels alone

can help to enable matching across objects of different depictive styles.

6.2.4 Matching Photographs with Artwork

We can now automatically assign shape labels to image regions. In this section,

we demonstrate that it is possible to use those labels to match objects from

different depictions 3. In particular, we propose a simple matcher that matches

photographs with artwork. The problem with matching in this case is that the

“character” of the two images can differ significantly. Paintings can comprise large

regions of flat colour, photographs usually have far more detail in them than is

necessary to convey the content, including complex light effects, textures and so

3Work in this section was developed by Anupriya Bilaka.
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on. This problem has been sparsely addressed in the literature. Schechtman and

Irani [141] assert that any textures can match, provided the are self-consistent.

Bai et al. argue that structure is a class invariant [2]. Fidler and Leonardis learn

tree structures premised upon Gabor filter responses [42] and use that tree to

identify many specific objects classes; some supervised training is required at the

higher levels of the tree. Please note that we are only after a simple matcher here,

one that is enough to demonstrate the use of shape labels in terms of extending

the classification framework proposed in Section 6.1. The fusion of topological

object structures and shape labels is deemed as future work.

In order to demonstrate the value of shape labels in matching, we construct a

simple image hierarchy consisting of image segments of multiple scales. In par-

ticular, we use the same segmentor [24] as in shape classifier training to obtain

image segments. This segmentor requires a single number, N , as input, and seg-

ments an image into that many segments. We use several values of N , specifically

N = 3i, for i ∈ [1, 8] to obtain 8 “levels”, each of finer granularity than the last.

The nodes on the different levels generate a natural hierarchy — a tree — based

on overlap.

Given two images, we build their corresponding image hierarchy in the above

fashion. Objects of interest are then selected manually, each of which is a subtree

of the corresponding hierarchy with the object being the top node. The prob-

lem now is to find matches between two subtrees. Each node in the subtree is

augmented with a shape label Z, where Z = {E,R, T, C}, corresponding to the

four classes of training shape, viz, superellipses, rectangles, triangles and convex

hulls. These we will call “observed” labels. The real, underlying shape label for a

region is unknown to us — because the classifier may have assigned an incorrect

label.

Although we have opted to use qualitative data we nonetheless benefit from a

measure of the probability that two symbolic shapes match. We will estimate the

probability that two observed labels a and b, correspond to the same underlying

shape, the identity of which is never revealed. The confusion matrix in Table 6.2

plays a central role in this estimate. Each row of the table gives the conditional

probability p(a|Z), which is the probability that a known named shape Z which

is input to the classifier is assigned the observed label a. For example, p(e|T ) is

the probability that a triangle is classified as an ellipse, e. We will continue to use
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upper case letters for known inputs to the classifier, and lower case for the labels

it produces. Each row of the confusion matrix has constant names shape Z, each

column has constant observed class a. Using Bayes’ law we get the probability

that a given observation a is really a named shape Z.

p(Z|a) =
p(a|Z)p(Z)

p(a)
(6.1)

We know for sure that all named shapes exist at least once we assume p(Z) = c

for all Z ∈ Z. The probability of observing the label a requires us to marginalise

over the named shapes:

p(a) =
∑

Z∈Z

p(a|Z) (6.2)

Now suppose we have two shapes with observed classes (i.e. a name given by the

classifier) a and b. The probability that these are both of the the same named

shape Z is p(Z|a, b). By appeal to conditional independence (and assuming sta-

tistical independence on the observations) we get

p(Z|a, b) = p(Z|a)p(Z|b) (6.3)

The probability that the observed shapes a and b are the same underlying (but

never revealed to us) shape is therefore

p(a, b) =
∑

Z∈Z

p(Z|a, b) (6.4)

So p(a, b) is a table entry that estimates the probability that two observed labels

correspond to a named shape, matching in a qualitative sense.

The probability table p(a, b) is used to weight all matches between the regions

in the two trees (forests). At the top-most level (the largest, coarsest regions)

we consider all putative pairs of matches. We do likewise at the next level down,

which expands each of the matched pairs. Recursive application generates a

match-tree of all possible pair combinations. Match-tree branches are pruned

where both children are not connected to both parents; i.e. if (a,b) is a parent to

(c,d) and (a,c) are connected in image one, then (b,d) must be connected in image

two. We seek the path of maximal probability in this tree. A path comprises of

a string, S of matched pairs, each region appears at most once in such a string.
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Figure 6-10: Parts of a drawn car and parts of a photographic of a car are matched,
as shown by the colour coded regions.

Figure 6-11: Parts of a flower are matched, as shown by colour coded regions.

Figure 6-12: A painting and a portrait are matched, as shown by colour coded regions.

The probability of the path is then p(S) = Π(a,b)∈Sp(a, b). Since paths can be

of different lengths we normalise to take the geometric average, so p(S)(1/|S|).

This is equivalent to a “characteristic” radius of a |S| dimensional hyper-ellipse

whose main axis radii are the probabilities along the path.

Results from some of our matched photograph/painting pairs are shown in Fig-
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ures 6-10, 6-11, and 6-12. The matcher has successfully matched corresponding

regions in these images, even where colour and and other properties differ sig-

nificantly. We are yet to test this matching scheme on more than 3 images. We

suspect that it would not work equally well on a large set of images. Our expla-

nation lies with simple image hierarchy based on the N-cut segmentor, because it

can be unreliable. Despite this, these results indicate that qualitative shape can

be used to as the basis of a matcher. We believe that object structures extracted

from the previously proposed image descriptions would improve the performance

of the matcher.

In this section, we proposed a simple matcher to demonstrate the value of quan-

titative shape labels in terms of matching photographs with paintings and draw-

ings. We employed a simple image hierarchy to assist the matching process. It

is important to note that the point of this matcher, though, was to explore the

possibility of using nothing but qualitative shape labels to match across different

depictions. Our results show that even such weak measures can prove useful. We

believe that intergrating object structures with such quantitative labels is able to

take us further in the direction of matching objects of different depictive styles.

Nonetheless, such fusion is treated as future work.

6.3 Conclusions

This chapter argues that topological structure can be treated as a feature of an

object. Consequently structure can be used to classify, just as other features like

texture and shape are used. The graph spectral methods we use ensure that the

classification is robust to noise. Structural classification yields broad categories

such as “four legged animals”. In addition, we have also demonstrated that other

features such as quantitative shape labels carry the possibly of extending this

classification framework to enable part-level matching.

We conclude that topological object structure is indeed an invariant property that

is shared among objects depicted in different styles, i.e., photographs, paintings

and drawings, which is useful for learning categories of visual objects of different

depictive styles.
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Chapter 7

Image Description for Image

Synthesis: Generating Abstract

Artworks

We have just observed how object structures can be used to classify objects in

a wide range of depictive styles. In this chapter, we continue to study the use

of toplogical object structures, but in the field of Non-photorealistic Rendering

from Photographs (NPRP). More specifically, we will first investigate how com-

positions of simple geometric shapes provide abstract representations of objects

and how abstract artworks of the type advocated by artists such as Kandinsky,

Matisse and Melvich can be created from such representations. Later on, we will

show how incorporating simple shapes with object structures yields artworks of

an even more abstract nature. In particular, we are able to synthesise artworks

in the styles of child drawings, cave paintings and these in the spirit of Mirö and

Picasso. A single GUI which integrates all the above functionality is implemented

to facilitate the art generation process.

7.1 Overview

In recent years, the NPRP literature has become increasingly populated with

methods for producing abstract synthetic art. As Section 2.2 makes clear, this

trend is a perfectly natural one; pioneering work relied on relatively simple image
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processing to support figurative art in painterly styles such as pointillism and

impressionism. Today, NPRP is capable of non figurative art, rendered in a

wide range of different media. This trend of abstraction is implemented through

increasingly sophisticated image understanding; high-level image understanding

that facilitate the abstraction process.

Work proposed in this chapter aims to continue this trend toward abstraction.

There are two crucial technical contributions that enable the creation of the kind

of abstract artworks that we aim to produce, they are:

• We propose that shape simplification delivers a level of abstraction that was

missing from previous attempts at producing abstract art. More specifically,

as detailed previously in Section 6.2, we are able to (i) optimally fit shapes

such as triangles or rectangles to arbitrary image regions; (ii) automatically

decide which of these shapes is the “best” fit. We show that shapes can

be rendered to emulate works of artists like Kandinsky, Melvich and later

Matisse. These artists transform complex geometric shapes into much sim-

pler forms, typically circles, squares or triangles, or else shapes resembling

convex hulls, for example.

• We demonstrate that by rendering topological object structures in an ap-

propriate fashion, artworks of an even more abstract nature can be synthe-

sised, especially these in the styles child-like drawings, Mirö and Picasso. In

particular, we show that by combining simple geometric shapes with object

structures, we can go further on the road to abstraction.

In line with the above two propositions, we study the problem of creating ab-

stract synthetic art in two stages. At first, in Section 7.2, we demonstrate how a

specific style of abstract art can be automatically produced by rendering shapes

alone. We then move on to investigate how topological object structures can be

incorporated in order to push the level of abstraction (Section 7.3). A single GUI

that incorporates shape fitting, object structure extraction and other facilitating

tools in creating abstract art is also introduced in that section.
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Figure 7-1: The overall pipeline of the shape rendering system. The whole process is
fully automatic and only takes approx. 10 seconds from start to finish.

7.2 Generating Abstract Artwork using Simple

Geometric Shapes Alone

Our proposal is that shape simplification steers NPRP away from image segmen-

tation towards yet higher levels of abstraction. Descriptions of our shape fitting

and automatic shape selection technique were already detailed in the previous

chapter (Section 6.2). This section, on the other hand, describes how abstract

synthetic art can be created by rendering simple geometric shapes alone. In the

next section, we will continue to show how object structures extracted from the

earlier proposed hierarchical image descriptions are able to deliver artworks of an

even more abstract nature.

The overall pipeline of our system is illustrated in Figure 7-1. It works broadly

as follows: given an image, we first build a simple hierarchy of segmented image

regions, of the kind used in Section 6.2.4 of the previous chapter, but simpler. De-

scription of this simple image hierarchy is given in Section 7.2.1. We then use the

shape fitter previously detailed in Section 6.2.1 to optimally fit simple geometric

shapes such as rectangles, triangles, circles, superellipses, convex hull and so on to

each segment. The decision of which of these shapes is used when rendering can

be specified by a user, or else can be chosen automatically (Section 6.2.2). Once

shapes are fitted, we can render them, as Section 7.2.3 explains. The final piece

can optionally be painted over using any one of the standard NPRP algorithms
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designed for rendering areas; Section 7.3.5 provides a gallery of results.

7.2.1 Constructing a Simple Image Hierarchy

In order to test the above proposition, we built a simple image hierarchy based

on an image segmented at different scales. Such a simple image hierarchy is

needed because: (i) we need slightly higher-level (other then raw pixels) as image

primitives to fit the shapes to; (ii) we need a simple image description that does

not introduce any additional abstractness, for we aim to test the abstraction

power of simple geometric shapes alone; (iii) we would also like to preserve an

appropriate amount of detail given an object, segments from a low scale are often

lack of detail, whereas a higher scale often results in over-segmentation, hence a

hierarchical description of different scales is needed.

The hierarchy itself is merely a simple version of the one proposed in Section 6.2.4.

The only difference lays with the fact that only two layers of segmentation are

used, indicating foreground and background. The background layer generally

consists of coarser regions, whereas the foreground layer consists of finer regions

resembling object details. We will see later on in Section 7.2.3 that, such seg-

mentation gives fitted shapes of different scales or “granularity”. These different

granularities are rendered so as to preserve salient detail.

A detailed description of the image hierarchy used here can be found in Sec-

tion 6.2.4. However, to recap, we start by segmenting a colour image into dis-

joint regions of interest, using a multi-scale normalised cut algorithm by Cour

et al. [24]. It has the benefit of operating in various image scales and offering a

single parameter N , which is the number of regions (i.e. cuts) to make in the im-

age, specified a prior by the user. A smaller N yields larger and coarser regions,

whereas large N returns smaller and more detailed regions. Figure 7-2 shows an

example colour image and its segmentation results when N is changed.

7.2.2 Fitting Simple Shapes to Regions

Having segmented an image, we are able to fit a wide selection of shapes to

each region using the shape fitter described in Section 6.2.1. Specifically, we fit

five shapes: circles, rectangles, triangles, superellipses and a “robust” version
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Figure 7-2: Left: Original Colour Image; middle to right: Segmentation results with
N = 5 and 120, respectively

Figure 7-3: Results of fitting shapes of a single type. Left Column: Fitting rectangles;
middle column: Fitting Triangles; right column: Fitting robust convex hulls
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Figure 7-4: Results of automatic shape selection

of the convex hull to each segment in the image hierarchy. Figure 7-3 shows

results of fitting some user-defined shapes to segments of both the foreground

and background layers.

Having a set of shapes fitted to each image segment, the problem now is how

to choose amongst them. As previously stated, this can be done through user

interaction or automatically using the automatic shape selection technique pro-

posed in Section 6.2.2. Figure 7-4 illustrates results of using the automatic shape

selector on both layers of the image hierarchy.

7.2.3 Rendering Shapes

We can now fit shapes to each region and automatically select the best fit among

those. Segmentation at a coarser level yields large and more abstract shapes;

whereas, detailed segmentation often result in shapes that are too small and over

detailed. What we really want is to preserve an appropriate amount of detail,

while keeping the abstractness. We resolve this issue by treating the layer of

larger/coarser shapes as “background” and the one with smaller and detailed

shapes as “foreground”. Doing this naively will result in the top layer completely

covering the bottom one. We solve this by filtering the detailed shapes on the

top layer by their corresponding shapes underneath. More specifically, we only
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render shapes from the top layer whose colour deviates from that of the shape

underneath above a certain threshold. Hertzmann also used colour differences to

place strokes on top of those already painted in his stroke rendering work [61].

Unlike him, we measure colour differences in terms of just noticeable difference

(jnd) in CIELAB colour space. For instance, take two colours, (L1, a1, b1) and

(L2, a2, b2), we define their colour difference ∆E12 as follows

∆E12 =

√

(L1 − L2)
2 + (a1 − a2)

2 + (b1 − b2)
2

jnd

where jnd ≈ 2.3 in CIELAB colour space [140]. Therefore, in general, ∆E

measures how many jnds one colour deviates from another. By placing a threshold

on ∆E, we can control the level of detail to render on the top layer; increasing

the threshold results in fewer shapes being rendered and vice verse. The effect of

increasing ∆E is illustrated in Figure 7-5.

Figure 7-5: Result of combining two layers of shapes using different ∆E values. From
left to right: ∆E = 0, ∆E = 5, ∆E = 10.

The left of Figure 7-5 shows such a result of merging two layers of shapes without

colour filtering on the foreground layer. It can be seen that on the left that the

foreground layer completely covers the background one. The result in the middle

however correspond better to a proper representation of a human face. It is

clear that in the middle result, features like the “hat” reside in one single shape

inherited from the bottom layer, whereas, details such as facial features are taken

from the top layer. When ∆E increases, more foreground shapes get filtered out,

leaving only a few behind. The effect of such is shown at the right of Figure 7-5.

As with the result shown in Figure 7-5 and all other results in this section, a
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Figure 7-6: Left: Rendering shapes without the ordering introduced by shape fitting
error τ ; right: Now correct rendering result, after applying an ordering.

constant threshold of 5 is used on ∆E, which has been experimentally found to

yield good results.

When it comes to rendering shapes into a framebuffer, the ordering of shapes can

play a role in the final output as well. This is because of the fact that shapes

fitted often overlap each other and which one comes on top can confuse viewer’s

perception. We tackled this problem by introducing a shape fitting error τ . Given

a shape model s and its corresponding region r, we denote the area of s by S and

similarly R for r, then τ is defined as the following ratio:

⋂

(S,R)|/|
⋃

(S,R)

The idea is then to lay down shapes according to their assigned fitting error.

Shapes with large fitting errors are rendered before those with smaller errors.

The effect of how the proposed shape fitting error effect the order of rendering is

demonstrated in Figure 7-6. It is clear that the “hat” is now correctly positioned

above the background.

To create a paper cutouts effect of the shapes that appear in the later Matisse,

exemplified by artworks such as “L’escargot”, we simply counted the number of

shapes lying over each pixel; the resulting height field then became a bump map.
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Figure 7-7: Left: A rendering resembling a paper cutout effect; right: the same
rendering as the right, but only transparent paper cutouts.

To create transparent paper we simply used “alpha” colour channel. In Figure 7-

7, a paper-cuts rendering and its transparent version of the right of Figure 7-6

are provided.

7.2.4 Gallery of Renderings

This section exhibits a collection of shape rendering results. Divided into two

parts, we first demonstrates examples of NPRP images that can be generated

with no additional parameters other than a choice of rendering style such as

“flat”, “embossed” or “transparent”. The second part includes a collection of

synthetic art works that applies modern NPRP stroke-rendering techniques on

top of our shape renderings. Specifically, we used the technique described in [147]

to generate all results shown in this part.

A paper cutout rendering of “bird feeding” is shown in the middle of Figure 7-8,

where the original image is shown on the left. As can been seen, there is a nice

balance of shapes in the final rendering; relatively large entities in the scene such

as the trunk of tree has a single rectangle fitted, while a combination of small

shapes together compose the nest. A highly abstract version of “bird feeding” is

shown on the right of the same figure, where the user chose to fit circles across
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Figure 7-8: Left: Original colour image; middle: Shapes rendered as paper cutouts;
right: An abstract result of fitting circles.

Figure 7-9: Top to Bottom: Original colour image and chapels rendered as paper
cutouts.
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Figure 7-10: Top to Bottom: Original colour Image; shapes rendered as translucent
paper cutouts.

Figure 7-11: Les Balloons
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Figure 7-12: Flower rendered as transparent paper cutouts.

Figure 7-13: A landscape scene rendered as papercuts.

every region. This may not be to everyone’s taste, but we liked it and the result

is an extreme example of how shape simplification enables abstraction that goes

well beyond stroke modelling.

In a similar fashion to the “bird feeding” example, Figure 7-9 shows how a land-

scape scene is rendered into a piece of artwork where paper cutouts were used

as basic elements. Again, large objects such as the mountain at the back and

the sky have rather large shapes fitted; but both “towers” are composed of a

rather interesting combination of smaller shapes. The scene shown at the top

of Figure 7-10 is rendered as a combination of transparent paper cutouts, shown

beneath. It is interesting here to note how various shapes are fitted to represent

the boat itself, whereas the “sky” is represented as a single triangle.

The method favours broad, clean colours; so examples such as hot air balloons

(Figure 7-11), flowers (Figure 7-12) and red train (Figure 7-13), make pretty
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Figure 7-14: Left to right: a painted man and a crayoned man

pictures.

All the above rendering results are obtained solely from shape simplification, with

simple effects like paper cutouts put on top. But, of course, we can make of stroke

renders to further enhance the aesthetic appeal of our synthetic artwork. Two

oil paintings are included in Figure 7-15. Figure 7-14 shows both an oil painting

and a crayon painting of the “man”. The stroke rendering technique is adapted

from Shugrina et al. [147], which operates on area segments of images. In our

case, each fitted shape is treated as a segment of constant colour.

Finally, we offer up a rather whimsical version of the Matisse’s snail, in Figure 7-

16, as a reminder of the source of our motivation.

In summary, we have shown that by abstracting image regions into simple geo-

metric shapes, we are able to move towards automatically creating more abstract

art than was previously possible. More specifically, the art we synthesised was

influenced by artists such as Kandinsky and later Matisse who advocate the use

of geometric shapes. Shape simplification is the key to delivering the level of

abstraction resembled in such type of art. Importantly, we can automatically

select which shape fits the best among a few that we can fit. We are also able
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Figure 7-15: Two oil Paintings; above a church tower, below a red boat.

to combine shapes of various granularities and so preserve appropriate amount

of detail. The whole process only takes two parameters during the segmentation

step, these being integers to specify how many segments the user wants on each

layer.

Nonetheless, the idea of using simple geometric shapes alone to represent image

segments is limited. Artworks produced this way do not offer a global abstrac-

tion to objects for two reasons: image segments do not necessarily correspond

to objects and their semantic parts; they do not necessarily carry any mutual

relationships amongst them. Higher-level vision is required to understand the
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Figure 7-16: The Snail

image in a more global and semantic fashion. In the next section, we will move

on from rendering shapes alone and study how topological structures provide a

step forward in the direction towards abstraction.

7.3 Towards Generating More Abstract Synthetic

Art Using Object Structures

In the previous section, we investigated the use of shape simplification in terms of

creating abstract synthetic art. We demonstrated that by fitting simple geometric

shapes to image segments and rendering them into various styles, we are able to

synthesis art of an abstract nature; styles of which advocated by artists such

as Kandinsky and Matisse. In this section, we continue to study the problem

of creating abstract synthetic art, with the aim to produce even more abstract

renderings, in the styles of child-like drawings, Mirö and Picasso.
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7.3.1 Moving onto Object Structures

We advocate the use of topological object structures in making synthetic abstract

art for four main reasons:

• Master Artists such as Joan Mirö, Picasso often use topological object struc-

tures to abstract objects, evidence of which can be found in Chapter 1 of

the thesis.

• In the previous chapter, we demonstrated the benefit of using object struc-

tures in terms of matching between photographs and paintings. The success

in matching partially proves that object structures offer a high-level repre-

sentation of objects, which is invariant across different depictive styles. We

are in a good position to study how this high-level description can be used

to synthesise art.

• The simple image hierarchy we previously used in the last chapter offers

minimal abstraction to images. Although we have successfully demon-

strated that abstract artworks can be generated by rendering simple ge-

ometric shapes alone, the idea of using them to represent image segments

is still limited. This is because the abstractness they offer are local to their

corresponding image segments. In addition, there is a lack of global rela-

tionship among the fitted shapes; each shape provides an abstract represen-

tation only to its corresponding segment. Although image segments them-

selves are already of a higher-level representation than pixels, the global

understanding of the image/object is to be further explorered in order to

make art of a more abstract nature. Such global relationships should be

extracted using even higher level computer vision techniques.

• We have already developed a systematic way to extract object structures

from images, including an image hierarchy editor to facilitate the object

structure extraction process. Two hierarchical image descriptions were de-

veloped in turn, and we have shown that structures can be readily extracted

from the latter.

In this section, we set out to prove our proposition that topological object struc-

tures offer an even more abstract perspective to computer-synthesised art. Fig-

ure 7-17 shows a flow-chart of the proposed abstract art generation process. We
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Figure 7-17: A typical abstract art generation process. The whole process took less
than 1 minute, with 15 mouse clicks to extract the structure of the bison.

start by building a hierarchical image description, from which we can automati-

cally extract object structures using the technique described in Chapter 4. The

proposed structures can then be refined using the image hierarchy editor proposed

in Chapter 5. Having a topological decomposition of the object, we continue to

fit shapes to its parts. The choice over which shape best fits a given object part

can either be decided by the proposed automatic shape selector (Section 6.2.2),

or according to the user’s personal preference. With each part described by a

simple geometric shape, we can render this abstract representation of the object

appropriately to synthesis abstract artworks. In summary, given an input image,

there are three main steps to synthesis abstract renderings: (i) object structure

extraction; (ii) building an abstract representation by fitting shapes to object

parts; (iii) and using traditional NPRP techniques to render.

In essence, our approach is to process an input image into a model, and then

render the model. Such model is an abstract representation of an image and

is the key in capturing the abstractness with images. The model embodies two

essential aspects of an object: (a) its structure, which is the way its parts connect

together; and (b) the canonical shape of each part, meaning ellipse, rectangle,

triangle etc. A graphical model of nodes and arcs is used to encode structure,

while labels encode shape. This kind of model can be automatically extracted

from the input image, and supports a wide range of renderings. Moreover, the

model sits behind a powerful user interface that provides the user with support

to adapt and choose the look-and-feel of the art they synthesise.

7.3.2 Extracting Topological Object Structures

This section summarises the process of extracting object structures from an input

image, which is the first step towards building abstract models of images. Detailed
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Figure 7-18: A typical object structure extraction process

descriptions of the structure extraction and editing processes can be found in

Chapter 4 and 5 of this thesis, respectively. A step-wise illustration of the entire

object structure extraction process in provided in Figure 7-18.

Based on the technique described in Chapter 4, we can automatically extract

object structures, by first building hierarchical image descriptions then parsing

them using graph energy. Afterwards, using the editor detailed in Chapter 5, the

desired object structures can often be obtained using a few mouse clicks. Using

the editor, a user is able to select the object he/she wants from the image, define

its parts and establish relationships amongst them. Another important property

of the editor lies with the flexibility that it introduces to the structure extraction

process. Such flexibility also facilitates one’s desire to be creative. Figure 7-19

demonstrates two possible interpretations of the “face”, and how the proposed

structure extraction framework is able to accommodate such ambiguity. The left

column of Figure 7-19 shows a situation where the user decided to give a coarser

interpretation of the “face”, which consists of one facial area, two eyes, two ears

and one mouth; whereas, another user obtained a more detailed decomposition of

the face, by further breaking the facial area into a forehead, an eye area, a nose

and a chain. The corresponding graph representations of both object structures

are shown below each face.

We can also enforce a link type to the relationship between two object parts.

There are normally two types of link types: “abutting” and “containing”. Given
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User 1 User 2

Figure 7-19: Different topological object structures extracted by two users using the
hierarchy editor tool.

two parts of an object A and B, we define:

A “contains” B: When B’s outer boundary is shared by A’s inner boundary.

In other words, B’s area is spatially surrounded by A. If A “contains” B,

then B “contains” A is false, in this case, we can say B is “contained” by

A.

A “abuts” B: When A and B share a common boundary and A does not “con-

tain” B and vice verse. If A “abuts” B, B also “abuts” A.

Figure 7-20 provides examples of different link types between object parts, where

the links are overlaid on top. “Abutting” links are shown as undirected links;

whereas, “containing” arcs are directed because of their one-way nature. As can

be seen, just like all of our faces, ears are abutted to the facial area, which contains

two eyes and one mouth.

Having object structures in hand, in the next section, we will explain how we can
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Figure 7-20: Two types of links between object parts. Left: Abutting links; right:
Containing links.

combine the abstractness that object structures offer with that offered by shape

simplification, so to complete building the proposed abstract models of objects.

7.3.3 Building Abstract Models of Objects

Previously in Section 6.2.1, we demonstrated how simple geometric shapes, such

as triangles, rectangles and so on, can be fitted to image segments. An automatic

shape selector was proposed at the same time, which can be used to choose

the “best” shape among a few (Section 6.2.2). Nevertheless, back then image

segments were obtained from conventional image segmentation techniques such

as Normalised Cut, which offer minimal abstraction to the image/object; image

segments normally conform to some sort of homogeneous property, such as colour

similarity, etc. Moreover, a simple image hierarchy had to be used in order to

preserve appropriate amount of details. Artworks produced this way do not offer

a global abstraction to objects, because such image segments do not necessarily

correspond to semantic objects and their parts, and there is a lack of spatial

relationship among them.

We proposed to use object structures to tackle the above limitations. Object

structures extracted are simply image segments with mutual relationships in-

between. In contrast with the simple image hierarchy used previously to syn-

thesis “shapy” art (Section 7.2), image segments that make object structures do
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Figure 7-21: From left to right: Original colour images; fitting robust convex hulls
to parts of the objects extracted from their corresponding image descriptions; fitting
circles; fitting user-defined shapes to parts.

correspond to semantic parts of objects and each pair has a link assigned. Be-

cause object parts are just image segments, we can use the same shape fitter and

selector detailed in Section 6.2 to assign shapes. After shape fitting, our abstract

object models are built, where object parts are abstracted as simple geometric

shapes and these shapes inherit the same topological relationships from the orig-

inal object structure. This model can be encoded as a graphical model of nodes

and arcs: nodes are labelled with shape labels and arcs correspond to part rela-

tionships. Figure 7-21 shows two examples of fitting shapes on top of previously

extracted object structures, where shape labels were manually selected.

Having abstract object models in hand, we will demonstrate how such models

can be rendered to create abstract artworks of an even more abstract nature.
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Figure 7-22: Two examples of Mirö paintings. Left: “Birds, 1973”; right: “Day Break,
1968”.

7.3.4 Rendering of Abstract Object Models

Within an abstract object model, at a global level, objects are abstracted as a

collection of parts; whereas, at a local level, object parts are abstracted as simple

geometric shapes. We are able to synthesise abstract artworks using these models;

and because of the abstractness captured within them, the resulting synthesised

artworks will be more abstract than artworks in the previous section. In this

section, we describe how abstract models of objects can be rendered to create

abstract synthetic artworks, particularly the type of abstract art that master

artists such as Mirö and Picasso advocates, or those in the styles of child-like

drawing and cave paintings.

In order to mimic the artistic styles of Mirö or Picasso, or indeed child-like draw-

ings, we need to look closely at their artworks, so to identify the main character-

istics captured within. Here, we will concentrate on analysing Mirö’s paintings as

representatives. Mirö combines simple entities, such as general shapes and lines,

to create objects. It is the relationship among such elementary entities that is

important to what is perceived in his paintings. A bird would normally have a

body and two wings and a woman would have a head, a body, arms, legs and so

on. If we have a closer look at “Birds, 1973”, shown on the left of Figure 7-22,
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most of the birds Mirö drew have two “wings”. In contrast, the human figure

Mirö painted in “Day Break, 1968”, shown on the right of Figure 7-22, has a clear

head, body, legs, separation. In Mirö’s paintings, it is the structure of objects

that differentiate them. We already have means of extracting object structures

from images, it is how Mirö depicts object parts that interests us. In summary,

the following characteristics can be readily found in Mirö’s artworks:

• Shapes filled with plain colours

• Shapes drawn as closed boundary curves

• A heavy use of lines and curves

• Strokes and shapes are often laid out in a structured way, in accordance

with topological object structures

• Only the most salient parts of an object are drawn

• Background rather plain then textured

We argue that once the above core characteristics are followed when synthesising

abstract artworks, Mirö-style renderings can be achieved. Please note here that

we are not aiming to re-produce artworks of either Mirö or Picasso, but create

novel abstract artworks from images that capture their ways of abstracting.

After observing the main characteristics in Mirö’s paintings, we shall come back

to analyse the abstract models we obtained from objects depicted in images, so

that specific ways of rendering of such models can be decided accordingly. Our

abstract models of objects already carry the two most important elements in

Mirö’s abstract artworks, i.e. topological object structures and simple geometric

shapes. Therefore, the only step left is to render these abstract models into

various artistic styles.

In accordance with the main characteristics found within Mirö paintings, we offer

three different ways to render each shape in a given abstract object model:

1. Shapes as distorted contours of uniform colours

2. Shapes as filled distorted contours of uniform colours

3. Shapes as long and curly strokes
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Figure 7-23: A pure geometric shape and its three rendering styles

Figure 7-23 illustrates the three different styles a shape can be rendered into.

Each shape in the abstract model can be rendered separately and later composited

according to topological object structures. We will now describe how shapes can

be rendered into the above three different styles.

The first two rendering styles, rendering shapes into contours and filled contours

of a single colour, are relatively straight forward. The only aspect that needs

more attention here is the shape boundary distortions that are seen in Mirö’s

paintings. Such distortions are often sourced from two possible causes: hand

movement and the artist’s intention towards abstraction. In real paintings and

drawings, it is natural for lines/strokes to appear distorted, in Mirö’s paintings

such distortion appears stronger, accommodating the artist’s intention towards

abstraction. Accordingly, there are two challenges in creating the sort of dis-

torted shape boundaries: mimicking distortions that is introduced by human

hand movement and that put in by the the artist to exemplify abstraction. We

propose an integrated way of mimicking hand movement and introducing extra

distortion to shape boundaries based on curve fitting.

Creating Stroke and Contour Distortions

With circular shapes such as circles, ellipses and superellipses as exceptions,

each side of a polygon shape is a line segment L(a, b), where a = (x0, y0) and

b = (xf , yf ) are the starting point and end point, respectively. For each such

line segment, we first generate its parametrised trajectory using the Flash and

Hogan [45] model as follows:

x(t) = x0 + (x0 − xf )(15t4 − 6t5 − 10t3)

y(t) = y0 + (y0 − yf )(15t4 − 6t5 − 10t3)
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where the value of t varies from 0 to tfinal and the number of points on the final

trajectory is decided by a time-step parameter δt. The larger δt is, the fewer

points will be sampled along the line and the choice of δt is affected by the length

of the line. The other parameter, tfinal, is also related to the number of samples

on the trajectory, but can be set as a constant as δt can always be adjusted in

proportion. In this thesis, we apply a constant value of 2 to tfinal upon using the

Flash and Hoganin model. Flash and Hogan [45] first recognised the relationship

between the choice of δt and the length of the line and have shown by experiment

that short hand drawn lines tend to be perceptually closer to straight lines, hence

can be modeled by coarser samples along the trajectory. This argument is also

supported by Meraj et al. [95], who experimentally verified the change in δt

relative to line length. The line trajectories created by Flash and Hogan model

offer “the smoothest motion to bring the hand from an initial position to the

final position in a given time” [45] and has been successfully applied in creating

realistic pencil lines [95].

Although the Flash and Hogan trajectories offers reasonable realistic human

hand-drawn trajectories, the distortion it introduces to the shape boundary is

limited, in comparison with what Mirö applies to his shapes. In order to accom-

modate more distortion into the model, we offer the option to add more noise

to the Flash and Hogan trajectories as a second-phase of our shape distortion

method. We do this by selecting a random subset of samples along the Flash and

Hogan trajectories, based on a user-defined threshold γ ∈ (0, 1). The larger γ is,

the more samples are chosen; so when γ = 1, the original trajectory is preserved.

For the N points randomly selected, we add some random Gaussian noise to tab-

ulate the positions of those N points, yielding another set of new points N ′. An

interpolating spline fitted to N ′ then becomes our new distorted representation

of the input shape. We always set the mean of the Gaussian noise to be zero,

therefore, given a δt for the Flash and Hoganin model, only two parameters affect

the actual distortion of the shape: γ and σ; γ is a threshold on sampling rate and

σ is the variance of Gaussian noise. Between those two parameters, increasing

γ means a more jagged boundary, resulting from a denser sampling; whereas,

more intensive Gaussian noise always lead to more distorted paths. Figure 7-24

demonstrates the effects of changing γ and σ.

As previously mentioned, the proposed noise model can be applied to polygon

shapes, which consist of a finite set of line segments. For circular shapes, we can
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(b) (c)(a)

Figure 7-24: Effects of changing γ and σ in the distortion model. (a): γ = 1, σ = 3;
(b) γ = 0.3, σ = 3; (c) γ = 0.3, σ = 1.

simply parametrise them without the Flash and Hogan line model and apply the

rest of the distortion method in the same way.

Rendering Shapes as Curly Strokes

We can now render pure geometric shapes into distorted contours, empty or filled.

This leaves us with only one particular rendering style to consider, that is, ren-

dering shapes as a single descriptive curly stroke. As previously mentioned, Mirö

tends to use lots of such strokes to represent object parts and sometimes even

the whole object. They are used because Mirö treats them as abstract represen-

tations of objects. In our own abstract object representation, i.e., shape-based

representation, we abstract objects and their parts in terms of pure geometric

shapes. The question then comes to how can we abstract a shape, so that it can

be described as a line or a curve? The answer here is medial axis transform [85].

The medial axis of a 2D shape is defined as the locus of the centre of all the

maximal inscribed circles of the shape. Medial axis are often used as a compli-

mentary representation of shapes but in more abstract and simpler forms. Medial

axis transform leads to an abstract shape representation widely refereed as shape

skeletons. Shape skeletons provides unique descriptions of shapes and the origi-

nal shapes can be re-constructed given their skeletons. Figure 7-25 demonstrates

skeletons fitted to every shape within an abstract model. All we have to do now

is to select an appropriate subset of the medial axis of a shape and use that as the

path of the stroke describing the shape, and by transition the underlying object.

We currently use the longest continuous section on the medial axis to describe

a shape. In the special case of a circle, we simply use its diameter of a random

orientation to describe it. Once a shape is mapped into a line/curve, we can
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Figure 7-25: Left to right: Structure of a face, its abstract model and shape skeletons

employ the previously proposed distortion model to generate its final trajectory.

A GUI to Facilitate the Art Synthesising Process

We can now render shapes into the three main characteristic styles found in

Mirö’s paintings, viz, distorted shape countours, distorted filled shapes and single

strokes. Overall, given an image, we can: (i) obtain its structure; (ii) build the

corresponding abstract model; (iii) render it in accordance with the three main

characteristics. Being able to follow these steps to get a final rendering marks the

end of the description of the proposed abstract art generation process. All three

steps have default options so that the user can potentially turn an image into a

crude abstract rendering of it by clicking on a “go” button. If the user wants to

be more specific and/or creative, he/she would need to alter the abstract models

and define rendering styles for each shape; a graphical user interface (GUI) is

implemented to facilitate this process.

Our user interface is important in allowing users to correct any modeling errors,

exchange canonical shapes, and select rendering options. The interface has access

to the complete abstract model. The user can edit the automatic shape by

choosing from a list which is wider than just the canonical shapes. The list

offers special restrictions on canonical families, so ellipses (canonical) and circles

(restriction) both appear. Once the user is happy with the model (structure and

shape) of an object, it can be rendered by clicking on the “render” button.

The interface allows choice of many rendering options as well, the effects of some

of which are demonstrated in the Gallery Section 7.3.5. We can render both arcs

and nodes of the model individually. Rendering arcs is to render the structure of
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Figure 7-26: Top: a screenshot of the GUI that facilitates the art synthesising process;
bottom: an abstract rendering produced using the GUI.

the object, whereas rendering nodes is to render its shape. An array of standard

media emulations is built-in to the interface: pencil, paint, chalk and others.

A screenshot of the GUI is provided at the top of Figure 7-26; using the GUI one

can easily create novel abstract artworks from images, such as the one show at the

bottom of the same figure. In order to fine-tune the quality of the final rendering,

so as to maximise its aesthetics, the interface also provides basic functionality
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such as specifying a background, choosing colours, scaling shapes and so on. The

user is able to interactively review the final rendering using a single click; and go

back and forth to make changes to the rendering styles.

In the following section, we present several abstract renderings that several people

created using the proposed GUI.

7.3.5 Gallery of Renderings

The abstract models of images support a wide range of simple art, as the ex-

amples shown here make clear. Each of these images was made by processing a

photograph showing a single object. The automatic system was able to produce

a good first model on most occasions, so that the user had to employ just a few

minutes effort to edit out errors — such as limbs being lost to the background

(Figure 7-27). If small details were required, such as eyes (Figure 7-27), then the

effort rose, which extends editing time to about 3 minutes.

Once in place the user is free to select amongst a wide variety of options to

Figure 7-27: A skater rendered into a child’s drawing on note paper. 33 mouse clicks
were used to obtain the abstract model, most of which spent on extracting facial fea-
tures. A child-scribble filling style was implemented and used to fill shapes.
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Figure 7-28: A bison rendered in the style of Mirö. The abstract model took 15 mouse
click to complete, mostly spend on extracting the horn.

Figure 7-29: A human figure rendered as stickman. This model took 15 mouse clicks
to edit into suitable form. It has been rendered as ink on paper. The whole process
took about two minutes.
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Figure 7-30: A horse rendered as rock art. Abstract model of the horse was built
using 7 mouse clicks and standard bump mapping techniques was used to render.

Figure 7-31: An eagle has been rendered in a style emulated after Mirö. The model
took 7 mouse clicks to complete from the automatic model. It was rendered on canvas
using oil media. The image took about one minute to make.
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Figure 7-32: This is composition in the style of Mirö. It was made by composting
renderings of each of the input photographs. The models required an average of about
15 edits each. The whole image took about seven minutes to make.

render areas as solid or boundary, to select colour, and drawing media. Specialist

rendering styles were written to carve objects into rock. Each example given here

shows the source photograph, states how long model editing took, and briefly

explains the rendering options used.

The large pictures (Figure 7-32) with more than one object in them were made

by compositing individually made paintings.
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7.4 Conclusions

In this section, we investigated how artworks of an abstract nature can be syn-

thesised using none or minimal user interaction. In particular we first tested the

proposition that shape simplification is able to deliver a degree of abstraction that

was previously impossible in the NPRP literature. In addition, we demonstrated

how abstract artworks of the styles advocated by master artists such as Kandin-

sky, Melvich and Matisse can be synthesised. We then extended the system by

advocating the use of object structures and show that by combining topological

object structures with shape simplification, art of an even greater abstract na-

ture can be created. Furthermore, we have developed an integrated system with

intuitive GUI to facilitate the art creation process.

We conclude that both shape simplification and toplogical object structures pro-

vide a degree of abstraction in terms of synthesising abstract artworks. In par-

ticular, shape simplification provides local abstraction to object parts; whereas,

toplogical object structures deliver a global and high-level abstraction to objects

as a whole.
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Part IV

Conclusions
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

In this chapter we will first summarise the contributions of the thesis, then con-

tinue to make some conclusions based on the observations made from using the

proposed algorithms, and discuss potential avenues for future research.

8.1 Summary of Contributions

We have proposed two hierarchical image descriptions and shown topological

object structures can be readily extracted from the latter. Structure extraction

is either done automatically using a novel graph theoretic measure or using a

manual image hierarchy editor.

Afterwards, we have studied the use of object structures in two novel applica-

tions: clustering objects of different depictive styles and synthesising abstract

synthetic artworks from photographs. Both applications demonstrate the bene-

fits of object structures from their own perspective. Success in clustering objects

regardless of depiction shows that object structures are invariant across depic-

tive styles; whereas, success in synthesising abstract artworks from photographs

demonstrates that object structures capture an appropriate degree of abstraction

that is perceivable by humans.

In the rest of this section, we summarise the major contributions of this thesis:

• We have developed a hierarchical image description based on perceptual
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grouping. We show that by searching for simple and stable groupings of

image primitives, salient objects can be readily found from images.

• We have proposed a novel experimental setup for qualitatively evaluating

the quality of primitive groupings. It also has potential applications in eval-

uating image segmentations, which are eventually groupings of pixels. The

novelty of the experimental setup lays with the fact that human disagree-

ment is used as a unit measure.

• We have developed a second image description based on hierarchical ag-

glomerative clustering. It builds on the work of Haris et al. [59], but differs

in two significant aspects: merging primitives are modelled as distribution

of feature vectors and a novel graph theoretic stopping criteria is proposed

to halt the merging process.

• We have demonstrated that using the same graph theoretic stopping cri-

teria, we are able to automatically break objects into their parts. Both

objects and their parts correspond to branches of their corresponding im-

age descriptions.

• We have implemented an image hierarchy editor for users to interact with

the automatically generated object structures. The benefits of the editor are

two-fold: firstly, errors from the automatic output can be accommodated;

secondly, different interpretations of object structures are made possible.

• We have shown that by encoding object structures into feature vectors of

fixed lengths and clustering them in feature space, we are able to classify

objects regardless of their depictive styles.

• We have shown that by combining object structures with simple geometric

shapes, we can synthesis child-like drawings and abstract artworks in the

styles of Joan Mirö, Wassily Kandinsky and Henri Matisse. An automatic

shape selector is developed to choose the “best” fit shape among a few.

• We have implemented an intuitive GUI for the art synthesis application,

using which users can break objects into their parts, fit shapes to them and

select appropriate rendering styles.
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8.2 Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis, we set out to study the profound relationships amongst objects

in different depictive styles, i.e., photographs, drawings and paintings. We pro-

posed that object structures can be used as an invariant property that is key in

linking objects of different depictive styles. In order to prove our proposition,

we studied how object structures can be extracted from images of different kinds

and consequently demonstrated their values in two novel applications: classifying

objects across depictive styles and synthesising abstract art from photographs.

The successes found in both applications provide partial evidences to the core

argument this thesis makes, which is, topological object structure is an essential

abstract property of objects.

We have shown that it is possible to extract object structures in an automatic

fashion, by first building an image hierarchy and decomposing it using a novel

graph theoretic measure. On the subject of forming clusters, spectral graph

theory has been proven to be useful, using which graph representations of object

structures can be encoded into feature vectors of fixed lengths. These clusters

are found to make equivalence classes wide enough to cross depictive boundaries;

yet sufficiently discriminative to be meaningful. In particular, it is interesting to

observe that some of these clusters map to object classes of a broader semantic

category. For example, our classifier recognises both “cows” and “horses” as

“four legged animals”; a result in support to our main argument over the use of

structures, because both animals share the same structures.

On the subject of extracting object structures, we believe potential improvements

can be introduced to both of the proposed hierarchical image descriptions. The

perceptual grouping based image hierarchy (Chapter 3) deserves some attention in

the future, especially along the lines of studying the mutual relationships amongst

Gestalt laws. In Chapter 4, we demonstrated that it is possible to decorrelate fea-

ture vectors using ICA and show that grouping performance can be improved this

way. Although ICA only assumes linear correlations, we feel that the lesson here

is that supervised learning is able to capture the hidden relationships between

Gestalt laws. In addition, our second agglomerative clustering based hierarchical

image description can benefit from: (i) An alternative set of primitives that is

invariant to affine transformations of images; (ii) Using other information such

as texture and shape as part of the feature vector describing an image primitives
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and better modelling of distributions of such vectors; (iii) In particular, attention

should be paid to the graph theoretic stopping criteria that we used to halt the

grouping process. This particular technique is not restricted to be used in our

particular case, but applicable to all grouping algorithms assuming graph theory.

There are several directions of future work that can be taken along the lines of

classifying objects across depictive styles. First, it would be interesting to see

how the current classifier generalises to more object classes and whether the in-

tegrity of wide semantic classes such as “four legged animals” will be kept. For

instance, would a “tiger” fall into the class of “four legged animals” or a class of

its own. More rigorous testing of such classifiers would involve building a test-

ing benchmark system of our own, such as the Caltech-256 [52] database that is

widely used for photograph-based object categorisation systems. Our database

should contain a healthy mixture of photographs, paintings and drawings of ob-

jects, other than mainly photographs. Second, the question of how to break

these semantic classes further also deserves some attention. For example, given

a class of “four legged animals”, how can other properties, such as colour and

texture, be incorporated to distinguish “horses” from “cows”. We have partially

addressed this issue by augmenting object parts with shape labels, however, there

is yet not enough evidence to make any decent claim on this. Third, the use of

spectral graph theory to encode structures could be better addressed. A simple

Laplacian matrix based description was used in our classifier, which was proven

to work reasonably well on clustering objects from 13 different object categories.

There are alternatives ways [144] of encode graphs in the spectral graph theory

literature. It would be interesting to see how the current way of encoding scales

as the number of object classes increase; and how might other alternatives cope

with such change.

From a NPR point of view, we have shown that the abstractness carried by

topological object structures is essential in synthesising abstract artworks from

photographs. We have demonstrated how artworks in the styles of child-like

drawings, Mirö and Picasso, can be rendered. It would be interesting to explore

how yet more abstract artistic styles can be achieved, for example, by introducing

a wider variety of brush styles and painting media. In addition, user interaction

is currently needed to specify rendering styles for each part of the object, such as

its shape and colour, so to make visually pleasing art. Possible ways to automate

this process can be considered here as future work. Apart from object structures,
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we have demonstrated that shape simplification is useful in delivering abstraction

to computer synthesised art. However, we have not really touched on the topic of

combinations of shapes, that is, how should shapes be combined and arranged in

a way that is aesthetically pleasing. In addition, it is also worthwhile to extend

the capability of our current NPR system to abstract videos.

Finally, we conclude that the structure of objects is indeed an invariant and

abstract property that is shared by objects of different depictive styles.
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